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WARRANTY
Unless otherwise provided, Tektronix warrants that this instrument shall be free from
defects in materials and workmanship under normal use and service for a period of one
year from the date of installation. If this instrument fails during the warranty period
under normal use and service because of a covered defect, Tektronix will repair or
replace this instrument, provided that it is shipped freight prepaid to a designated
service center. Tektronix will ship the repaired instrument or its replacement freight
collect to the buyer. The risk of loss or damage and the duty to insure instruments in
transit to or from Tektronix under this warranty shall be with the buyer.

LIMITATION OF WARRANTY

Any attempt by any person other than an authorized representative of Tektronix to
repair this instrumentor to make any modifications to the hardwareor software, without
the express prior written consent of Tektronix, will void all warranties. Tektronix makes
no other warranties, express or implied and specifically disclaims all warranties of
merchantability or fitness for a particular purpose. Tektronix further disclaims any
warranty that use of this instrument in conjunctionwith instrumentssupplied by buyer
does not infringe any patent. Tektronix specifically excludes all special incidental and
consequential damages for breach of any warranty. Tektronix’ sole obligation for
breach of any warranty shall be to repair or replace as set forth above.

For fastest possible service, direct all requests for repairs and replacementparts to the
Tektronix Field Office or representativein your area. Please include the instrumentType
Number or Part Number and Serial Number with all requests for parts or service.

Specifications and price change privileges reserved.

Copyright © 1978 by Tektronix, lnc. Beaverton, Oregon. Printed in the United States of
America. All rights reserved.

USA. and foreign TEKTRONIX products covered by US. and foreign patents and/or
patents pending.

TEKTRONIX and TEK are registered trademarks of Tektronix, Inc.
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SECTION 1

INTRODUCTION

Manual Organization

This manual contains two main divisions: programming and service.

When used with Tektronix software that includes a driver for this
interface, the interface appears transparent to the operator and
programmer. The first main division of this manual introduces the CP1100/
IEEE 488 Interface and the IEEE M88 general purpose bus. Register
addresses, register formats, interrupt handling, interrupt vector
addresses, DMA transfers, and interface protocol are discussed to aid an
assembly language programmer.

A warning page separates the second main division of this manual.
Information following the warning page is intended for qualified service
personnel only. The servicing instructions cover address and vector strap
options, installation, cabling, and maintenance. Circuit description,
parts lists, component locator, and schematic diagrams follow.

Interface Description (General)

The TEKTRONIX CP1100/IEEE N88 Interface is an assembly designed for
use in TEKTRONIX CP1100—series controllers such as the TEKTRONIX CP116M.

The interface includes the circuit card, a 2 meter cable (Tektronix Part
Number 012-0809-00) to connect the interface to the IEEE M88 bus, and the
instruction manual.

The interface can be used in other controllers that utilize the
Digital Equipment Corporation UNIBUS, such as the PDP-11/OM, PDP—11/05,
PDP-11/10, PDP-11/3N, PDP-11/35, PDP-11/M0, and PDP-11/M5; generally all
of the PDP-11 models except the PDP-11/03 and other PDP-11 controllers
based on the LSI-11 processor.

When this interface circuit card is properly installed, the
controller can exchange data with and control instruments connected to a
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general purpose bus (see Fig. 1-1) as specified by IEEE Standard 488—
1975.

The CP1100/IEEE 488 Interface provides both direct memory access
(DMA) and processor controlled data transfers (program) to or from the
IEEE 488 bus. DMA transfer rates up to 400 K bytes/sec can be achieved by
this interface. To reduce the load on the processor, the source and
acceptor handshakes are implemented in hardware. Other DMA features of
the interface include:

1. Capability to pack two bytes into a word. This is useful for
acquiring data from digitizers which have more than eight bits per word,
or for transferring command text strings.

2. Capability to swap the order in which bytes are sent or
received when data is packed. This assures compatibility with both high
byte first or low byte first 16—bit word transfers.

3. Capability to address memory space in either direction by
incrementing or decrementing a Bus Address Register.

4. Operation in the burst (hog) or non burst (non hog) mode,
allowing the user to make best use of DMA cycle stealing. For either
mode, protection is built in to allow the processor to take control if
the IEEE 488 bus should hang (or cycles too slowly).

Eight addressable registers and eight interrupt vectors are provided
by the interface. The interface register addresses and the vector address
range are user-set by selecting the desired jumper (strap) positions on
the interface card. Strap selection, register addresses, register
formats, and interrupt vectors are discussed in other sections of this
manual.

With appropriate software, the controller can implement the full
capabilities allowed by the interface functions specified by IEEE
Standard 488-1975, except for responding to a parallel poll conducted by
another controller on the bus. The CP1100/IEEE 488 Interface can perform
a parallel or serial poll of instruments on the IEEE 488 bus when the
CP1164 controller is acting as the controller—in-charge. See Fig. 1-1 for
a system block diagram using this interface.
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IEEE 488 STANDARD BUS
CP1100/
IEEE 488
INTERFACE

UNIBUS

1 Gl}
\ o a» o W

UP TO 15 DEVICES WITHOUT
EXTENDED ADDRESSING

TEKTRONIX CP1100-
SERIES CONTROLLER
OR DEC POP-11
COMPUTER

2151-1

Fig. 1-1. Block diagram of an IEEE “BB-conpatible
system using the CP1100/IEEE ”88 Interface.

Up to 15 devices (including this interface) can be electrically

standard is 20 meters. Normally, the devices are separated by cables no
more than 2 meters in length. If this is not the case, a bus termination
network must be provided for each 2 meters of cable length. If the
required terminations are lumped, performance of the bus may be
degraded.
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1“ connected to the IEEE ”88 bus. The total bus length allowed by the
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IEEE Standard ”88-1975 designates 31 primary address codes and 31
secondary address codes for talkers and listeners using the bus to
communicate; this addressing scheme provides a total of 961 addresses.
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IEEE ”88 Interface Function Subsets

The IEEE #88 interface function subsets (defined by the standard)
that can be implemented by a controller using this interface and the
appropriate software are:

C1, 02,
C3, CM,

and C5

SH1

AH1

TES, T5

LE3, L3

SR1

RL1

PPO

DC1

DT1

System controller, send interface clear (IFC) and take
charge, send remote enable (REN), respond to a service
request (SRQ), send interface messages, receive control,
pass control, pass control to self, parallel poll, and
take control synchronously.

Source Handshake, complete capability.

Acceptor Handshake, complete capability.

Basic Extended Talker, Serial Poll, Talk Only Mode,
Unaddress if or MSA and LPAS (listener primary addressed state).

Basic Extended Listener, Listen only Mode, Unaddress
if MSA and TPAS (Talker primary addressed state).

Service Request, complete capability.

Remote-Local, complete capability.

Parallel Poll, no capability (does not respond).

Device Clear, complete capability.

Device Trigger, complete capability.

My Listen Address (MLA), My Talk Address (MTA), and My Secondary
address (MSA) are all established by software.
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Related Information

Tektronix, Inc. provides manuals for the CP1100-series controllers.
Digital Equipment Corporation publishes manuals and handbooks for its
line of PDP-11 computers. Examples are the PDP-11 Processor Handbook and
PDP-11 Peripherals Handbook. Information on device interfaces for
TEKTRONIX IEEE 488-compatible instruments is available in Tektronix
manuals for those specific interfaces.

For more detailed information and specifications concerning the IEEE
U88 bus, refer to IEEE Standard N88-1975. This document is published by
the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers, 3M5 East H7th
Street, New York, New York, 10017.

Specifications

Electrical

Power Requirement:

This interface requires 1.5 amperes at +5 Vdc (typical) from the
controller mainframe.

Signal Levels:

All signal levels are TTL compatible. Refer to controller mainframe
specifications for Unibus signal levels and IEEE Standard 388-1975 for
signal levels on the IEEE 488 bus.

Environmental

The interface operates within the same environmental limits as the
controller. Refer to specifications in the controller manual.

Mechanical

The interface is contained on a quad—height, extended length card
and requires a full slot in the peripheral backplane of the controller
(see Fig. 9.2, PDP-11 Peripherals Handbook).
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SECTION 2

IEEE "88 BUS DESCRIPTION

Introduction

All instruments (devices) designed for use with the IEEE ”88 bus
must conform to IEEE Standard “88-1975 (ANSI MC1.1-1975), Standard
Digital Interface for Programmable Instrumentation. IEEE Standard N88—

1975 specifies the mechanical, electrical, and functional elements of the
digital interface system.

All of the interface functions required to allow an instrument to
control, talk, listen or to simply monitor the activity on the bus are
contained within that instrument. The interconnecting bus is entirely
passive. A typical interface system is illustrated in Fig. 2-1.

When a controller is connected to the bus, it can control the talk
and listen functions when programmed to do so. Only one active talker is
designated for any selected time interval. A talker or listener is not
considered active until it is assigned to perform a talk or listen role
by means of an address code sent by the controller. Systems can have more
than one controller; when this is the case, the interface functions
(digital circuitry) within the individual controllers can be programmed
to allow each to take turns as controller-in—charge.

Bus Signal Lines

The signal lines are functionally divided into three component
buses: an eight-line data bus, a three-line transfer bus, and a five-line
management bus for a total of sixteen active signal lines (see Fig. 2—1).

The relationship between the binary logic states and the electrical
state levels present on the signal lines is as follows:

Logical 1 corresponds to a low voltage level ($¢O.8 V) and the signal
line is asserted.
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INSTRUMENT A
ABLE TO

CONTROL,TALK
8: LISTEN

CP1100-Series
CONTROLLER DATA BUS

(8 SIGNAL LINES)

INSTRUMENT a
TALK AND
LISTEN
(7912 AD)

TRANSFER BUS
(HANDSHAKE)

(3 SIGNAL LINES)

INSTRUMENT c
LISTEN ONLY

(SIGNAL
GENERATOR)

INTERFACE
MANAGEMENT BUS
(5 SIGNAL LINES)

INSTRUMENT D
TALK ONLY
(COUNTER)

DIO 1—8 — DATA INPUT/
OUTPUT LINES

DAV — DATA VALID
NRFD -— NOT READY FOR DATA
NDAC — NOT DATA ACCEPTED
IFC — INTERFACE CLEAR
ATN — ATTENTION -

SRO — SERVICE REQUEST
REN — REMOTE ENABLE
EOI — END OR IDENTIFY

2151-2

Fig. 2-1. A typical system showing the IBEE ”88 bus organization.
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Logical 0 corresponds to a high voltage level (2}2.0 V) and the signal
line is not asserted.

The electrical states are based on standard TTL levels where the
power source does not exceed +5.25 Vdc (referenced to logic ground).

The Data Bus

The data bus contains eight bidirectional signal lines, D101 through
DIO8. One byte of information (eight bits) is transferred over the bus at
a time. D101 represents the least significant bit in the byte and D108

represents the most significant bit in the byte. Data is tranSmitted in a
byte-serial, bit—parallel format over the data bus.

Since the bus operates asynchronously, the transfer rate over the
data bus is a function of the slowest instrument taking part in a data
transfer at any one time. Data bytes can be formatted in ASCII (ISO 7-
bit) code representation with or without parity, or they can be formatted
in machine dependent binary code. The term "machine dependent binary
code" refers to an internal binary format used by a device to store
certain programs and data.

The Management Bus

The management bus is a group of five signal lines which are used to
control data transfers over the data bus. The basic signal definitions
for the management bus are as follows:

Interface Clear (IFC). The IFC signal line is asserted by the system
controller to place all interface circuitry in a predetermined quiescent
(power on) state.

The system controller is the only source for this signal. IEEE 488-
1975 designates only three interface messages (universal commands) to be
recognized during the time that IFC is asserted, device clear (DCL),
local lockout (LLO), or parallel poll unconfigure (PPU).

Attention (ATN). The ATN signal line is asserted by a controller
when peripheral instruments connected to the bus are being assigned as

9 2-3
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talkers or listeners and for other interface control traffic. As long as
the ATN signal line is asserted (ATN = 1), only instrument address codes
and control messages are transferred over the data bus. When the ATN

signal line becomes unasserted only those instruments designated as
talkers and listeners can take part in the data transfer. The controller
is the only source of the ATN signal.

Service Request (SRQ). Any peripheral instrument connected to the
bus can request the attention of the controller by asserting the SRQ

line.

The controller responds by asserting ATN and executing a serial poll
to determine which instrument is requesting service. After the peripheral
instrument requesting service is found (an instrument requesting service
identifies itself by asserting its D107 line after being addressed)
program control can be transferred to a service routine for that
instrument. When the service routine is completed, program control
returns to the main program. The SRQ signal line is released (unasserted)
when the instrument requesting service is polled.

Remote Enable (BEN). The REN signal line is asserted by the system
controller whenever the interface system is operating under remote
program control. The REN signal is used (in conjunction with other
control messages) to cause an instrument on the bus to select between two
alternate sources of programming data. A remote—local interface function
is used to indicate to an instrument that either input information from
the front-panel controls (local) or corresponding input information from
the interface (remote) is to be used. Some instruments are designed so
that specifically designated front-panel controls are enabled during a
remote programming sequence.

End or Identify (EOI). The EOI signal can be used by a talker to
indicate the end of a data transfer sequence. The talker asserts the E01
signal line as the last byte of data is transmitted. In this case, EOI is
essentially a ninth data line and must observe the same setup times as
the D10 lines. When the controller is programmed to listen, it assumes
that a data byte received is the last byte in the transmission (if the
E01 signal line has been asserted). When the controller is talking, it
may assert the E01 signal line as the last byte is transferred. The EOI

signal is also used in conjunction with the ATN signal if a parallel
polling sequence is conducted by the controller. EOI is not used during
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serial polls.

The Transfer Bus (Handshake)

A handshake sequence is executed between a talker and all designated
listeners via the transfer bus each time a data byte is transferred over
the data bus. The transfer bus signal lines are defined and operate as
follows (see Fig. 2-2 for a basic timing relationship between these
signals):

Not Ready for Data (NRFD). As long as the NRFD signal line is
asserted, it indicates that one or more assigned listeners are not ready
to receive the next data byte. When all of the assigned listeners for a
particular data transfer have released NRFD, the NRFD signal line is
unasserted. This tells the talker that it may place the next data byte on
the data bus.

Data Valid (DAV). The DAV signal line is asserted by the talker
after the talker places a valid data byte on the data bus. A low voltage
level for the asserted DAV signal tells each assigned listener to accept
the byte presently on the data bus. The talker is inhibited from
asserting the DAV signal line as long as the NRFD signal line is
asserted.

Not Data Accepted (NDAC). The NDAC signal line is asserted (held low
true) by each assigned listener until the listener accepts the data byte
currently on the data bus. When all assigned listeners have accepted the
data byte, the NDAC signal line is released (unasserted). This tells the
talker to remove the data byte from the data bus. The DAV signal line is
unasserted when all assigned listeners have accepted the data byte.

Bus Messages

Messages on the bus are either interface messages or device
dependent messages and are coded according to the ASCII (ISO 7-bit) code.
Interface messages are used to manage the interface functions of the
instruments; for example, they are sent with attention (ATN) asserted and
designate a specific instrument to talk and others to listen. Device
dependent messages are sent over the bus with ATN unasserted and are not
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ATN
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|

DATA
BUS

TALK ADDRESSJ FIRST DATA BYTE
INTERFACE MSG DEVICE DEPENDENT MSG

2151-3

Fig. 2-2. A typical handshake tiling sequence (idealized).
Byte capture time is dependent on the slowest
instrument involved in the handshake.

used by the instrument interfaces to change their state or configuration.
Device dependent messages are passed on to the device functions of the
instruments and can be considered to be data, such as a voltage reading
by a digital multimeter or the functional setting of a front panel
control.
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Command

DCL

GET

GTL
LLO

PPC

PPD
PPE
PPU
SDC

SPD

SPE
TCT
UNL

UNT

Meaning

Device Clear
Group Execute Trigger
Go To Local
Local Lock Out
Parallel Poll Configure
Parallel Poll Disable (see note)
Parallel Poll Enable (see note)
Parallel Poll Unconfigure
Selected Device Clear
Serial Poll Disable
Serial Poll Enable
Take Control
UNListen
UNTalk

2-7
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NOTE

The exact binary format for the
PPE command is: 11OSNNN where
"NNN" is a number in the range
0 to 7 designating which data
line to send the parallel poll
response on, and "S" is the sense
returned on data line NNN for a
true response.

The exact binary format for the
PPD command is 111DDDD, where D

specifies a don't care bit that
must be sent as a 0 but does not
need to be decoded by the receiv-
ing device.

GET, GTL, PPC, and SDC, are sent
to an instrument or group of
instruments that have been
addressed to listen. The TCT

command is sent to a controller
that has been addressed to talk.

DCL, LLO, SPE, SPD, and PPU are
universal commands and affect all
instruments on the bus.

The UNT command disables the talk
mode of a previously selected
talker, while the UNL command

disables the listen mode of all
previously selected listeners.
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SECTION 3

INTERFACE REGISTERS AND INTERRUPT VECTORS

Introduction

This interface has eight addressable (programmable) registers and
eight interrupt vectors that allow the programmer to control a system of
instruments interfaced according to IEEE Standard ”88-1975. Through the
interface, the program can act as the system controller or it can pass
control back and forth with another device that can act as controller—in—
charge. The program can also act as a talker only or as a listener only
(to monitor activity on the bus). When the program is acting as the
controller in charge it can address devices, send universal and addressed
commands, and transfer device-dependent messages. This interface can
conduct a serial or parallel poll of instruments on the bus, but will not
respond to a parallel poll conducted by another device. It can, if so
programmed, respond to a serial poll.

Program-able Registers

Table 3-1 illustrates the data format and bus addresses (octal) for
the eight interface registers. The Talker Data Buffer (TDB) and the
Listener Data Buffer (LDB) are data ports to and from the IEEE M88 bus.
The Interrupt Control Register (ICR) provides interrupt management bits.
The Bus Status Register (BSR) and the Bus Control Register (BCR) provide
a way to monitor and set the IEEE ”88 bus control lines; these two

registers also include interrupt clearing and interface mode control
bits. The Interface Status Register (ISR) supplies information about
direct memory access (DMA) operation. The Byte Counter Register (CTR) and
the Bus Address Register (BAR) are used when DMA transfers are
implemented between the controller bus and the IEEE N88 bus.
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TALKER DATA BUFFER (TDB) 1AAA00

15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0
-7 “F -r __ _

E01
0%?6 0015 0014 0013 0012 0011 0010 009 D|08 0107 0105 0105 0104 0103 0102 0101

LISTENER DATA BUFFER (LDB) 1AAA02

15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0
_ _ '1' _ ‘r _

REN
E01 ATN REN FééséE 0108 0107 BIOS 0105 0104 0103 0102 0101

INTERRUPT CONTROLREGISTER (ICR) 1AAA04

15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0_ __ __ ._ _, _.

R0Y DONE SRO ATN END
DONE ATN Egg F’REE‘E OFOCC RDY INTR 1NTR 1NTR INTR INTR RET'R IIITCR

occ ENBL ENBL ENBL ENBL ENBL ENBL ENBL

BUS STATUS REGISTER (BSR) 1AAA06

15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0

NO 1%th RET'R IFTCR DMA LOCALIN .581“ CLR CLR CLR INIT RESET NRFD NDAC DAV SRO ATN EOI REN 11:0

BUS CONTROL REGISTER (BCR) 1AAA10

15 14 13 12 11 10 9 3 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0
-— ‘1‘ _1_ _1_ __ _

LIST LIST x NDAC 0 SRO EO RE 11:0TCS A¥VN KIT/(13 1B7A x185A 1:)le? OUT OG¥ OUT OUT OU1I' 011T OUT

INTERFACE STATUSREGISTER (ISR) 1AAA12

15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0
_ _ _, __ __. _

DMA SWAP DMA NOTIME WRITE MA M DMA HOG PACKERR
ERR ERR lERR ABORT DONE 333': OBRYJEER M00E MODE OU/T B‘ECCRA GO

BYTE COUNTER REGISTER (CTR) 1AAA14

15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0

BUS ADDRESSREGISTER (BAR) 1AAA16

15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0

TABLE 3—1

CP1100/IEEE H88 Interface Registers
3-2
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Register Addresses

The address format for the eight interface registers is illustrated
in F ig o 3 -1 I

1 ”— 6/7 ‘1' A 11- A —- A + R -_ R —

15 14 13 12 11 10 9 3 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0
I

1 1 1 A A A A A A A A A R R R 0

\ IifA16=1 REGISTER OCTAL
A17=1 TUE 00

L03 02
ICR o4
35R 06
BCR 10
ISR 12
CTR 14
BAR 16

2151-4

Fig. 3-1. Register address format.

Address bits 15 through 13 are hardwired for a logical 1. Bits 12
(ii; through R are set to a logical 1 or 0 by a group of nine jumpers as shown

in the Servicing Section of this manual. Refer the setting of the jumpers
to qualified service personnel. These nine jumpers allow the address of
the lowest numbered register (1AAAOO-TDB) to be set withing the range
1600008 through 1777608. When bits 12 through H have been set, bits 3

through 0 are decoded to address (select) the desired register in the
interface. Bit 0 is equivalent to logical O; consequently, all registers
have an even address.

For TEK SPS BASIC Software, the upper bits of the register address
decoding logic are set for 16M1008. TEK SPS BASIC Software allows the use
of more than one interface. The address straps of each interface can be
set to create successively numbered addresses. For example:

Interface 0 16M1008 through 16u1168
Interface 1 1641208 through 16N1368
Interface 2 16N1M08 through 16M1568
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Interrupt Vector Addresses

The CP1100/IEEE ”88 interface has eight interrupts. The vector
address format is illustrated in Fig. 3-2. A single group of three
jumpers (V7, V6, and V5) set the S bits of the vector address. V7 sets
S7, V6 sets S6, and V5 sets SS. Refer the setting of these jumpers to
qualified service personnel. Bits 1 and 0 correspond to a logical 0. Bits
15 through 8 return all 0's.

The vector straps allow the lowest vector address (highest priority
vector) to be set within the range 0008 to 3M08. Table 3-2 contains a
list of interrupts and their corresponding addresses (listed in order
from highest to lowest priority) for eight different strap settings. For
TEK SPS BASIC Software, the vector strap setting is 110 and the SRQ
vector address should be 320.

Register address 1AAAOO can be read. When read, the address returned
is the vector for the last interrupt granted.

2151—5

Fig. 3-2. Interrupt vector address format.
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TABLE 3-2
Interrupt vectors and their corresponding addresses

for different vector strap settings.
6

Vector Strap 000 001 010 011 100 101 110 111 V-bit
Settings (V7,V6,V5) Code

DMA DONE (Complete) 000 040 100 140 200 240 300 340 000
or ERROR

Interface Clear 004 044 104 144 204 244 304 344 001
IFC Detected

Remote Enable 010 050 110 150 210 250 310 350 010
REN FALSE

END of Message 014 054 114 154 214 254 314 354 011
DAV and E01 Asserted

Service Request 020 060 120 160 220 260 320 360 100

'I SRQ Asserted

Attention 024 064 124 164 224 264 324 364 101
ATN Asserted

Data Ready (RDY) 030 070 130 170 230 270 330 370 110
in LDB

DONE (Source 034 074 134 174 234 274 334 374 111
Handshake Completed) (NONE)

Register Descriptions

This part of the manual contains a functional description for the
valid bits in each register to aid the programmer and service person.
describes the bit functions and their relationships to each other and
discusses how and under what circumstances each bit is set or cleared
(reset). In this section a RESET instruction refers to a LOCAL RESET

function, a controller RESET, or whenever INIT is asserted on the
controller's internal bus.

hfififififififififififififififi".
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TALKER DATA BUFFER (TDB) 1AAAOO

15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0
-r ‘7 __

EOI
0%216 0015 0014 0013 0012 0011 0010 009 0108 0107 D|06 0105 0104 0103 D102 0101

Talker Data Buffer (TDB). The Talker Data Buffer is used to write to
the IEEE H88 bus in any of the formats described below. The TDB is a
write—only register. However, performing a read operation on register
address 1AAAOO returns the vector address for the last interrupt granted.
Reading register address 1AAAOO at system initialization time allows the
programmer to determine how the vector address straps are set.

1. For a non-DMA transfer from the controller to a device on the
IEEE ”88 bus, data is written into this register. The low byte is latched
and output under control of the interface source handshake logic. The MSB

(D016) is also latched; if set, the interface asserts the E01 message.
Bits 1” through 8 are ignored (not latched or output on the bus).

the DMA IN/OUT and PACK MODE bits in the Interface Status Register must
be cleared. The interface DMA control logic places a word in this

2. For a DNA transfer to the IEEE M88 bus in the "unpacked" mode,

register. The low byte is latched and output on the bus by the interface
source handshake logic; the high byte is ignored.

3. For a DMA transfer to the IEEE 888 bus in the "packed" mode,
the DMA IN/OUT bit must be cleared and the PACK MODE bit set. The
interface DMA control logic places a word in this register. Either the
high byte or the low byte is latched first, depending on the condition of
the SWAP BYTE ORDER and NO INCR/DECR bits in the Interface Status
Register (ISR), the setting of jumper H1, and the value of the least
significant bit in the Bus Address Register (BAR). The byte that is
latched is output on the bus by the interface source handshake logic. The
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DMA control logic then performs another read cycle to latch and output
the other byte. The user should not write to or read from register 1AAAOO

while a DMA transfer is taking place.

The data written to the bus in any mode is removed from the bus
before the source handshake cycle is completed if a RESET instruction is
executed, if ATN is asserted by another controller on the bus, or if IFC
is asserted. If an error condition (bits 15 through 11 in the ISR) occurs
before the handshake is completed, toggling the NDAC OUT bit in the Bus
Control Reigster (BCR) is the preferred method of clearing the handshake
and removing data from the bus (see Section N, Software Protocol). The
DONE bit in the Interrupt Control Register (ICR) is set automatically
when the handshake cycle is completed.

Bits 15 - 8: D016—D09 (write only).

Function: High byte data for the DMA "packed" mode. Bit 15 can be
programmed (if desired) for the E01 function in the
non-DMA mode only. When set for E01, it causes the EOI

message to be sent at the same time as the last data byte.

Set: By writing a 1 into the desired bit. These bits are
cleared when outgoing data is accepted by all assigned
listeners or otherwise removed from the bus (see above).

Bits 7 - 0: DIOS-DIO1 (write only).

Function: Low byte data for the DMA "packed" mode. Normal data
output for the other modes.

Set: By writing a 1 into the desired bit. These bits are
cleared when outgoing data is accepted by all the
assigned listeners, by a RESET instruction, when IFC
is asserted, or if another controller asserts ATN

before the handshake is completed.
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LISTENER DATA BUFFER (LDB) 1AAA02

15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0
__ _, _,. 1.. _- _

REN
EOI ATN REN FALgE Dl08 0:07 D|06 D|05 D|04 D|03 0102 D|01

oc

Listener Data Buffer (LDB). The Listener Data Buffer is a read only
register and receives data sent by other devices on the IEEE M88 bus.
This register is normally read in the non-DMA mode. However, when using
the DMA control logic to send data on the IEEE M88 bus (DMA IN/OUT bit in
the ISR must be cleared), the LDB can be used to read data as transmitted
by this interface. The LISTEN control bits (bits 1“ and 13 in the ISR)
must be set if the acceptor handshake is to be controlled. Reading the
LDB while the DMA control logic is sending allows for self—check
procedures.

To accept data (listen to devices on the IEEE N88 bus) in a DMA

mode, the interface acceptor handshake logic is enabled as soon as the
DMA IN/OUT and GO bits in the ISR are set. For non-DMA listening, the
LISTEN bits in the ISR control the enabling of the acceptor handshake
function. The interface performs the acceptor handshake cycle and sets
the RDY bit in the Interrupt Control Register (ICR) to indicate that
valid data can be read from the LDB.

When the LDB is read, it returns the current value of the IEEE 488
data bus lines, the status of the E01, ATN, and REN control lines, and
the condition of the REN FALSE OCC bit. Reading the LDB also clears the
RDY bit in the Interrupt Control Register.

3—8
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.J
L 3 Bits 15 - 12: E01, ATH, RBI], REN FALSE OCC, respectively (read only).

’

Function: EOI, ATN, and REN are read directly from the bus and
indicate the asserted or unasserted states for these
control lines. EOI asserted indicates the last data
byte sent or received. ATN asserted indicates an
interface message (control command) was sent by this
interface or by another controller. REN asserted indicates
that the system is under remote control. REN FALSE OCC,
when read as a 1, indicates that all messages should be
interpreted as data sent or received under local mode
control (not remote). The REN FALSE OCC bit can be
used for non—DMA listening programs if the REN

INTR ENBL bit (1) in the ICR is not set. Bits 15

through 12 are ignored when this register is read by
the DMA control logic. See Section N for more
information concerning the REN FALSE OCC bit.

Bit 12: BEN FALSE OCC (read only).

6 Set: By an internal flip—flop when the REN control line
goes from its asserted to unasserted state.

Cleared: By a RESET instruction, or by writing a 1 into the
REN INTR CLR bit (12) in the Bus Status Register (BSR).
This bit is set and cleared at the same time as the REN

FALSE OCC bit in the Interrupt Control Register.

Bits 7 - O: D108 - D101 (read only).

Function: Read directly from the IEEE 488 data bus in any mode.
When read, indicates the current values of the data
lines; a 1 indicates that the corresponding bus line
is asserted. A talker sending data to this interface
does not normally remove the input data until the
acceptor handshake cycle is completed.
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INTERRUPT CONTROLREGISTER (ICR) 1AAAO4

15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0_ ‘F -7 __ _, _
RDY DONE SRO ATN ENDDONE ATN SEE F’XEEE 62% Roy INTR INTR INTR INTR INTR RE); IKFTCR

occ ENBL ENBL ENBL ENBL ENBL ENBL ENBL

Interrupt Control Register (ICR). The Interrupt Control Register
provides the interrupt management functions. Two bits are used to
indicate completion of the source and acceptor handshake functions.

Bits in this register operate in pairs to generate interrupts
related to conditions on the IEEE #88 bus control lines. Low order bits
(0-6) enable the interrupts. High order bits (7, 11-15) indicate that
interrupt conditions occurred. An interrupt occurs if an enable bit and
its associated condition bit are both 1, regardless of which was set ‘ifib

,

first. Once an interrupt occurs, another interrupt for the same condition
;

cannot occur until one of the two bits is cleared and set to 1 again. If
more than one interrupt condition is pending when the interrupt request
was recognized, the interrupt with the lowest numbered vector address
(highest priority interrupt) will be the one sent to the controller
program. Refer to the Servicing Section of this manual for additional
information concerning the interrupt vectors.

Bit 15: DONE (read only).

Function: Data byte transfer complete. Set true when powered up.
After data is written into the TDB, the interface
performs the source handshake cycle and sets this bit
when data has been accepted by all of the assigned
listeners (NDAC line is released). The next data byte
can then be loaded into the TDB. The DONE interrupt
is generated if this bit is set and its associated
enabling bit has been set.

3-10 9 h.
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Set:

Cleared:

Bit 1“:

Function:

Bit 13:

Function:

Set:

Cleared:

Bit 12:

Function:

Set:

CP1100/IEEE N88 INTERFACE

By the NDAC bus line going from an asserted to an
unasserted state at the end of a handshake cycle, by
a RESET inStruction, when IFC is asserted, or when
another controller on the bus asserts ATN.

By a correct write to the TDB. This bit will not clear
if the DAV bus line is already asserted or remains
asserted when NDAC is released.

ATN (read only).

This bit is read directly from the bus and‘generates
the ATN interrupt if its associated enabling bit
has been set. A 1 indicates that the ATN line is asserted.

END OCC (read only).

Essentially indicates the END of a device dependent
message. Generates the END interrupt if its associated
enabling bit has been set.

By an internal latch when a talker on the IEEE ”88 bus
asserts the DAV and E01 lines simultaneously with the
last data byte (ATN unasserted).

By a RESET instruction or by writing a 1 into the
END INTR CLR bit (13) in the BSR.

REN FALSE OCC (read only).

For interrupt driven program. Detects when the IEEE 488
bus leaves the remote control mode and generates the
Remote Enable (REN) Cleared interrupt vector if its
associated enabling bit has been set.

By an internal flip-flop when the REN bus line goes
from its asserted to its unasserted state.



Cleared:

Bit 11:

Function:

Set:

Cleared:

Bit 7:

Function:

Set:

Cleared:

CP1100/IEEE 488 INTERFACE

By a RESET instruction or by writing a 1 into the
REN INTR CLR bit (12) in the BSR.

IFC OCC (read only).

Detects when the IFC bus line becomes asserted and
generates the IFC interrupt if its associated
enabling bit has been set.

By an internal flip-flop when the IFC bus line goes
from its unasserted state to its asserted state.

By a RESET instruction or by writing a 1 into the
IFC INTR CLR bit (11) in the BSR.

RD! (read only).

When set at the end of an acceptor handshake cycle, this
bit indicates that a valid data byte is available in the
LDB. Interface must be in a listen mode (LIST W ATN or
LIST W/O ATN). For a DNA listen mode, the DMA IN/OUT
bit (2) in the ISR must be set. When this bit is set it
generates the RDY interrupt if its enabling bit has
been set. NOTE: Do not set the DONE or RDY interrupt
enabling bits for a DNA transfer.

By an internal flip—flop when DAV assumes its asserted
state at the beginning of a handshake cycle. Data is
normally placed on the bus by a talker before DAV is
asserted.

When the LDB is read, by a RESET instruction, or when
the IFC line is asserted.
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INTR ENBL (Interrupt Enable) bits; RDI, DONE, SRQ, ATN,
END, BER, and IFC, respectively (write or read).

When written, these bits are stored in a common octal
flip—flop circuit with a common clear input. Each bit
can be set (interrupt unmasked) or cleared (interrupt
masked) by writing a 1 or 0 into the desired bit
(1 equals set, 0 equals clear). The SRQ interrupt
vector is generated if bit M is set and the SRQ bus
line is asserted. The RDY INTR ENBL and the DONE INTR
ENBL bits must not be set for a DMA transfer. All of
these bits are cleared by a RESET instruction. The
assertion of the IFC bus line does not clear these bits.
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BUS STATUS REGISTER (BSR) 1AAA06

15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 5 5 4 3 2 1 0
_ __ __ __ __ a

”0 RTE. 15% 'FC
WA LOCALI INTR58L CLR CLR CLR NT RESET

NRFD NDAC DAV sno ATN EOI REN IFC

Bus Status Register (BSR). The Bus Status Register essentially
monitors the IEEE M88 bus management and handshake control lines. Bits
included in this register are two DNA functions, three interrupt clearing
bits, and a local reset function.

Bit 15:

Function

Set:

Cleared:

N0 301 DNA (write or read).

This bit is provided for DNA transfers:
1) If bit 15 is set for a DNA transfer from the IEEE M88

bus to the controller memory or to another peripheral, the
transfer is not terminated by the E01 message being
received with a data byte. The DMA control logic continues
to accept data until the Byte Counter Register (BCR)
overflows or the DMA transfer is aborted.
2) If bit 15 is set for a DNA transfer from the controller
memory or another peripheral to the IEEE ”88 bus, the
interface will not assert the E01 bus line at the same
time as the last data byte. If this bit is clear, EOI
will be asserted with the last data byte.
3) If the ATN OUT bit (3) in the BCR is set and a DMA

transfer to the IEEE 488 bus is initialized, the
assertion of the E01 bus line is automatically inhibited
(bit 15 does not have to be set).

By writing a 1 to the bit location.

By writing a 0 into this bit or by a RESET instruction.
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Bits 13 - 11:'7 ‘ii;

Function:

Bit 10:

Function:

Bit 9:

Function:
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END INTR CLR, REN INTR CLR, and IFC INTR CLR,
respectively (gated write pulse only).
When written these bits are not stored or latched. When
a 1 is written to the desired bit, it clears its
corresponding interrupt condition bit (13, 12, or 11)
in the ICR. Write pulse duration is about 50 nanoseconds.

DNA INIT (gated write pulse only).
To be set before a DMA operation. This bit is not stored
or latched. When a 1 is written to this bit it clears the
ERR, TIME ERR, WRITE ERR, DMA ERR, DMA ABORT, DMA DONE,
and GO bits (15, 1M, 13, 12, 11, 7, and O) in the ISR.
Write pulse duration is about 50 nanoseconds.

LOCAL RESET (gated write pulse only).
This bit is not stored or latched. When a 1 is written
to this bit, it performs the same operation as occurs
when a controller RESET instruction is executed. It is
used to re-initialize this interface without affecting
other interfaces (peripherals) within the system. Write
pulse duration is about 50 nanoseconds. Asserting this
bit affects the eight programmable (addressable)
registers as follows (see Table 3-3):

TDB: Resets (clears) the E01 function associated
with bit 15 and removes output data from the
IEEE H88 bus.

LDB: Clears the REN FALSE OCC bit (12).

ICR: Sets the DONE bit (15). Clears the following
bits: END bit (13), BEN FALSE occ bit (12),
IFC occ bit (11), RDY bit (7), and the INTR ENBL
(interrupt enabling) bits (6 through 0).

BSR: Clears the NO EOI DMA bit (15).



Bits 7 - 0:

Function:
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BCR:

ISR:

CLR:

BAR:

Clears TCS (15), LIST w ATN (1M),
LIST W/O ATN (13), XBA17 (12), XBA16 (11),
and resets the IEEE 488 control lines to
their idle state.

Resets (clears) all the bits in this
register.

Does not affect this register.

Does not affect this register.

NRFD, unnc, DAV, sno, ATN, EOI, BER, and IFC,
respectively (read only).

Not Ready for Data, Not Data Accepted, Data Valid, Service
Request, Attention, End or Identify, Remote Enable, and
Interface Clear, respectively. These bits monitor the
IEEE H88 control lines and are read directly from the bus.
They are not stored or latched. When read, a 1 indicates
that a control signal is received and that the corresponding
bus line is asserted.

;
f
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I
-" BUS CONTROL REGISTER (BCR) 1AAA1O

15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0
__ -7 __ __ __ q

q. UST LBT
I XBA NRFD NDAC DAV SRO ATN EOI REN IFCTCS Afik 2T3 17 X3? OUT OUT OUT OUT OUT OUT OUT OUT

fivfifi_fififififir—.WWV—.Wfi

Set:

Bus Control Register (BCR). The Bus Control Register provides a way

Bit 15:

Function:

Cleared:

to set and monitor the IEEE 488 management and handshake control lines.
This register also includes interface mode control bits.

TCS (write or read).

Take control synchronously. This bit is used to take
synchronous control of the bus in order to prevent the
possible loss of data. Bit 15 sets up the interface
hardware so that if a data transfer is taking place
across the bus while ATN is unasserted, the NRFD line
is asserted at the same time as DAV to inhibit the next
handshake cycle; the ATN OUT bit (3) is then set
automatically when DAV clears. As soon as the ATN OUT

bit becomes set, it resets (clears) the TCS bit.
It is possible for the ATN OUT bit to not be set
within the expected time interval if the data
transfer has slowed or stopped (talker has not yet
received the DAC message).

By writing a 1 into two internal flip-flops, with the
second flip—flop clocked by the DAV signal.

By writing a 0 into this bit, when the ATN OUT bit
becomes set, by a RESET instruction, or when the IFC
bus line is asserted.



Bits 1n and 13:

Function:

Set:

Cleared:
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LIST W ATN and LIST W/O ATN, respectively
(write or read).

Either, or both, of these bits enable the interface
acceptor handshake logic for the non—DMA mode.
See description of the LDB for information
relative to enabling the acceptor handshake logic
while this interface is outputting data (talking)
on the bus during a DMA transfer. For the non-DMA
mode, the logic is enabled under the following
conditions:
1) When LIST W ATN is set and another controller
on the bus asserts the ATN line.
2) If LIST W/O ATN is set and the ATN line is
released (unasserted) by another controller on
the bus.
The LIST W ATN bit (1“) should be set to a 1 whenever
another device on the bus is acting as controller-in-charge.
The LIST W/O ATN bit (13) is automatically set if
the LIST W ATN bit is set and another controller
asserts the ATN line. This immediately sets the
acceptor handshake function as soon as the ATN

line is unasserted. If the program does not require
the interface to accept data (it is not a listener)
when ATN becomes unasserted, bit 13 should be cleared.

Each, or both, of these bits are set by writing a 1

to internal flip-flops. LIST W/O ATN is automatically
set by this interface if LIST W ATN is set and
another controller asserts the ATN line.

By writing a 0 into the desired bit. Bit 1“ is
cleared by a RESET instruction. Bit 13 is cleared
either by a RESET instruction or the assertion of
the IFC line.



'1 fl -L w Bits 12 and 11:

Function:

Set:

Cleared:

é
Bits 7 - 0:

Function:
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13117 and XBA16, respectively (write or read).

Extended address bits. Provided for DMA transfers
in Memory Management systems.
XBA17 and XBA16 assert the extended address lines
on the controller bus. For Memory Management systems
set XBA17 and XBA16 according to the following guide:

00 for transfers in the area of 00-32 K.
01 for transfers in the area of 32-64 K.
10 for transfers in the area of 64-96 K.
11 for transfers in the area of 96-128 K.

Either, or both, bits are set by writing a 1 to
internal flip-flops.

By writing a O to the desired bit. Both bits are
cleared by a RESET instruction.

mum OUT, NDAC OUT, DAV OUT, SRQ OUT, ATN OUT,
EOI OUT, REN OUT, IFC OUT, respectively (write or read)

The following bits are latched by writing a 1 into
the desired bit: bits 7, 6, 5, 4, 2, and 1. Bit 3
is set by writing a 1 to a flip-flop. Bit O (IFC OUT)
is a triggered "one—shot" multivibrator; the IFC
bus line is asserted for approximately 150 micro-
seconds when this bit is loaded and then clears
itself. The output of the latches drive the IEEE M88
bus in a corresponding manner; if the output of a
latch is a 1, the corresponding bus line is asserted.
Note that the ATN OUT bit (3) is also set automatically
as described for the TCS bit (15). All of these bits,
except REN OUT and IFC OUT, are cleared by either a
RESET instruction or when IFC is asserted on the bus.
REN OUT and IFC OUT can be cleared by RESET instruction.
The status of the IEEE “88 bus lines associated with
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these bits can also be read from the Bus Status
Register (BSR). When the IFC bus line is asserted by
this interface or another controller, the eight
programmable registers are affected in the following
manner (see Table 3-3): '

TDB: Clears the EOI function associated with
bit 15 and removes output data to the
IEEE N88 bus.

LDB: Configured to receive new data.

ICR: Sets the DONE bit. Sets IFC OCC and
generates an interrupt if IFC INTR ENBL

is set. Clears the RDY bit.
BSR: A positive transition occurs at bit 0.

BCR: Clears TCS, LIST W/O ATN, NRFD OUT,
NDAC OUT, DAV OUT, SRQ OUT, ATN OUT,
and EOI OUT.

ISR: Sets DMA ABORT and clears the GO bit.
CTR: Does not affect this register.
BAR: Does not affect this register.

Note that the ATN OUT and SRQ OUT bits, when set,
will generate interrupts through the ICR if their
enabling bits have been set. The REN OUT bit generates
a REN FALSE interrupt if it is cleared after being set
and the enabling bit has been set. The status of the
ATN, REN, and EOI bus lines can also be read from the
LDB. In most cases, the LDB should not be read during
a DNA transfer since it could cycle the acceptor
handshake logic.
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INTERFACE STATUS REGISTER (ISR) 1AAA12

15 14 13 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0
-r— —' -|P_ —1I— ‘—

DMA SWAP DMA NOflME WRRE DMA DMA HOG PACKERR
ERR ERR ABORT DONE gggi $23E§ MODE MODE 5%} SEEK GO

Bit 15:

5 Function:

Set:

Cleared:
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Interface Status Register (ISR). The primary function of the
Interface Status Register allows the user to control and monitor the
operation of this interface in the DMA modes. Other DMA primary control
bits are found in the Bus Status Register. The Byte Counter Register and
the Bus Address Register are also used for DMA operations.

ERR (read only).

For DMA or non DMA modes. This bit is the inclusive-OR
of the following four errors: 1) TIME ERR, 2) WRITE

ERR, 3) DMA ERR, and A) DMA ABORT. If any of the four
error flags or the DMA DONE bit (7) becomes set, the
GO bit is automatically cleared. If the DMA INTR ENBL

bit is set and an error occurs during a DMA transfer,
or the transfer is completed (DMA DONE set), the
interface generates the highest priority interrupt
and returns a vector address determined by the vector
address straps. Bits 15 through 7 of this register are
read by the program to determine the type of error or if
the DMA transfer is complete.

Automatically by this interface if bit 1”, bit 13,
bit 12, or bit 11 of this register become set.

By writing a 1 into the DMA INIT bit (10) of the BSR,
or by a RESET instruction.
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Bit 1”:

Function:

Set:

Cleared:

Bit 13:

Function:

Set:

Cleared:

Bit 12:

Function:

Set:
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TIME ERR (read only).

For DMA or non DMA modes. When set, indicates that
one of two possible timing errors has occurred:
1) Another controller asserting ATN while this interface
is handshaking data. 2) An attempt to load the TDB

before a previous byte was accepted by all listeners.
By this interface if another controller asserts ATN

during the time that DAV is asserted by this interface
or, if the program tries to load the TDB before DAV

assumes its unasserted state.

By writing a 1 to the DMA INIT bit (10) in the BSR,
or by a RESET instruction.

WRITE ERR (read only).

For DNA or non DMA modes. When set, indicates
that an attempt was made to load the TDB when no
device on the IEEE M88 bus was listening.

By this interface if an attempt is made to load the
TDB while the NRFD and NDAC bus lines are in their
unasserted states.

By writing a 1 into the DMA INIT bit (10) of the BSR,
or by a RESET instruction.

DNA ERR (read only).

When set, indicates one of two possible error conditions
occurred during a DMA transfer: 1) the Bus Address
overflowed, or 2) no response from a designated slave
device; for example, a non-existent memory location.

By this interface if the BAR overflows or if the
slave device does not reply when addressed.
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By writing a 1 into the DMA INIT bit (10) in the BSR

or by a RESET instruction.

DHA ABORT (read only).

When set, indicates one of four possible reasons for
the DMA transfer to halt before completion: 1) IFC
asserted, 2) ATN asserted by another controller,
3) A TIME ERR, WRITE ERR, or DMA ERR occurred,
A) The REN FALSE condition occurred with its enabling
bit set. An error interrupt vector is generated if
the DMA INTR ENBL bit (7) has been set and the DMA

aborts; see ERR bit (15).

By this interface during a DNA transfer under any
of the following conditions; IFC asserted, ATN

asserted by another controller, the ERR bit becomes
set, or if REN goes from its asserted to unasserted
state with the REN INTR ENBL bit (10) in the ICR set.
The DNA DONE bit (7), if set, inhibits the setting
of DNA ABORT.

By writing a 1 into the DMA INIT bit (10) in the BSR,
or by a RESET instruction.

DMA DONE (read only).

When set, indicates the normal end of a DMA transfer
when transmitting data in either direction across
this interface.

Automatically by this interface when the END bit (13)
in the ICR becomes set and the NO EOI DMA bit has
been cleared; if the NO EOI DMA bit has been set, the
DMA DONE bit is set by Byte Counter Register overflow
(all 1's to all 0's).
By writing a 1 into the DMA INIT bit (10) in the BSR,
or by a RESET instruction.
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Bit 6:

Function:

Set:

Cleared:

Bit 5:

Function:

Set:

Cleared:
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DNA INTR ENBL (write or read).
Q

L'L'

When set, enables the interrupt condition for DMA DONE

or for one of the error flags associated with bits
15 through 11 of this register.

I

LJL’L
By writing a 1 to an internal flip—flop.

By writing a 0 into this bit, or by a RESET instruction.

SWAP BYTE ORDER (write or read). LT
This bit is used to control the manner in which
memory is addressed when operating in the DMA "packed"
mode (bit 3 of this register set). If this bit (5)
is clear, memory is addressed in the standard fashion
(16-bit memory word assumed):
1) Low order bytes first when incrementing the m
Bus Address Register . w
2) High order bytes first when decrementing the
Bus Address Register.

I

L!
L-

If the SWAP BYTE ORDER bit is set, memory is addressed
in the following manner (16—bit memory word assumed):
1) High order bytes first when incrementing the
Bus Address Register.
2) Low order bytes first when decrementing the
Bus Address Register.

14‘]

Refer to the Servicing Section of this manual for
information on how to increment or decrement the BAR.

By writing a 1 to an internal flip—flop.

By writing a 0 into this bit, or by a RESET

instruction.
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Function:

Function:
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HOG MODE (write or read).

This bit defines how the controller bus is used during
a DMA transfer; it can be set or cleared while the
DNA is running. If this bit is clear, the interface
gets control of the bus, transfers one byte, and then
releases the bus before the next byte transfer. If
this bit is set, the interface gets control of the bus
and does not release it until the DMA transfer is
completed. This interface will release the controller
bus if a device on the IEEE 488 bus does not respond
within 20 microseconds; this is not an "error"
(an error flag is not set). The device was slow
to respond and as soon as it does respond, the
interface will proceed with the remainder of the
DMA transfer.

By writing a 1 to an internal flip—flop.

By writing a 0 into this bit, or by a RESET

instruction.

PACK MODE (write or read).

This bit specifies how the data is stored in (or
retrieved from) memory. If set, the 16-bit memory word
is byte addressed. The order of byte transfer is
dependent on the setting of the SWAP BYTE ORDER bit
and whether the BAR is incremented or decremented. See
discussion under SWAP BYTE ORDER bit and the BAR. In
the PACK MODE, the BAR is incremented or decremented
by one (1) after each byte transfer. The transfer may
start at an even or odd address.
When this bit is clear, the interface is operating
in an "unpacked" mode and the data is assumed to appear
in the low order byte defined by the current value
in the BAR. When transferring data from the IEEE N88
bus to memory in the "unpacked" mode, the high byte
of a word will be ignored during the time that the
low byte is written; the BAR is incremented or
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Set:

Cleared:

Bit 2:

Function:

Set:

Cleared:

Bit 1:

Function:

Set:

Cleared:

Bit 0:

Function:
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decremented by two (2) after each byte transfer if
the NO INCR/DECR bit is cleared.

By writing a 1 to an internal flip-flop.

By writing a 0 into this bit, or by a RESET

instruction.

DHA IN/OUT (write or read).

Specifies the direction of the DMA transfer. When set,
the data is transferred from the IEEE M88 bus to the
controller bus (DMA IN). When clear, the data is
transferred from the controller bus to the IEEE M88

bus (DMA OUT).

By writing a 1 to an internal flip—flop.

By writing a 0 into this bit, or by a RESET

instruction.

N0 INCR/DECR (write or read).

When set, indicates that the same address should be
used for the entire DMA transfer; the BAR will not
be incremented or decremented during the transfer.

By writing a 1 to an internal flip-flop.

By writing a 0 into this bit, or by a RESET

instruction.

GO (write or read).

When set, initiates a DMA controlled data transfer.
This bit can be set simultaneously with bits 1 through
6 of this register, or set last in a sequence. Before
setting the G0 bit, the Bus Status Register (BSR)
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CP1100/IEEE N88 INTERFACE

should be programmed properly for a DMA transfer.

By writing a 1 to an internal flip-flop.
By writing a 0 into this bit, or by a RESET instruction.
This bit is automatically cleared by this interface
if ATN is asserted by another controller, IFC is
asserted, REN FALSE condition occurs with its enabling
bit set, or if any of bits 15 through 7 of this
register becomes set.
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BYTE COUNTER REGISTER (CTR) 1AAA14

15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0
—— fir— —u— —r— _F' —

Byte Counter Register (CTR). The Byte Counter Register is a write or
read register and used by the programmer for DMA operations. Initially,
the CTR is loaded with the 2's complement of the number of bytes to be
transferred. For each byte transferred, this register increments toward
zero. When the Byte Counter Register overflows (all 1's to all 0's), the
DMA DONE bit in the Interface Status Register is set and the DMA transfer
is complete. If an EOI message is received and the NO EOI DMA bit is set,
the transfer halts with the DMA DONE bit set. The Byte Counter Register
contains the 2's complement of the initial byte count minus the number of
bytes transferred. Each bit is set/cleared by writing a 1/0 into the
desired bit. See NOTE under the description for the Bus Address Register.
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5
BUS ADDRESSREGISTER (BAR) 1AAA16

15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0‘F— —. —

Bus Address Register (BAR). The Bus Address Register is a write orread register and is used for DMA operations. This register (along with
the extended address bits, XBA17 and XBA16 in the Bus Control Register)is used to specify the controller bus address of the location to (or
from) which data is to be transfer during DMA cycles. The BAR is
incremented or decremented according to how a strap (jumper) on thisinterface is set by the user. If the NO INCR/DECR bit in the Interface
Status Register is set after the BAR is loaded, the same address can be
used for the entire DMA transfer. If the PACK MODE bit in the ISR is set,the BAR is incremented (decremented) once for each byte transfer; if itis cleared, the BAR is incremented (decremented) twice for each byte
transferred. If the BAR overflows during a DMA transfer, the DMA ERR bitin the ISR is automatically set. Since BAR overflow does not increment
(decrement) the extended address bits, the maximum block of data that can
be transferred in one operation is 6” K bytes.
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The SWAP BYTE ORDER bit in the ISR does not affect the actual
contents of the BAR; if the SWAP BYTE ORDER bit is set, the least
significant bit in the BAR will appear complemented when read or when itis used as an address on the controller bus. Each bit of the BAR is set
or cleared by writing a 1 (set) or 0 (clear) into the desired bit.

NOTE
If this interface is performing a DMA transfer
from the controller bus to the IEEE ”88 bus
(a talk mode) and another controller performs
a "take control synchronously" operation (TCS),
the CTR and the BAR should be backed up one
cycle before continuing.

fifififi'fifififi".
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If an EOI message is received during a DMA transfer with the NO EOI
DMA bit cleared, the transfer halts and the BAR returns the address into
(from) which the next data byte would have been moved. When sending data
to the IEEE M88 bus under DMA control, the BAR contains a value that
points to the actual position for the next data byte.

Local Reset and Interface Clear

Table 3-3 illustrates the bits in each register that is cleared (or
set) by issuing a LOCAL RESET instruction or when IFC is asserted on the
IEEE 488 bus.

TABLE 3-3
Local Reset/Interface Clear Functions.

Bits cleared by R (LOCAL RESET) and I (Interface Clear)

Bit 15 1M 13 12 11 1O 09 08 O7 O6 05 ON 03 02 01 00
(E01)

TDB IR - — - — — - -
.

IR IR IR IR IR IR IR IR

LDB — - — R _ _ _ — — - _ — _ — - -

ICR (SET) - R R R - — — IR R R R R R R R

BSR R — — - — - - — - — — - - - — -

BCR IR R IR R R — - — IR IR IR IR IR IR R IR

ISR R R R R R — — — R R R R R R R IR

NOTE: The DONE bit (15) in the Interrupt Control Register (ICR) is set by
either LOCAL RESET (R) or Interface Clear (I). The DMA ABORT bit (11) in
the Interface Status Register (ISR) will be set by Interface Clear if a
DMA transfer has not been completed.
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SECTION M

SOFTWARE PROTOCOLS

Introduction

Programming protocol for the IEEE M88 interface is discussed in this
section of the manual. The program may act as a system controller or
control may be passed back and forth between this interface and another
controller on the IEEE M88 bus.

The basic concept of the IEEE M88 system is described in Section 2
of this manual. For more specific details and state diagrams relative to
the IEEE M88 interface functions, refer to IEEE Standard M88-1975.

This interface has eight addressable registers and eight interrupt
vectors. The registers and interrupts are specifically discussed in
Section 3 of this manual.

The IEEE M88 system usually requires that one device be designated
as the system controller. It is possible, however, to have a system
configured where more than one device has the controller function; when
that is the case, only one device may be the controller-in-charge at any
given time. To get control of the bus, any controller may requesttransfer of control from the current controller-in-charge. A system
controller can take control from the current controller-in-charge by
requesting that control be returned or by simply asserting the Interface
Clear (IFC) message. Interface Clear can only be performed by a system
controller and it causes the Talker and Listener functions, as well as
the Controller functions in other devices, to go to their power on state.
The other interface (IEEE M88) functions are not directly affected by the
IFC message.

@ M-1
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Programming Considerations

Addressing. This interface can be strapped to respond to addresses
within the range of 1600008 through 1777768.

The extended address bits (XBA16 and XBA17) in the Bus Control
Register are used when the controller has provision for Memory
Management. In order to perform a DMA operation with this interface to,
or from, another device in the peripheral space, the user must set XBA16

and XBA17 for data transfers to the desired memory area (see Section 3 -
Bus Control Register).

The addressable registers on this interface do not support write
byte operations. If the user performs a write byte operation on one of
the interface registers, the byte will be loaded into both the high and
low order bits of the register. Read byte operations are handled in the
standard fashion.

The Talker Data Buffer is typically thought of as a write only
register. However, register address 1AAAOO can be read and has the added
feature that it returns the vector address for the last interrupt
granted. This feature can be used by system software to determine how the
interface interrupt vectors have been set (strapped).

Local Reset. The LOCAL RESET bit in the Bus Status Register provides
a means of initializing the controller side of this interface. Writing a
1 into this bit performs the same function on this interface as occurs
when a controller RESET (INIT) instruction is executed. The LOCAL RESET

bit can be used to reinitialize this interface without affecting the
other interfaces (peripherals) in the system. Refer to Table 3-3 (Section
3) for information concerning the bits in each register that are cleared
by the LOCAL RESET and Interface Clear (IFC) functions.

The E01 function. The EOI line of the IEEE ”88 bus is used to
indicate the end of data transmission (or Identify for a Parallel Poll,
covered later). The EOI line can be asserted by setting the E01 bit in
the Bus Control Register; however, since it is normally sent only with
the last data byte in a message, the E01 message may be sent by setting
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bit 15 in the Talker Data Buffer when sending data in a non DMA mode. The
programmer must take care when uSing the internal registers of the
controller (RO-RS) that an automatic sign extension does not
inadvertently set bit 15 and assert the E01 line. For DMA transfers, the
EOI message is automatically sent along with the last byte of data unless
the programmer sets the NO EOI DMA bit in the Bus Status Register before
the DMA transfer is initiated. The EOI bus line can be monitored directly
by reading the Bus Status Register; it is also available as the most
significant bit (15) in the Listener Data Buffer.

The END condition (E01 and DAV asserted, ATN unasserted) is detected
by this interface and indicated in the Interrupt Control Register as the
END OCC bit. The END condition can also be monitored by enabling its
interrupt. Once the interrupt is detected, either the END OCC bit or its
interrupt enabling bit (2) must be reset and set again for another
interrupt to occur. The END OCC bit is cleared by writing a 1 to the END

INTR CLR bit in the Bus Status Register.

The Listen Enable Functions. The source and acceptor handshake
functions for this interface are totally independent. If the LIST W/O ATN

bit in the Bus Control Register is set and the user writes data to the
Talker Data Buffer, the interface will listen to itself because the
acceptor handshake logic has been enabled. This feature can be used by
the programmer for system checkout, but the programer must take care not
to inadvertently "hang" the IEEE 488 bus with the interface listening to
itself.

The LIST W ATN bit in the Bus Control Register is implemented such
that if it is set, the interface will automatically start listening when
ATN is asserted by another controller, yet will not handshake data sent
if the ATN OUT bit in the Bus Control Register is set. This feature
allows this interface to respond properly to the system controller
asserting the IFC and ATN lines, and allows this interface to send data
as a controller-in-charge (ATN asserted) without listening to itself.

Errors Detected and Reported. This interface detects and reports
four errors to the program, they are:

1. TIMING ERROR caused by:
a) Writing to the Talker Data Buffer before the previous

byte was accepted by all assigned listeners.
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b) Another controller asserting ATN while this interface &is sending data.
2. WRITE ERROR caused by:

a) Writing to the Talker Data Buffer when no device on
the IEEE N88 bus is listening.

3. DMA ERROR caused by:
a) Overflow of the Bus Address Register.
b) No response from an addressed "slave" device in a

DMA transfer.
A. DMA ABORT caused by:

a) Interface Clear (IFC) being issued during a DMA transfer.
b) ATN being asserted by another controller during a

DMA transfer.
c) Remote Enable (REN) going from the asserted state to

the unasserted state with the REN INTR ENBL bit set
during a DMA transfer (a REN FALSE condition).

d) A TIMING ERROR, WRITE ERROR, or DMA ERROR occurrence
during a DMA transfer.

Implementation of the IEEE "88 Interface Functions
_ eh;

The IEEE H88 interface functions provide a wide variety of
capabilities and options, making the implementation of all of them in
hardware unrealistic. For this reason only the most generally used
functions (Source and Acceptor Handshake functions) are implemented
completely in hardware. The other functions must be implemented in
software, though in most cases the interface has features which make the
task easier.

Program examples are provided, in some cases, to illustrate and
guide the user in implementing the interface functions. However, they may
not be complete and are not guaranteed to execute correctly as written.

Controller Function

If this interface is to act as controller of the IEEE ”88 bus, the
programmer must implement the Controller Functions in software. The
Controller Function provides a device with the capability to send device
addresses, universal commands, addressed commands, secondary addresses,
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and secondary commands to other devices in the system. A controller
function also provides the capability to conduct serial and parallel
polls to determine which device requires service.

A controller function can exercise its capabilities, except for IFC
and REN, only when it is asserting ATN on the bus. If more than one
device on the bus has a Controller Function, then all but one of them
must be in the Controller Idle State (CIDS) at any given time. The device
containing the Controller Function which is not in CIDS is called the
controller-in-charge.

The Controller Function in one of the devices connected to the bus,
but not more than one, can exist in the System Controller Active State
(CACS). It must remain in this state throughout the operation of the
system. As the System Controller it possesses the capability to send the
IFC and REN messages at any time, whether or not it is the controller—in—
charge.

Usage of IFC and REN. If this interface is the System Controller,
the programmer may assert IFC or REN by writing a 1 to the IFC OUT or REN

OUT bits in the Bus Control Register. Interface Clear is implemented so
that after approximately 150 microseconds it is automatically unasserted.
The REN line remains asserted until the programmer clears the REN OUT

bit, or issues a LOCAL RESET instruction, or a controller RESET (INIT)
instruction is executed.

The programmer should be aware of the fact that if an IFC message is
issued, the state of some bits in the interface registers are changed. A

complete description of the bits affected by the IFC message is found in
Table 3—3 (Section 3).

Usage of ATN and TCS. All data transmitted over the IEEE N88 system
with the ATN line asserted is interpreted as system control information.
This interface allows the user to assert the ATN line directly by setting
the ATN OUT bit in the Bus Control Register. This, however, is an
asynchronous operation with respect to the IEEE “88 bus and may cause
loss of data if any data transfer operation is in progress. When this is
the case, the programmer should set the TCS (take control synchronously)
bit in the Bus Control Register. This procedure sets up the hardware on
this interface so that if a data transfer (handshake) cycle is taking
place, the NRFD bus line is asserted to stop the next cycle and then sets

F
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the ATN OUT bit to assert the ATN line. Setting the ATN OUT bit clears ‘E‘/
the TCS bit; either bit may be monitored to determine when control is
acquired. Another alternative is to use the ATN interrupt vector to
determine when this interface has taken control.

Caution must be used when programming the TCS bit since it does not
set the ATN OUT bit if the data transfer cycle has stopped for some
reason. There are three conditions under which this may occur: 1) the
talker has finished talking, 2) the talker is slow to send the next data
byte, or 3) if a device on the bus is not functioning properly.

If it is known that all talkers in the system send the EOI message
with the last byte of data they have to transfer the programmer can
detect when the current talker is finished; just make Sure that the END
OCC bit in the Interrupt Control Register is clear before the transfer is
started and it will become set if the E01 message is transmitted.

If the talker is not finished, there is a serious problem since it
is possible for that talker to send a data byte at exactly the same time
as the controller asserts ATN. This causes other devices to interpret the
device dependent message as an interface command, placing them in an ‘kfl/unknown state. To prevent this situation, the programmer should wait a
"reasonable" amount of time for a byte transfer. If a handshake cycle
does not occur during that time, the only recourse is to issue IFC
(issuing IFC may cause a byte of device dependent data to be lost,
depending on how the various devices react to it) or assert ATN

asynchronously and set up the entire system again. If the latter course
is followed, the programmer should assume that the state of each device
in the system is unknown. To restart, a Device Clear (DCL) command should
be issued in order to assure that all device functions are in a known
state before proceeding with system configuration.

For example, suppose that the system consists of devices which are
known to transmit (receive) data at a rate no slower than one handshake
cycle in three seconds once the transfer is started. The programmer had
set up a data transfer between two devices on the IEEE M88 bus and a
third device asserted the SRQ line just after the transfer was initiated.
To get control of the bus to perform a serial poll, the following
procedure might be used:
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Set the ATN interrupt vector to address of L1:
Enable the ATN interrupt.
Set TCS.

(Vector directly to L1 if interrupt occured)
If the END OCC bit is set,

Then assert ATN asyncronously
and branch to L2:

ELSE:
Wait 3 seconds.
Assert Interface Clear.
Wait for IFC to become unasserted.
Set ATN asynchronously.
Set a flag that previous data transfer was

interrupted and should be retransmitted.
Branch to L2:

L1: Pop return address from stack
L2: Perform Serial Poll

Performing a Serial Poll. To conduct a serial poll, the program
should first issue an UNL (unlisten) command to prevent devices from
listening to the status bytes sent to the controller during the poll. The
program should then send a Serial Poll Enable (SPE) command and
individually address each device as a talker. The program should then
read one byte from each device (LIST W/O ATN must be set and the program
must wait for the RDY bit in the Interrupt Control Register to become
set). Bit 6 (= D10 7 on the IEEE M88 bus) of the byte read determines
whether that device requested service by asserting the SRQ bus line; the
remaining bits of the byte read contain status information. When the
status byte of all devices have been checked, the program should issue an
UNT (untalk) command followed by the Serial Poll Disable (SPD) command.
If a device dependent message was interrupted for a serial poll, the
previous talkers and listeners may then be restored (readdressed) and the
program should continue.

Performing a Parallel P011. This interface allows the program
software to conduct a parallel poll (check the status of several devices
on the bus simultaneously). Before a parallel poll can be performed, the
devices which have been selected to respond must first be configured. To
do this, address each device to be included in the parallel poll as a
listener, send a Parallel Poll Configure (PPC) command followed by a
Parallel Poll Enable (PPE) command which includes a designation of which

@ N—7
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data line the devices are to respond on and how to respond. For the PPE
command, the exact binary format is 11OSNNN, where "NNN" is an octal
number equivalent to a decimal digit in the range 0 to 7 and designates
the data line for the device to send the parallel poll response on. "S"
is the sense required for a true response.

The parallel poll is activated when the program asserts both the ATN

and EOI bus lines (sets bits 3 and 2 in the Bus Control Register). At
this time, all devices which have been enabled for a parallel poll place
their status code on the data lines and the program reads it directly
through the Listener Data Buffer. There is no need to set the LISTEN bits
or wait for the RDY bit to become set. When the parallel poll is
completed, the program should clear the E01 OUT bit (and ATN OUT, if
desired). The PPD and PPU commands are used when the system needs to be
reconfigured.

Passing Control. As controller—in-charge, the program may relinquish
control to other devices in the system capable of acting as a controller.
To do this, address the desired device as a talker, followed by the Take
Control (TCT) command. The other device becomes controller-in—charge when
ATN is cleared.

Interface Com-ands. A list of currently defined control commands for
the IEEE 488 bus system is found in Table M-1.

Table I-1.

List of IEEE "88 interface control commands.

Octal Code Command Meaning

02M DCL Device Clear
O10 GET Group Execute Trigger
OO1 GTL Go To Local
021 LLO Local Look Out
005 PPC Parallel Poll Configure
160 PPD Parallel Poll Disable
1MN or 15N PPE Parallel Poll Enable
(N=0-7)

025 PPU Parallel Poll Unconfigure
OOH SDC Selected Device Clear
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031 SPD Serial Poll Disable
O30 SPE Serial Poll Enable
O11 TCT Take Control
077 UNL UNListen
137 UNT UNTalk

Source Handshake Function

The Source Handshake function provides a device with the capability
to guarantee the proper transfer of data. An interlocked handshake
sequence between the source and acceptor handshake functions guarantees
asynchronous transfer of each data byte (see Section 2). The Source
Handshake function utilizes the DAV, RFD, and DAC messages to transfer
each byte across the IEEE N88 bus. The program needs to send data to
other devices both for interface control information (ATN asserted) and
for device dependent messages (ATN unasserted).

The Source Handshake function for this interface is implemented in
hardware for the non DMA and the DMA modes. For the DMA talk mode, the
programmer needs to set up the DMA transfer (address in memory where the
data is stored and the number of bytes to transfer) and set the
appropriate DMA control bits in the Interface Status Register, making
sure that the DMA IN/OUT bit is clear. For more complete details about
DMA data transfers, see the subsection titled "Operation in DNA Mode".

The non DMA Source Handshake functions is implemented through the
Talker Data Buffer and the Interrupt Control Register. The byte to be
transmitted is written into bits 0 through 7 of the Talker Data Buffer,
with bit 15 set at the appropriate time if the E01 line is to be asserted
with a data byte. To assert the E01 line independent of data
transmission, use the EOI OUT bit in the Bus Control Register. The
interface hardware performs the Source Handshake and sets the DONE bit in
the Interrupt Control Register when the data has been accepted by all of
the assigned listeners. When the DONE bit is set the next data byte can
be loaded into the Talker Data Buffer. The DONE bit is cleared when the
Talker Data Buffer is loaded and may be monitored by reading the
Interrupt Control Register or by setting the DONE INTR ENBL bit. Any time
both the DONE bit and its interrupt enable bit are set, a processor
interrupt is generated to the DONE (talker) vector. Only one interrupt is

' generated and another will not occur until either the DONE bit or its
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interrupt enabling bit are cleared and set again. “IL/ ‘4_l

There are two error conditions detected by this interface that are
associated with the Source Handshake function. a TIMING ERROR is detected
if the program writes to the Talker Data Buffer when the DONE bit is not
set or if another device on the IEEE H88 bus is asserting ATN when data
is loaded into the Talker Data Buffer. A TIMING ERROR is not detected if
the controller-in—charge asserts ATN after the Talker Data Buffer is
loaded. It is the responsibility of the controller-in—charge to take
control synchronously (tcs) and assure that the devices on the bus are
ready to continue their data transmission after ATN is released
(unasserted).

A WRITE ERROR is detected when an attempt is made to talk to a
device on the IEEE M88 bus and no device is listening (neither the NRFD
nor NDAC bus lines are asserted when the Talker Data Buffer is loaded).

The TIMING ERROR and the WRITE ERROR are indicated by the
corresponding bits in the Interface Status Register being set. These
error conditions may be monitored by reading the Interface Status
Register and testing the ERR bit (set if any of the errors are detected)
or by setting the interrupt enabling bit (6) in the Interface Status “by
Register. The ERROR condition bits are cleared by writing a 1 to either
the DMA INIT or LOCAL RESET bits in the Bus Status Register or when a
controller RESET instruction is executed.

When the WRITE ERR bit is set in the Interface Status Register, the
Talker handshake is hung waiting for a completed handshake cycle. The DMA

INIT only clears the occurred bit, not the handshake. There are four ways
in which the Talker handshake can be cleared: IFC asserted on the bus,
receive the ATN message, set the LOCAL RESET bit, or toggle the NDAC OUT

bit in the Bus Control Register. Toggling the NDAC OUT bit is probably
the preferred way to clear the handshake because it does not have other
side effects. '

NOTE

Because the Talker Data Buffer is part of the
data path from the controller internal put to
the IEEE 488 bus, the program should not read
from or write to the Talker Data Buffer while
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a DNA transfer is taking place. The DMA transfer
can be interrupted, however, so that data can
be transmitted with the Talker Data Buffer in the
non DMA mode as long the GO bit in the Interface
Status Register is not set. The DNA transfer
can be continued by setting the GO bit again.
It is possible (for checkout purposes) to talk
through the Talker Data Buffer and listen with
DMA control logic. The programmer must take
care never to have the RDY INTR ENBL nor the
DONE INTR ENBL bits set during a DNA transfer.
The reason for this is, that the handshake
cycles will continue and by the time that
the interrupt handler gets to read the byte
it will be gone and a new byte will be in the
Talker Data Buffer.

Acceptor Handshake Function

The Acceptor Handshake function provides a device with the
capability to guarantee the proper reception of data. An interlocked
handshake sequence between the source and acceptor handshake functions
guarantees the asynchronous transfer of each message byte (see Section
2). The Acceptor Handshake function may delay either the initiation of,
or the termination of, a data byte transfer until it is prepared to
continue with the transfer process. The acceptor Handshake function
utilizes the DAV, RFD, and DAC messages to perform each byte transfer.

The program needs to receive data sent by other devices on the IEEE
#88 bus. The Listener Data Buffer is one of the registers on this
interface used to implement this function; it is a read only register and
returns the current value of the D101 - D108 bus lines (in bits 0 - 7),
the ATN line, the E01 line, and the REN line when read.

In order to determine when valid data is present on the D10 lines
the programmer must implement the Acceptor Handshake. Implementing the
handshake cycle in software is a tedious and time consuming task. This
interface implements the Acceptor Handshake in hardware.I
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To enable the Acceptor Handshake function for the DMA listen mode,
make sure that the DMA IN/OUT bit in the Interface Status Register is
set. The Acceptor Handshake function is enabled as soon as the DMA IN/OUT
bit and the GO bit is set.

To enable the Acceptor Handshake function for the non DMA mode, set
either the LIST W/O ATN or LIST W ATN bits in the Bus Control Register.
The interface performs the Acceptor Handshake and sets the RDY bit in the
Interrupt Control Register when valid data can be read from the Listener
Data Buffer. The RDY bit may be monitored (similar to the DONE bit) by
reading the Interrupt Control Register or by setting the RDY INTR ENBL

bit, which generates a processor interrupt to the RDY (listen) vector
when both are set. The RDY bit is cleared when the Listener Data Buffer
is read.

When operating in the non DMA mode, the programmer may choose to
perform a Not Ready For Data (NRFD) or Not Data Accepted (NDAC) hold-off
of the current talker. To do this, the program asserts the NRFD or NDAC

lines through the corresponding control-OUT bit in the Bus Control
Register before reading the Listener Data Buffer. By setting the NRFD OUT

bit, the programmer can halt the Acceptor Handshake function for this
interface in the Acceptor Not Ready State (ANRS). In this case, when the
Listener Data Buffer is read, the Acceptor Handshake transfers from the
Accept Data State (ACDS) to the Acceptor Wait for New Cycle State (AWNS)
and then to the ANRS state, where it remains until the NRFD OUT bit is
cleared.

Setting the NDAC OUT bit when the RDY bit is set causes the Acceptor
Handshake for this interface to halt in the Accept Data State; forcing
the current talker to continue asserting the data and allowing the
programmer to read the Listener Data Buffer more than once. This
procedure allows several tests to be performed on the data without using
one of the controller's internal registers for storage. The handshake
remains in this state until the programmer clears the NDAC OUT bit.

NOTE

Because the Listener Data Buffer is part of the
data path between the controller's internal bus
and the IEEE #88 bus, the program should not read
the Listener Data Buffer while a DNA transfer is
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taking place. The Listener Data Buffer may safely
be used, however, any time the GO bit is not set.
It is possible (for checkout purposes) to listen
through the Listener Data Buffer and talk with
the DMA control logic. The programmer should take
care never to have the RDY INTR ENBL nor the
DONE INTR ENBL bit set during a DNA transfer
(see note under Source Handshake Function).

Talker Function

The Talker function provides a device with the capability to send
device dependent data over the IEEE “88 bus. This capability exists only
when the Talker function in a device is addressed to talk (MTA). The
Talker function must be implemented in software. When the Talker function
is in the Talker Active State (TACS), the programmer may "talk" to other
devices on the bus by writing bytes to the Talker Data Buffer or by
enabling the proper DMA control bits with the DMA IN/OUT bit clear.

There are two alternative versions of the Talker function which the
programmer may choose to implement. The normal Talker function uses a one
byte address (MTA only). The Talker function with address extension uses
a two byte address (MTA followed by a MSA). In all other respects, the
capabilities of both versions are the same. Only one of the two
alternative Talker functions need be implemented in a specific device.
Talk and Listen address codes are listed in Table ”-2.

Only one device in the system can be in the Talker Active State at
any given time. It commences talking when the ATN line is cleared and
continues its talker status until: an Interface Clear (IFC) occurs, an
UNTalk command is received from the controller-in-charge, another device
is addressed as talker (OTA); or optionally, the same device is addressed
as a listener (MLA).

When a controller with this interface installed is acting as the
controller-in-charge and the program requires that it make itself a
talker, it must first make sure that no other device is in the Talker
Addressed State (TADS). This can be done by sending its own talk address
on the bus. However, in systems with only one device capable of being a
controller, sending the UNTalk command would probably be sufficient.
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Listener Function

The Listener function provides a device with the capability to
receive device dependent data transmitted over the IEEE M88 bus. This
capability exists only when the Listener function is addressed to listen.
There are two alternative versions of the Listener function; one with and
one without address extension. The normal Listener function uses a one
byte address (MLA only). The Listener function with address extension
(Extended Listener) uses a two byte address (MLA followed by a MSA). In
all other respects the capability of both versions are the same. Only one
of the two alternative Listener functions need be implemented in a
specific device. Listen and Talk address codes are listed in Table 4-2.
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1 TABLE u—21.0
J List of listen, talk and secondary addresses.

L Address Listen Talk Secondary Address/Command

,J Value (MLA) (MTA) (MSA)

L_, 0 010 100 1u0
‘J 1 011 101 1M1

L 2 0112 102 1112

1 3 043 103 1H3

1

_J u OM 1021 12111

L‘ 5 015 105 1M5

J 6 0116 106 1’46

‘

7 0117 107 1117

L; 8 050 110 150
‘J 9 051 111 151

L_
10 052 112 152

; 11 053 113 153
J 12 0511 114 15L;

1 13 055 115 155
Ll & 111 056 116 156
.1 15 057 117 157
L 16 060 120 160

,J 17 061 121 161
‘

18 062 122 162
L- 19 063 123 163
.J 20 0611 1211 1611

21 065 125 165

‘

22 066 126 166
,

.J 23 067 127 167
L2. 2a 070 130 170

1 25 071 131 171
-i 26 072 132 172

—_ 27 073 133 173

A 28 0711 1311 1711

29 075 135 175
L—

30 076 136 176

LA

I3
Ln.
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Once a device has been properly addressed as a listener, it starts
to listen to all device dependent data as soon as the ATN line is cleared
and continues to listen until: an Interface Clear (IFC) occurs, an
UNListen command is received; or optionally, the same device is addressed
as a talker. More than one device may be programmed to listen to device
dependent data (at any give time) from a talker.

The Listener function must be implemented in software. For the
program to act as a non-controller, the programmer sets the LIST W ATN

bit in the Bus Control Register to receive messages (commands) sent with
ATN asserted. Then, to transfer from the Listener Idle State (LIDS) to
the Listener Addressed State (LADS), the program sets the LIST W/O ATN

bit (or the DMA IN/OUT and GO bits for DNA transfers).

Because the«transfer from LIDS to LADS is performed in software,
time must be allowed for the program to take the proper action upon
receiving a message with ATN asserted. For this reason, if the LIST W ATN

bit is set (the program for this interface is not the controller-in-
charge) and the ATN line is asserted by the controller—in-charge, the
LIST W/O ATN bit is automatically set by this interface. For example; if
the controller-in-charge were to address this interface as a listener, it
could possibly have released the ATN line and started sending device
dependent data before the program was able to set the LIST W/O ATN bit.
This interface sets the LIST W/O ATN bit every time it determines that
the LIST W ATN bit is set and the controller-in-charge asserts the ATN

line. The resulting software protocol is that the programmer must clear
the LIST W/O ATN bit after the controller-in-charge releases the ATN

line, or read the data bytes sent without ATN asserted (even if the data
is not directed to this controller) in order to prevent the IEEE H88 bus
from becoming locked in the handshake cycle for the first data byte after
the controller-in-charge released ATN.

When the program for this interface is acting as controller-in-
charge and there is a need to listen to messages from another device, the
programmer sets the LIST W/O ATN bit (or the DMA IN/OUT and GO bits for a
DNA transfer). The programmer should take care that the Listen Enable
modes are cleared when the program needs to send data, because having
either of them set implies that its interface performs the Acceptor
Handshake function and the software will listen to the data it is
sending.

r
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When setting up another device as a talker and this interface as a
listener, the programmer should make sure that the Acceptor Handshake
function is enabled (either by setting the Listen Enable modes correctly
or through the DMA control logic) before the ATN line is released. If
this protocol is not followed some data may be lost because the talker is
allowed to start sourcing data as soon as the ATN is released by the
controller-in-charge.

Service Request Function

The Service Request function provides a device with the capability
to asynchronously request service from the controller—in-charge. The
function also synchronizes the values of the Service Request bit of the
status byte present on the data lines during a serial poll, so that the
SRQ message can be removed from the bus once this bit is received true by
the controller-in—charge.

The Service Request function for this interface must be implemented
in software. An SRQ OUT bit in the Bus Control Register is provided on
this interface so that the SRQ line of the IEEE N88 bus may be asserted
by the programmer to indicate to the controller-in-charge that service is
desired.

The system controller may conduct a serial poll at any time (whether
SRQ is asserted or not). As a device (non-controller) on the IEEE bus,
the program for this interface should respond with a status byte loaded
into the Talker Data Buffer. The program detects the serial poll by
monitoring all messages sent by the system controller with ATN asserted.
The program must watch for the Serial Poll Enable (SPE) command; if this
command is received, the controller associated with this interface is in
the Serial Poll Mode State (SPMS) of the Talker function. After the SPE
command is received, the talk address for this interface may eventually
be sent. If the talk address (MTA) is received before the SPD command,
the transition should be made to the SPAS of the Talker function. Then,
as soon as ATN is clear, the program should clear the SRQ OUT bit (if it
was set) in the Bus Control Register to indicate that the request was
serviced and send its status byte with bit 6 in the Talker Data Buffer
set (same as bit 7 of the ASCII code) if it is requesting service. Bit 6

is set for a logical 0 if service was not requested. The controller-in—
charge will eventually assert ATN (after the service routine is
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completed) and send a Serial Poll Disable (SPD) command or an Other Talk
Address (OTA) to complete to process.

If the device or this interface was not unlistened (received a
UNListen command) by the controller-in—charge during the serial poll, it
must handshake for all status bytes sent over the bus. The device may be
aware that it should ignore them, but the IEEE 488 standard does not
provide for this situation. Therefore, the controller-in—charge should
unlisten all devices before performing a serial poll, and if necessary,
restore (readdress) all listeners and talkers when the process is
completed.

The procedure for conducting a serial poll as controller-in-charge
of the IEEE H88 bus is provided in the discussion of the Controller
Function. As controller—in-charge, the program for this interface detects
a Service Request from another device on the bus if the SRQ INTR ENBL bit
(N) in the Interrupt Control Register has been set by the programmer.

Relate/Local Function

The Remote/Local function provides a device with the capability to
select between two sources of input information. The function indicates
to the device that either input information from the front panel (LOCAL)
or corresponding input information from the IEEE H88 bus (REMOTE) is to
be used.

If the program for this interface is to act as the system
controller, it must be able to assert the REN line on the bus. To do
this, the programmer need only to set the REN OUT bit in the Bus Control
Register. Only the system controller is permitted to assert the REN line,
whether it is the controller-in-charge or not.

When the system controller asserts the REN line, all devices on the
bus go to the REMOTE mode when they are addressed as a listener with
their primary addresses, not before. In this case only, the primary
address is sufficient to cause the device to go to the REMOTE mode; for
example, several devices with different secondary but a common primary
address, all go to the REMOTE mode when the primary address is received.
The devices remain in the REMOTE mode until either the REN line is
cleared, a front panel switch on the device is activiated to request the
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LOCAL mode, or a Go To Local (GTL) command is received while the device
is addressed as a listener. However, the controller can disable the local
mode function of a device by sending a Local Lockout (LLO) command, which
applies to all devices on the bus, addressed or not. An UNListen command
(UNL) does not return a device to its LOCAL mode function.

If the program for this interface is not the system controller, the
Remote/Local function must be implemented in software. To aid the
programmer, the REN line can be read with the data in the high order byte
of the Listener Data Buffer, making it easy to check if the REN line is
asserted when My Listen Address (MLA) is received. The REN FALSE

condition is also detected by this interface and may be monitored by
setting the REN INTR ENBL bit (1) in the Interrupt Control Register, or
by reading the Interrupt Control Register or the Listener Data Buffer and
checking the REN FALSE OCC bit. The detection of REN FALSE must be
handled with care by the programmer. According to the IEEE 488 standard,
the REN FALSE interrupt must be recognized within 100 microseconds. If
the REN FALSE interrupt is masked for over 100 microsconds (which may
occur during DMA transfers), this consititues a violation of the
specification which may be resolved if other protocol is observed. The
interrupt prioritization handles this correctly by giving the REN FALSE

interrupt higher priority than the RDY interrupt. If the programmer
desires to monitor this function in a non-interrupt driven mode, the
program must read the Listener Data Buffer and store the data bytes in an
internal register (BO-RS), where the REN FALSE OCC bit can be checked to
determine if the data is to be interpreted as received under REMOTE or
LOCAL mode; this can only be done by reading the REN FALSE OCC bit and
the data simultaneously. What must be assured is that any data bytes
accepted greater than 100 microseconds after the REN line goes false
(unasserted) are received with the knowledge that the controller with
this interface is in a LOCAL, not REMOTE, mode.

When receiving data under DMA control, the DMA transfer is
interrupted (DMA ABORT bit is automatically set and the GO bit is
cleared) if the REN FALSE condition occurs and the REN INTR ENBL bit is
set. This allows the programmer to choose whether to interrupt the DMA

transfer and read the Bus Address Register to determine which data byte
the REN FALSE condition occurred. The DMA transfer may be continued by
clearing the REN FALSE OCC bit, performing a DMAINIT and setting the GO

bit again.
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Parallel Poll Function

The Parallel Poll function provides a device with the capability to
present one bit of status to the controller—in-charge without being
previously addressed to talk (as in a Serial Poll). The controller-in-
charge can conduct a Parallel Poll at any time during a program run, it
does not require a SEQ message.

This interface does not allow the program to respond to a Parallel
Poll conducted by the controller-in-charge of the IEEE H88 bus, because
it cannot assert the Parallel Poll response within 200 nanoseconds upon
receiving the Identify command (E01 and ATN both asserted).

This interface does, however, have the capability to allow the *

programmer to assert the Identify command. The program initiates the
Parallel Poll by asserting the EOI OUT and ATM OUT bits in the Bus
Control Register. Information concerning how to perform a Parallel Poll
as controller-in—charge can be found in the discussion of the Controller
Function.

The response which the other devices on the bus make to the Parallel .

Poll conducted by another controller-in—charge can be obtained directly ”‘9’
from the IEEE 488 data bus by reading the Listener Data Buffer (no need
to wait for the RDY bit to become set).

Device Clear Function

The Device Clear function provides the device with the capability to
be cleared (initialized) by a controller-in—charge, either individually
or as part of a group of devices. The group can be either a subset or all
of the addressed devices in one system.

The Device Clear function must be implemented in sOftware. If the
program for this interface is the controller-in—charge, the programmer
may issue a Device Clear command by asserting ATN and sending either the
Device Clear message (DCL in the universal command group), or the
Selected Device Clear message (SDC in the addressed command group). If
the DCL message is sent, all devices on the bus must clear or initialize
their internal device functions. IF the SDC message is transmitted, only
those devices which are in the Listener Addressed State (LADS) must

“—20 6
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perform the clearing or intialization of their internal device functions.

If the program for this interface is not the controller-in-charge,
the programmer must check all messages received with the ATN line
asserted. If the message is DCL (or SDC and the controller with this
interface is in LADS), the program must clear all of the internal device
functions required. There is no restriction in the IEEE “88 standard
concerning what state the DCL command causes the device to go to; it may,
but does not have to be, the power-up state.

Device Trigger Function

The Device Trigger function provides the device with the capability
to have its basic operation started by the controller—in-charge, either
individually or as part of a group of devices. The group may be either a
subset or all addressed devices in one system.

The Device Trigger function must be implemented in software. As a
non-controller of the IEEE M88‘bus, the program for this interface should
check all messages received with ATN asserted. If the Group Execute
Trigger (GET) is received and the controller with this interface is in
the Listener Addressed State (LADS), it should begin its basic operation
immediately. Once a device operation is started, the device must not
respond to subsequent Device Trigger state transitions until the current
operation is complete. Only after the completion of the operation can the
device start the same basic operation in response to the next Device
Trigger Active State (DTAS) condition.

To issue the Group Execute Trigger command as controller—in-charge,
the programmer sets the ATN OUT bit, sends the Listen Addresses of
devices which are to respond to the trigger, then sends the GET message.

9 4—21
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OPERATION IN DMA MODE

Introduction

Before operating this interface for a DMA transfer, it is suggested
that the software protocol preceding this subsection of the manual and
Section 3 of this manual be studied, especially the Interface Status
Register, the Bus Control Register, and the Bus Status Register.

The Listener Data Buffer and the Talker Data Buffer are part of the
data path between the controller's internal bus and the IEEE 488 bus. The
contents of these registers will change rapidly during a DMA transfer.
The DMA control logic places a word in the Talker Data Buffer when the
DMA IN/OUT bit is clear and accepts a word (low order bits only) from the
Listener Data Buffer when the DMA IN/OUT bit is set.

The RDY and DONE bits in the Interrupt Control Register are also
used by the DMA control logic during a DMA transfer. The programmer must
take care to clear the RDY INTR ENBL and the DONE INTR ENBL bits before
intializing a DMA transfer.

When using the DMA control logic to send data with the ATN OUT bit
set, this interface automatically inhibits EOI from being asserted during
the last data byte transmission, preventing an inadverent Identify
command from being sent. The programmer is not required to set the NO EOI
DMA bit when the program sends data with ATN asserted.

It is not possible to accept interface control messages (commands)
sent by another controller using the DMA controlled handshake. If ATN is
asserted by another controller, the DMA ABORT bit is automatically set
and the GO bit is cleared. To accept data from another controller that is
transmmitted with ATN asserted (which can happen during a DMA transfer),
the program should watch for the ATN interrupt and then read each byte
received by the Listener Data Buffer.

“—22
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Setting Up a DNA Transfer

The following six steps may be used as a quick reference to follow
when setting up a DNA transfer. There are a number of characteristics of
this interface which should be considered when operating it in a DMA

mode. These characteristics are summarized in a discussion of the DMA

control bits found in the Interface Status Register and the Bus Status
Register, as well as the use of the Byte Counter Register and the Bus
Address Register.

1. Set the Byte Counter Register (CTR) to the 2's complement of the
number of bytes to be transferred.

2. Set up the Bus Address Register (BAR).
3. Select mode for the NO EOI DMA bit and write a 1 to the DMA INIT
bit, as well as other desired INTR CLR bits of the Bus Status
Register (BSR).

A. Make sure that the appropriate INTR ENBL bits in the Interface
Status Register (ISR) are set. Do not set the RDY INTR ENBL
bit nor the DONE INTR ENBL bit.

5. Set the desired DMA control bits (1-6) in the ISR.
6. Set the GO bit.

(The last two steps may be done simultaneously.)

Interface Status Register

GO - This bit is used to initiate a DNA controlled data transfer.
The CO bit may also be cleared under program control, which simply
interrupts the transfer. The DMA transfer may be continued (if the device
on the IEEE A88 bus with which it was communicating is enabled to do so)
by setting the GO bit again.

N0 INCR/DECR - The NO INCR/DECR bit specifies that the Bus Address
Register should not be incremented (decremented if the the interface is
so strapped) by the interface after each byte of the DMA transfer. It is
most commonly used when transferring data directly to or from another
peripheral on the controllers internal bus.

DNA IN/OUT - The DNA IN/OUT bit specifies the direction in which the
DMA transfer is to take place. If this bit is set, the interface

@ 4-23
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transfers data from the IEEE A88 bus to the controllers internal bus. If ‘Efl
it is clear, the data is transferred from the controllers internal bus to
the IEEE 488 bus.

PACK MODE - This bit specifies how the data should be stored (or
retrieved) from memory. If the PACK MODE bit is set, the memory is byte
addressed so that the word has "packed" data in both the high and low
order bytes. The BAR is incremented (decremented if so strapped) by one
after each byte transferred and the programmer may start the transfer at
an even or odd byte address.

When the PACK MODE bit is clear, the data is assumed to be unpacked
(data appears in the low order byte of the word defined by the current
value of the Bus Address Register). When transferring data from the IEEE
A88 bus to memory in "unpacked" mode, the high byte of the word is
cleared during the time the low byte is written. The Bus Address Register
is incremented (decremented) by two after each transfer if the NO INCR/
DECR bit is not set. The low order bit (AOO) of the Bus Address Register
is ignored by the slave device when the PACK MODE bit is not set. As a
rule, the programmer should load the BAR with an even address in the
unpacked mode. . .

HOG MODE - This bit defines how the controllers internal bus should
be used during a DMA data transfer. When it is clear, the interface gets
control of the internal bus, transfers one byte, and releases the bus so
that the processor or some other DMA peripheral may share the bus cycles.
With the HOG MODE bit set, the interface gets control of the bus and
"hogs" it (doesn't release it until the DMA operation is completed), or
the device on the IEEE U88 bus "times out" (doesn't respond within 20
microseconds). This "time out" is not considered an error; the device was
slow to respond and as soon as it does respond, this interface
automatically proceeds with the DMA transfer.

SWAP BITE ORDER - This bit is used to control the manner in which
memory is addressed when in packed mode. If it is clear, the memory is
addressed in the standard fashion, incrementing (decrementing if the
interface is so strapped) after each cycle, the address applied to the
bus.

If this bit is set, the order in which the bytes within a word are
addressed is swapped. Thus, if the interface is strapped to increment,

@ e
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the high order byte of the word is addressed first. For decrementing with
the SWAP BYTE ORDER bit set, the low order byte is addressed first.

This swapping of the bytes within word boundaries is particularly
useful for 16-bit binary integer data transmissions which need to be
stored in memory with one format and transmitted in another. For example;
suppose memory is allocated such that for 16-bit integer arrays, the
first array element is assigned a lower address than the last element and
there is a need to transmit (receive) the array element by element with
the high order byte first. To perform this operation:

* Set interface strap (H1) to increment the BAR.
* Set address of first element (word address) into the BAR.
* Byte count is assigned 2's complement of twice the number
of array elements.

* Enable the DMA transfer with both the PACK MODE and
SWAP BYTE ORDER bits set.

The byte swapping is accomplished by complementing the least
significant bit of the address as the register is read (the actual value
in the BAR is not affected). The programmer should be aware that if he
writes an even address into the BAR when this bit is set and reads the
address back immediately, the least significant bit will appear set. This
is to indicate the actual address from (into) which the next byte of data
is transferred.

The following examples illustrate the use of the SWAP BYTE ORDER bit
when this interface is operating in the packed mode (PACK MODE bit set).

If the character string "ABCDEF" is sent over the IEEE N88 bus to
this interface, the six bytes will be placed in memory as shown below for
the four cases. It is assumed that in each case the Byte Counter Register
is set to 177775 (octal).

Case 1. Increment with SWAP BYTE ORDER bit clear
and the BAR : 147000 (octal).

1N7000 B A

147002 D C

1H7004 F E

Q ”-25
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Case 2. Increment with SWAP BYTE ORDER bit set
and the BAR = 1M7000 (octal).

1H7000 A B

1N7002 C D

1N700A E F

Case 3. Decrement with SWAP BYTE ORDER bit clear
and the BAR = 1A7005 (octal).

147000 E F

1H7002 C D

1H700U A B

Case A. Decrement with SWAP BYTE ORDER bit set
and the BAR : 147005 (octal).

1N7000 F E

1N7002 D C

1u7oou B A

DMA INTR ENBL - The interrupt enable bit is set to enable an
interrupt on DMA DONE or one of the error conditions flagged in the ISR.

DMA DONE - This bit indicates that the DMA operation completed
normally; the Byte Counter Register overflowed (all is to all 0's) or an
END condition occurred when receiving data from the IEEE 488 bus. If the
amount of data to be received is not known, the byte count may be set to
the amount of space available in memory for the transfer. If the EOI
message is received before the space if filled, the value of the Byte
Count Register (originally loaded with the 2's complement of the number
of bytes to be transmitted) added to the size of the block allocated (in
bytes for packed mode) is the number of bytes actually transferred. The
Bus Address Register contains the address into (from) which the next byte
would be moved.

DMA ABORT — The DMA transfer may be interrupted by one of the
following four conditions:

1. If Interface Clear (IFC) is asserted during a DMA transfer.
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2. If ATN is asserted (by another device) during a DMA transfer.

3. If a REN FALSE condition occurred with the REN INTR ENBL bit set
during a DMA transfer.

4. If a TIMING ERROR, WRITE ERROR or DMA ERROR occurred.

When the DMA transfer is interrupted, the GO bit is cleared and the
DMA ABORT bit is set. This will set the ERROR bit and generate an interrupt
(if the DMA was interrupted by one of the errors listed in #M above, only
one interrupt is generated since the ERROR bit was already set).

DMA ERROR - This bit is set if during a DMA transfer, the BAR

overflows or this interface detects that the device (memory) on the
controllers internal bus to (from) which it is transferring data did not
respond. It is cleared by either the LOCAL RESET or DMA INIT being set.

Bus Status Register

LOCAL RESET — Writing a "1" to this bit performs the same
operation to this interface board as occurs when a controller RESET

instruction is executed. This may be used to re-initialiZe this interface
without affecting the other interfaces (peripherals) in the system. See
Table 3—3 (Section 3) for specification of which bits are changed by asserting
LOCAL RESET.

DMA INIT — Writing a "1" to this bit clears the ERROR

occurred bits, the DMA DONE bit and the GO bit of the ISR. The programmer
should always set this bit before a DMA operation to make sure that
the interrupt can occur. If both the DMA INTR ENBL and DMA

DONE or ERROR are set, then one must be reset before another interrupt
can be generated.

NO EOI DMA — This bit, if set, indicates that the END

condition should be ignored during a DMA transfer. For a DMA transfer
from the IEEE A88 bus to the controllers internal bus, this means
that the DMA transfer is not terminated (DMA DONE bit set) by EOI being sent with
a data byte. The DMA continues to accept data from the IEEE M88 bus until
the Byte Count Register overflows or the DMA transfer is interrupted.

@ 4-27
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For DNA data transfers from the controllers internal bus to the IEEE A88 ‘lfi‘
bus, this bit (when set) inhibits the interface from sending the E01
message along with the last byte of the transfer. This may be used to transfer
several blocks of data stored in non-consecutive locations in memory
as a single message.

If the ATN OUT bit of the BCR is set and a DNA transfer to the
IEEE 488 bus is initialized, the E01 is automatically inhibited. (This bit does no
need to be set when transferring data with ATN asserted.)

Byte Counter Register

The Byte Counter Register should be loaded with the two's complement
of the number of bytes to be transferred. Each time a byte is transferred,
the byte count is incremented. When the Byte Counter Register overflows
(all ones to all zeros), the DMA transfer is terminated (DMA DONE bit set).

Bus Address Register

The Bus Address Register should be loaded with the address into (from) .‘9
which the data is to be transferred. Whether it is incremented or decremented
is controlled by setting a strap on the interface board. The NO INCR/DECR bit
in the ISR can be set to indicate that the same address should be used
for the entire DMA transfer. The PACK MODE bit controls how many
times the Bus Address Register is incremented (decremented) for each byte
transferred. If it is set, the BAR is incremented (decremented)
once for each transfer, while if clear, the BAR is incremented (decremented)
twice for each byte transfer, addressing one byte in each word. The
SWAP BYTE ORDER bit does not affect the contents of the BAR, only whether the
least significant bit is complemented when it is read or used as an
address on the controllers internal bus. Care should be taken in setting up
the BAR if the SWAP BYTE ORDER bit is set, making sure that the address
loaded is the first byte of the block to be transferred. See the examples in the
discussion of SWAP BYTE ORDER bit, case 2 and case A.
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SECTION 5

SERVICING

Strap Options

Strap options on the CP1100/IEEE 488 Interface card allow the
selection of register addresses, interrupt vector addresses, incrementing
or decrementing the Bus Address Register, and inhibiting or enabling the
non-processor grant (NPG H) signal.

Register Addresses

The address format for the eight programmable registers is
illustrated in Fig. 5-1.

1 " 6/7 ‘1' A T A " A + R “ R 7

\ /\rA16=1 REGISTER OCTAL
A17=1 T08 00

LDB 02
ICR 04 .

BSR 06 r

BCR 10 ‘

ISR 12
CTR 14
BAR 16

mas

Fig. 5-1. Register address format.

Address bits 15 through 13 are hardwired for a logical 1. Bits 12
through A are set by a single group of nine jumpers (straps) as shown in
Fig. 5—2. These nine jumpers allow the value of the lowest numbered
register (1AAAOO - Talker Data Buffer) to be set within the range
1600008 through 1777608. Bit 12 is set by jumper A12, bit 11 by A11, bit
10 by A10, etc. As a visual aid, a caret is etched on the circuit board
to designate the strap position for a logical 1.
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UWU U
G

l
NP

BUS GRANT
H1 ‘ INHIBIT—I 5

BAR INCREMENT ‘
ENBL

H2
E] El :1no A120? A913“ Asa”

vs a u 1:: 1 n 1
D 1

‘ Cl a D a Ug
[3 A11 :1 A8 1:! A5 1::

01 D1 n1

a D a E] a CI
V60? A1081 A781 A4321,
E" \ \ \
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\

P1510

R402
~12—

U U L] U
2151-7

Fig. 5-2. Jumper selection on the CP1100/IEEE 1&88 Interface. b
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When bits 12 through 4 have been set, bits 3 through 0 are decoded
to address (select) the desired register on this interface. Bit O is
equivalent to a logical 0. As with any peripheral register connected to
the CP1100 bus, the programmable registers on this interface must be
addressed with the extended address bits (A17, A16) set.

For TEK SPS BASIC Software, the upper bits of the address decoding
logic are set for 1641008; A11 and A6 set to a logical 1, the remaining
seven address jumpers set to a logical 0. TEK SPS BASIC Software allows
the use of more than one CP1100/IEEE 488 Interface. The address straps of
each interface can be set to create successively numbered addresses. For
example:

Interface 0 1641008 through 1641168

Interface 1 1641208 through 1641368

Interface 2 16H1408 through 16N1568

Interrupt Vector Addresses

The interface has eight interrupts. The interrupt vector address
format is illustrated in Fig. 5-3. A single group of three jumpers (V7,
V6, and V5) set the S bits of the vector address; V7 sets S7, V6 sets S6,
and V5 sets SS. See Fig. 5-2. Bits 1 and 0 correspond to a logical 0.
Bits 15 through 8 are all 0's. Register address 1AAAOO on this interface
can be read. When read, the address returned is the vector for the last
interrupt granted.

2151-8

Fig. 5—3. Interrupt vector address for-at.

;!
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The vector address straps allow the lowest vector address (highes
priority vector) to be set within the range 0008 to 3408. Table 5-1
contains a list of interrupt vectors and their corresponding addresses
(listed in order from highest to lowest priority) for eight different
strap settings. For TEK SPS BASIC Software, set V7 and V6 for a logica
1, V5 for a logical 0; vector strap setting is 110 and the SRQ vector
address should be 320.

TABLE 5-1
Interrupt vectors and their corresponding addresses

for different vector strap settings.

t

l

Vector Strap 000 001 010 011 100 101 110 111 V—bit
Settings (V7,V6,V5) Code

DMA DONE (Complete) 000 040 100 140 200 240 300 340 000
or ERROR

Interface Clear 004 044 104 144 204 244 304 344 001
IFC Detected

Remote Enable 010 050 110 150 210 250 310 350 010
REN FALSE

END of Message 014 054 114 154 214 254 314 354 011
DAV and E01 Asserted

Service Request 020 060 120 160 220 260 320 360 100
SRQ Asserted

Attention 024 064 124 164 224 264 324 364 101
ATN Asserted

Data Ready (RDY) 030 070 130 170 230 270 330 370 110
in LDB

DONE (Source .034 074 134 174 234 274 334 374 111
Handshake Completed) (NONE)

5-4 @
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Operating Mode Jumpers (H1 and H2)

Jumper H1 is set to its indicated position to increment or decrement
the Bus Address Register during DMA transfers (see Fig. 5—2).

Jumper H2 allows the user to inhibit or enable the NPG H daisy-chain
path on the UNIBUS. If this interface is not the last device in the NPG H

daisy-chain path, the associated wire wrap section between CA1 and CB1 on
the UNIBUS backplane must be cut and jumper H2 set to the ENBL (enable)
position. If this interface is the last device in the daisy-chain path,
the associated wire wrap section does not have to be cut, but jumper H2

must be set to the INHIBIT (disable) position. If this interface is
permanently removed from its original system unit slot and the wire wrap
was cut in the daisy-chain path, reconnect the associated wire wrap
connection between CA1 and CB1.

Calibration for DNA Transmission Rate (RHOZ)

In most cases, RA02 will not need adjustment. The adjustment of R402

requires that the interface be operated in the DMA hog mode talking to a
maximum data rate listener on the bus (data transfer rate of
approximately H00 kHz).

With the interface operating under the above stated conditions, set
up an oscilloscope (2 MHz minimum bandwidth) for a sweep rate of 0.5
microsecond/division and apply the DAV bus signal to the vertical input.
Check, then adjust RH02 if necessary, so that the time interval from the
point where DAV just starts going positive to the point where DAV becomes
asserted is greater than 2 microseconds (about 2.3 microseconds). The
complete period of the DAV signal must be less than 2.5 microseconds.

Cabling

A two-meter (6.6 feet) cable, Tektronix Part No. 012—0809-00, is
provided to connect the interface to the IEEE A88 bus. Up to 15 devices
can be daisy-chained on the bus. Maximum allowable cable length is 20
meters. Fig. 5—” shows the interconnecting pin assignments between P1510,
the 2 meter cable, and the IEEE 488 bus.
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(PLUG) “4| LLI (PLUG) //13 u #3 1

I: 1 /II I

14
II r: kl I

2
15 fi-il ml 11

3
16 "4 ml H

4 2 METER
17 :1 :4: 11%| 1'

5 CABLE
18

.. .45 E
1 u

6 PART NUMBER
19

u .41 ET” 7 012-0809-0020
1- #5 cal 13

21 4:k 9
22 x : :5 E' :: 10 /23 fit: :L' 11
24 "4' 1:9 " 12

(PLUG) " ' :3 Ed "E (OPEN)

gi
P1510 2 METER CABLE P1510

— (PLUG) x x (PLUG) —
B D105 13 1 D101 A
D D106 14 2 D102 c
F D107 15 3 D103 E
J D108 16 4 D104 H
L REN 17 5 E01 K
N GND(6) 18 6 DH M /R GND(7) 19 7 NRFD P ,T GND(8) 20 8 NDAC sv GND(9) 21 9 IFC U —- —x GND(10) 22 10 sno w
z GND(11) 23 11 ATN Y
BB GND,LOG|C 24 12 SHIELD AA
— (PLUG) x 0 (OPEN) —-

NOTE 1: P1510 is on the circuit card. The pin numbering for 2 meter cable —matches the IEEE standard connector.

NOTE 2: P1510 only—+5Vdc on pins UU and W (for test fixtures only). All
other unused pins 90 to ground. (\ 2151-9

Fig. S-M. Interconnecting pin assignments for P1510,
2 meter cable, and the IEEE 488 bus.
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Installation
.f...

Before installation, read and perform the instructions for Operating
Mode Jumper H2. Check or set the required addresses for the programmable
registers and the interrupt vectors. Check for the correct operating
position for jumper H1.

_
g.
-

L—_ Turn off the controller power. Slide the controller out of the rack.

._ Remove the top cover. Route the bus cable into the controller from the
rear and connect it to the connector on the interface card. Insert the

“* card into the previously selected slot in the controller backplane.
.- Secure the cable at the back of the controller with the strain relief

L_,_ bar. Replace the controller cover and slide the controller back into the

-
L._

-
m__

-
d_i

rack.

IEEE Standard 488-1975 states that a system must be operated with at
least one more than half the devices with power turned on. Note that
powering up a device while the system is running may cause faulty
operation. }

3 General Maintenance
-

Follow maintenance procedures for the controller in which this
interface is installed. The interface should be cleaned by first
loosening dust and other foreign matter with a small paint brush. Then,
use a small vacuum cleaner or dry low-pressure air to remove the loosened
material. Persistent dirt and most stains can be removed with a soft
cloth or cotton swab dampened in a water and mild detergent solution.
ISOpropyl alcohol is recommended only when cleaning solder flux or oxide
deposits.

CAUTION

Avoid the use of chemical cleaning agents that
will damage the plastic materials on this interface.
In particular, avoid chemicals that contain benzene,
toluene, xylene, acetone, or similar solvents. Do

not use immersion techniques to clean the interface.
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Troubleshooting any apparent malfunctions of the interface requires
an understanding of circuit operation for this interface and the
controller. Study the block diagram, register descriptions, and circuit
descriptions. For information on how circuit operation can be programmed,
see Section 4. For general information concerning the operation of the
controllers internal bus and the input/output operations for the
controller, refer to the CP1164 Service manual or the PDP-11 Peripherals
Handbook (published by Digital Equipment Corporation).

Static Sensitive Parts

This instrument contains electrical components which are susceptible
to damage from static charges. Observing the following precautions will
aid in avoiding the breakdown of these parts. When returning static
sensitive parts to TEKTRONIX, INC. package them in antistatic or
conductive material.

CAUTION

1. Minimize the handling of static—sensitive parts.

2. Transport and store static-sensitive parts in
their original containers, on a metal rail, or on
conductive foam.

3. Discharge the static charge on yourself by physical
contact with your work station ground before handling
these devices.

4. Keep the leads shorted together whenever possible.

5. Pick up the part by the body, never by the leads.

6. Do not subject the part to sliding movements over
any suface.

7. Avoid handling parts in areas having a floor
covering that contributes to the generation of a
static charge.

5-8
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Use a soldering iron that has a connection to
earth ground.6

9. Use a special suction type desoldering tool,
Silverstat Soldapullt(:)(Tektronix Part
Number 003—0795-00), or a wick type desoldering device
(Tektronix Part Number 006—1356-00).

10. Be careful when using a multimeter (VOM) for
measurements on static sensitive devices. Certain
devices cannot sustain more than 10 mA of test
current. Check your VOM for maximum output current
capability on all resistance ranges.
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SECTION 6

CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION

Introduction (Block Diagram)

A two page block diagram precedes the schematic diagrams. It can be
used to identify the circuit components associated with the valid bits in
each of the eight registers and the interrupt vectors, along with the
logic gates required for the register interrelationships. The block
diagram, when studied along with the information found in Section 3

(Interface Registers and Interrupt Vectors), serves as an aid in
understanding the over-all operation of the interface. Note that the
block diagram is drawn to aid in understanding the operation of the
interface registers; it does not exactly match the schematic diagrams.

Schematic Diagrams

The schematic diagrams are to be studied in accordance with the
following conventions:

Interface signals whose names are shown with a bar above them are
true when at a TTL low voltage level (less than 0.8V). A circuit
component whose input or output terminal is true low is shown with a
small circle at the pin connection. When the inputs are true, the output
asserts the true level implied by the signal name; high if no bar, low if
a bar appears above the name. Not all inputs respond to a voltage level.'
Clock inputs respond to a dynamic transition and follow the convention
that a positive transition is shown with no circle, a negative transition
is shown with a small circle.

Some TTL high voltage levels are set by a resistor network at the
output or input of a component. These high voltage levels can measure
between +2.HV and +5.0V.

The signal names for the CP11OO bus and the functions they perform
can be found in the CP1164 Controller Service manual. They can also be
found in the PDP—11 Peripheral Handbook, published by Digital Equipment
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Corporation. Section 2 of this manual can be studied to identify the
functions performed by the signal names on the IEEE ”88 bus. Refer to
Sections 3 and A for information relative to programming this interface.

Bus Address and Control

Refer to schematic diagram 5 for this discussion. The 18 address
lines, AOO-A17, on the CP11OO bus carry 18 address bits from the bus
master during a data transfer operation. These bits, when received and
decoded by the interface, specify one of the eight programmable
registers. When addressed properly, the interface responds as a slave
device for the data transfer. All addresses received are even numbered.

When the interface receives permission to become bus master, it
asserts BBSY. As bus master, it can use its Bus Address Register to
select a location on the internal bus and send data to or receive data
from that addressed slave location. The address lines, control lines, and
data lines are all asserted at the same time. The bus master always
asserts BBSY before placing address/data on the bus.

Note that address line A00 and control line CO are ignored when
received by the interface (pin 13 of U660 and pin 10 of U360 are not
connected). This means that write—byte operations are not supported. If a
write-byte operation is performed by the user, the addressed (selected)
register on the interface will typically be loaded with the data byte in
both the low-order and high-order byte positions of the register.

This interface responds to addresses 7640008 through 7777608 to
allow systems with Memory Management option. When addressing a register
on this interface, address bits A17, A16, A15, A1”, and A13 must be set
for logical 13. If the Memory Management option is not used, an octal
address 16H0008 through 1777608 will be automatically interpreted by the
processor as 7640008 — 7777608 if address bits A15, A1”, and A13 are 13.

Address bits A15-A13 are applied to U550 (pins 6, A, and 2) where
they are compared with the high voltage level (a logical 1) hardwired to
pins 5, 3, and 1. Address bits A12-A04 are applied to UA50 and U550 (hex
comparator/latches) where they are compared with the settings of register
address straps A12-A4. A strap is set to a high voltage level for a
logical 1 and a low voltage for a logical 0. The comparators have open—

6-2
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collector outputs connected in a wired-0R configuration. A high state is
the result of a correct address comparison. With the extended address
bits (A17 and A16) set, three inputs to U7UOB are set to a high state._

After a short delay to allow the bus lines to settle and address
decoding to be performed, the bus master (processor in this case) asserts
MSYN. MSYN is a strobe, or gating signal, for the address and control
lines; it is always cleared before address and control are changed. The
output of U740B goes low to indicate that this interface has been
selected for a data transfer.

When the output of U7NOB goes low it triggers and sets U330A (a one-
shot) for about 75 nanoseconds. U330A then resets itself. The action of
U330A (pin 7 going low for about 75 nanoseconds) enables pin 5 of U750, a
3—line to 8—line decoder, and sets U51OD. For a data transfer to this
interface, the bus master has asserted the C1 control line, enabling pin
6 of U750 through U640B. U750 then decodes the binary levels on the data
selector bank lines (SEL3, SEL2, and SEL1) to load one of seven addressed
registers determined by address bits A03, A02, and A01 (A00 will be
ignored).

When U330A resets itself, the output of UOOOC goes high to assert
SSYN; this tells the bus master that data has been accepted. The bus
master then negates MSYN, data is removed from the bus, and this
interface negates SSYN by resetting U51OD through U35OB.

The Listener Data Buffer is not selected by U750. Data contained in
this register is always transferred from the IEEE A88 bus to the CP1100
bus and is a DATA OUT operation with respect to this interface. The
Listener Data Buffer is read from the Data/Selector Bank (schematic
diagram 1) when the binary (octal) code for SEL3, SEL2, and SEL1 is set
for 001. Address bits A03 and A02 are ANDed together and inverted at the
output of USAOC to enable pin A of U740A (A01 enables pin 5). Control
line C1 is not asserted for a Listener Data Buffer read operation and
both inputs to USAOB go low. The high level output from U540B completely
enables U740A to clear the RDY bit in the Interrupt Control Register
(schematic diagram 3) and simultaneously enables the CP1100 data bus
transceivers (schematic diagram 1) through USNOD. When the bus master has
read the Listener Data Buffer it releases MSYN. This clears U330A and
resets U510D to negate SSYN. The negation of SSYN informs all bus devices
that the slave has concluded the transfer. For a DATA OUT operation the
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negation of SSYN indicates that the negation of MSYN has been received.

\
For DMA transfers the DMA State Machine (discussed in a separate

.i/
subsection) asserts BBSY and SACK. This interface then becomes the bus
master for data-in or data-out operations. For data output to memory or
another device on the bus, the data bus transceivers are enabled through
USNOD. The address bus transceivers are enabled by the ADDR line from the
DMA State Machine being set low true. Data and address transceivers are
enabled simultaneously.

When the DMA State Machine is reading the Listener Data Buffer for a
DATA OUT operation, both inputs to U3NOC are high true and both inputs to
U6NOB are high true (the high output of U340C asserts control line C1 and
sets pin 5 of U6MOB high). U750 is disabled by the low output from U6NOB.
With the ADDR line high true at the input to U530B, the information
contained in the Listener Data Buffer is placed on the CP1100 data bus
from the Data/Selector Bank (the LDB code for SEL3, SEL2, and SEL1 is
001, schematic diagram 1).

If the DMA State Machine is operating in the packed mode (PACK MODE

bit set) when listening to the IEEE 488 bus, pin 9 of U340D is set high.
This causes control line CO to be asserted with control line C1. Both

‘

control lines asserted tell the slave device that a data byte is on the {NHL

CP1100 bus. The BYTE control line from U340D is held low when the data is
not packed (a complete 16—bit data word is placed on the bus). For DMA

transfers from the IEEE H88 bus to the CP1100 bus in the packed mode, the
high level on the BYTE control line causes the low-order byte from the
LDB (D00-D07) to be placed in both the low-order and high-order byte
positions on the CP1100 bus. The slave device then loads the high-order
or low-order byte, depending on whether the least significant bit of the
address was a 1 or a 0.

When the DMA State Machine is transferring data from the CP1100 bus
to the IEEE M88 bus, the BYTE control line is held low by U3MOC being
disabled at pin 9. Disabling 03400 also asserts control line C1 and sets
pin 5 of U640B and UBNOB both low. This partially enables U750 with a
register select code of 001 on SEL3, SEL2, and SEL1. The machine then
loads the Talker Data Buffer by asserting pin N of U3NOB, which sets pin
14 of U750 low. For non DMA transfers, pin 15 of U750B is set low with a
register select code of 000. U540A ensures that, for either mode, the
Talker Data Buffer is not loaded during the time that DAV is asserted on

6-H @
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the IEEE “88 bus. The TDB can only be loaded when DAV is not asserted.

Note that this interface, when so programmed, can assert the
extended address bits through address transceiver U760. The function of
these bits, XBA17 and XBA16, are discussed under Bus Control Register in
Section 3.

Data/Selector Bank

Refer to schematic diagrams 1 and 5 for this discussion. The data
transceivers (U1260, U1360, U1A60, and U1560) are enabled with a high
true or low true level from USAOD. They are enabled with a high level on
pins 7 and 9 when data is to be transferred from the CP1100 bus to this
interface (a write operation) and enabled with a low level on pins 7 and
9 when data is to be transferred from the interface to the CP1100 bus (a
read operation, or interface DATA OUT).

Data selectors/multiplexers are used to select valid data from the
registers during a read operation. The data select code (octal) on
selector lines SEL3, SEL2, and SEL1 is as follows: Interrupt Vector Data
- 000, LDB - 001, ICR - O10, BSR - 011, BCR - 100, ISR - 101, CTR - 110,
BAR - 111.

Valid bits 0 through 7 from the registers are multiplexed by data
selectors U1250, U12M0, U1230, U1220, U1350, U1340, U1330, and U1320,
respectively. Valid bits 11 through 15 from the registers are multiplexed
by data selectors U1A30, U1150, U1050, U950, and U850, respectively. Bit
8 from six registers is blank, while bits 9, 10, 11, and 12 in the BSR

are write only. U1AAO selects only bits 8, 9, and 10 from the CTR and the
BAR. UN3OC operates as a strobe gate for U1NAO and has a low-true output
only when the BAR or CTR has been selected for a read operation. Pin 1 of
U1AAO is encoded low true to select the CTR bits and encoded high true to
select the BAR bits. Data on the input selected is transferred through
the data selectors without inversion. Inversion occurs in both directions
through the data bus transceivers.

When the DMA State Machine is outputting data to the CP1100 bus in
the packed mode, the BYTE control line (U1H50 and U1550, pin 1) is high
true, which selects the low—byte data inputs to U1450 and U1550; data
line D15 will then correspond to data line D07 and data line D08
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corresponds to data line D00.

The ADDR line is held low true to enable bits 12 through 15, except
during DMA transfers to the CP11OO bus. The DMA State Machine sets the
ADDR line high when reading the Listener Data Buffer. This causes bits 12
through 15 of the LDB to return all Os when read.

Interrupt Control Bus

This interface has eight interrupts. The basic logic functions
required for the generation of an interrupt request are shown on
schematic diagram 6. The eight interrupt request sources originate from
the appropriate interface registers on schematic diagrams 2 and 3. A

typical interrupt request for the END condition is described below. The
remaining seven interrupts operate in a similar manner.

The generation of the END interrupt requires that the END OCC bit in
the ICR be set along with the condition that the programmer has set the
END INTR ENBL bit. The END OCC bit becomes set when the DAV and E01 lines
on the IEEE 488 bus are both asserted (with ATN unasserted). The END INTR
request (a positive transition at pin 11 of U920B) clocks pin 6 of U920B
to a high state. When the END INTR request signal reaches its high state
it enables U9OOC, producing an END request signal on pin 8 of U1100 and
asserting the INTR REQ signal through U1110 to the interrupt request
flip-flop, UouOA (Schematic diagram 4). Note that if the source of the
interrupt request is terminated, the output of the nand gates will go
false (high), causing INTR REQ to go false. The octal D-type flip—flop
operates as a synchronizer.

The events following the generation of the INTR REQ signal at the
output of U1110 is discussed in more detail under a separate subsection,
Interrupt and DMA State Machine. For this discussion, if the DMA State
Machine has not been granted bus mastership before it reaches state M,

the END interrupt request signal (low true) at pin 8 of U1100 is clocked
and latched into U1100 and sets pin 1 of U1200 low true. The DMA State
Machine also generates the VECTOR signal which enables U1300.

U1200 operates as an 8-line to 3-line priority encoder. If an
interrupt is generated and then clocked by the DMA State Machine, an
octal code is set on the output of U1200 (110 for END). The octal code is
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applied to the input of U1300 (a 3-line to 8-line decoder) and sets the
V-bit code for VECA, VEC3, and VECZ. VEC7, VEC6, and VECS are set by the
user. VEC1 and VECO are logical Os. The vector address for the last
interrupt granted can be read by the processor at any time.

For the END interrupt, the octal code of 110 at the input to U1300
asserts the Y3 output and presets (initializes) the END flip-flop to a 1.
With the flip-flop set, another interrupt will not be generated unless
the source of the interrupt is cleared and set again.

Interrupt and DMA State Machine

Introduction. Refer to schematic diagram A and the state diagram
(foldout) for the DMA State Machine for this discussion.

The direct memory access (DMA) logic functions for the DMA State
Machine conduct data transfers in both directions across this interface,
placing data directly in memory (peripherals) or in devices on the IEEE
H88 bus. If the interface is operating in the non-hog mode, it will share
bus cycles with the processor or other peripherals on the bus. When

operating in the hog mode, the interface will relinquish control of the
CP1100 bus during DMA transfers if an addressed device on either bus
fails to respond within 20 microseconds. Memory addressing, timing, and
control of signal generation/response are provided by the DMA State
Machine; the processor need only to set up the registers properly before
the start of a data transfer.

The interface requests control (mastership) of the CP1100 bus for a
data transfer by asserting NPR. The priority arbitration logic responds
by asserting NPG. NPG is high true when asserted on the bus. The
interface then responds by asserting SACK to acknowledge the grant. As

soon as NPG and BBSY are negated on the bus, the interface assumes bus
mastership by asserting BBSY.

Schematic diagram A also contains the logic functions to handle the
interrupt requests generated by this interface. The logic functions to
request bus mastership for interrupts and to receive the grant are not
part of the DMA State Machine. The request and grant can occur during a
DMA transfer, but they are not processed until the completion of a
machine cycle.
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Hachine Operation. The DMA State Machine has 16 distinct states, 0

through 15. These states are firmware controlled by data stored in U130 ‘8;
(PROM) and latched in U1N0. The data ouput from these devices
automatically sets up the next desired state address for the machine.
U130 and U1N0 are programmed to cause the machine to either wait in an
addressed state for a condition to be cleared, branch to the desired
state, or advance to the next state.

U150 and U250 along with gates U110C and U110D operate as decision-
making circuits. If the output of U150 or U250 is high, the machine
either waits or branches, depending on which logic gate, U110D or U110C,
is enabled by the data output from U1H0. Data on pin 12 of U140 is set
high to enable the wait function (U110D) and set low to enable the branch
function (U110C).

U210A and U210B operate as the machine's internal clock. Its output
(pin 5) is high between states and then goes low to enable the state
decoder devices, U120 and U220. These devices are selected by address/
data bit SA” (0 = U120, 1 = U220). The clock output remains low while the
machine is waiting. After the required events have occurred, it goes high
to latch the next address/data output from U140 and U130. The state
decoder devices are disabled when the clock output is high (between
states) . u

The same four address lines that drive the state decoders also drive
the two selectors, U150 and U250. These devices (combined) serve to
select one of 16 inputs, depending on the machines current state. The
selected input is then gated to become the condition for a possible
branch, or alternatively, to cause the internal state clock to pause
until the wait condition becomes unasserted.

TI
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The 16 distinct states are identified (set) with the low level
outputs from U120 and U220. U120 sets states 0 through 7, while U220
sets states 8 through 15. Pin 15 of U120 is set for state 0 and pin 7 is
set for state 7. Pin 15 of U220 is set for state 8 and pin 7 is set for
state 15.

For this discussion it is assumed that the programmer has set up the
desired DMA program and the machine has just been addressed for state 0.
The terms "talking" and "listening" mean that this interface is either
outputting data (talking) or accepting data (listening) on the IEEE 488
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bus. The DNA signal line (input to U010D and U800C) will be high when
listening and low when talking.

The data output from U1M0 is cleared through UMHOB and U2NOB when a
register on the interface is addressed (selected) or an INIT (reset) is
performed. U1N0 is also cleared (reset) through U2HOA if an interrupt is
generated before state 9 is reached. U130, pin 7, enables the reset
function (U2NOA) only during states 5, 6, 7, and 8. The State Machine
starts out in state 0 due to INIT. It then branches to state 6 and
normally idles there. When an interrupt has been granted, it resets to
state 0.

State 0 contains a branch instruction and U11OC is enabled at pin 9.
When the machine enters state 0, pin 15 of U120 goes low. This sets U51OC

through U200B, resets U020B through U200A, and resets U510B through
U110B. This operation sets the VECTOR signal high (false), enables U340A,
clears MSYN on the bus, and clears NPR through U160D.

If an interrupt has occurred, pin 1” of UOMOA is set high and BR5
has been asserted on the bus. 005“ is on, U060D is disabled, and B05 is
held low before the bus grant, level 5, is received. When B05 is received
from the priority logic circuits, the negative transition clocks UOAOA to
a set state and turns off 0054. The input logic levels to U060D have now
reversed and the bus grant signal (B05) is not passed down the daisy-
chain path on the bus. If an interrupt did not occur, UOAOA would not be
set and both inputs to U060D would be high when B05 was received; this
allows BGS OUT to be asserted high true and be sent to the next device on
the bus. If UOAOA becomes set when B05 is received, it will be cleared
through U030C when BG5 is negated.

Also, if an interrupt did not occur, U020C (SACK OUT) remains clear
and pins 4 and 3 of U150 are high. This establishes the branch condition
and the machine will branch to state 6 (discussed later). Logic inversion
does not occur in U150 or U250.

Assuming an interrupt did occur, pin 13 of U040 goes low when the
bus grant is received and sets U020C. SACK OUT is asserted low true at
this time. Pins N and 3 of U150 are set low (no branch), so the machine
advances to state 1 when the internal clock goes high and latches the
address/data for state 1.
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1.):
In state 1, no new operations are performed because pin 14 of U120 \is not connected. However, the machine checks the interrupt status again. ‘i;If SACK OUT is not asserted, the machine returns to state 0, checks

again, and branches directly to state 6. If SACK OUT is asserted, an
interrupt request has been made from one of the eight sources on this
interface and the bus grant has been received; the machine will then
advance to state 2.

j
State 2 contains a wait instruction. When state 2 is entered, pin 13

of U120 goes low to prevent U1100 (schematic diagram 6) from latching
new data for another interrupt until the current interrupt has been
serviced. New interrupt data can only be latched in U1100 when the
machine leaves state 2. Since the machine has been instructed to wait,
the output of the internal state clock remains low while a check is made
on the BEST signal (U150, pin 2). If the bus is busy, pin 2 of U150 will
be high and the machine waits with the output of U110D and pin 9 of U210B
(clock) high. When the current bus master releases BBSY, pin 9 of U210B
goes low and the address/data for state 3 is latched in U140.

State 3 is entered when the clock output goes low and pin 12 of U120
is set low true. The machine resets U51OC and the VECTOR signal goes low
true for the indicated interrupt. U340A is disabled and BR5 is negated
(set low); this delays the next interrupt request from this interface.
U1100 (schematic diagram 6) has now latched the data for the interrupt
request (when leaving state 2) and U1300 has been enabled to preset
(reintialize) the flip-flop that generated the request (see Interrupt
Control Bus). The vector address has also been placed on the data bus for
a processor read operation (the output of U640A is set high when its
inputs are unequal).

U020A was also set when state 3 was entered, causing BBSY to be
asserted (if not already asserted by the current bus master). Since the
machine has been instructed to wait in state 3, it will not advance to
state H until the current bus master clears BBSY and the slave negates
SSYN. When SSYN is released (cleared) on the bus, pin 1 of U150 is set
low; the machine then advances to state M. This interface is now the bus
master.

When state u is entered, the interface asserts the INTR signal on
the bus through U350C and U160B. It also negates SACK OUT by resetting
U020C through U320C and U230A. INTR is asserted under the authority of
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B05 to inform the processor that an interrupt is to be performed and that
the vector address is on the data lines. When the arbitrator receives the
INTR signal it ceases to issue bus grants (BGs) until the processor
authorizes it to do so. However, Non Processor Grants (NPGs) may be
granted during this time.

The machine was instructed to wait in state N until the processor
asserts SSYN to signify that it has accepted the interrupt vector
address. Pin 15 of U150 is held high until the processor accepts the data
and then goes low. The clock output then goes high to disable U120 and
negate the INTR command, the processor then negates SSYN (when the
machine leaves state N). The machine then enters state 5.

When state 5 is entered another check on the interrupt status is
performed. The address/data output from U130 and U1MO contains machine
reset enabling information (U130, pin 7) which sets a low level on pin 2
of U240A. If SACK OUT is asserted it means that U340A has been enabled by
the machine setting U51OC, BRS was asserted due to an interrupt request,
and that B05 was received, setting U020C. If a bus grant was received
when state 5 was entered, the machine resets to state 0 to perform
another interrupt routine. The machine also removed the first vector
address from the data bus by setting the output of U510C high (false) and
cleared BBSY by resetting U020A. If a bus grant for another interrupt is
not received, the machine advances to state 6. The State Machine will
normally be at state 6 if it is not called on to do anything. When an
interrupt generated by this interface has been processed it steps from
state 5 to state 6 and then waits. If another interrupt request is
granted (BGS is received) it will reset to state 0 and proceed to process
the interrupt. If called on to perform a DMA cycle it will step from
state 6 to state 7, and so on.

State 6 has a wait instruction, one operation, and a possible
machine reset. BBSY is asserted in state 10 and the 20 microsecond one-
shot, U330B, cleared (turned off) in state 12 if the interface is
operating in the non-hog mode (HOG MODE bit not set and pin 10 of U31OC

is low). If U330B is off, pin 12 of U310D is set low (enabled) and BBSY

is cleared through U200B, U310D, and UOOOB when state 6 is entered. If
the machine is operating in the hog mode (HOG MODE bit set), BBSY is not
cleared.
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U240A is also enabled with machine reset data in state 6 to check
again for another bus grant due to an interrupt request. The machine will ureset to state 0 if SACK OUT is asserted low at pin 3 of U240A.

'1.
J.

The State Machine will step from state 6 to state 7 under one of two
conditions; if talking on the IEEE 488 bus it waits for the GO and DONE

bits to be set, if listening to the IEEE 488 bus it waits for the GO and
RDY bits to be set. The DONE bit indicates that the Talker Data Buffer
can be loaded with a data byte, while the RDY bit indicates that the
Listener Data Buffer contains a valid data byte and can be read. The
output of U060A remains high (a wait condition) until the GO bit is set.
When the wait conditions are cleared, the machine advances to state 7.

Jr'.

State 7 contains no new operations (pin 7 of U120 is not connected),
except for a possible machine reset function through U240A and U2NOB if
SACK OUT is asserted and a branch instruction if the machine is operating
in the hog mode. The machine senses a high level on pin 12 of U150 if
BBSY has not been cleared in state 6. If pin 12 is high, the interface isstill the bus master from a previous byte transfer; it will then branch
to state 10. If pin 12 is low, the machine advances to state 8 in order
to obtain bus mastership.

LL

LL

LL

Li.

'_L

State 8 contains a wait instruction. When state 8 is entered pin 15 u
of U220 is asserted to set U510B, which asserts NPR low true through
U160D and sets pin 7 of UOHOB (NPG flip-flop) high. Pin 8 of UOMOB and
pin H of U250 are high before UONOB receives the NPG IN signal. The
machine waits until NPG is received.

If another device on the controller's bus does not have SACK

asserted, the priority arbitrator will issue the Non-Processor Grant
(NPG) when it senses that SACK has not been asserted for at least 75
nanoseconds. Pin 5 of UOMOB goes low when NPG is received through U050A,
causing UOHOB to change state. Pin N of U250 then goes low and machine
advances to state 9. UONOB is cleared through U030B when NPG is negated.

U260C operates as an inverter or as an inhibiting gate for the NPG
OUT signal. The setting for jumper H2 depends on where this interface is
positioned in the NPG daisy—chain path. If this interface is not the last
device in the path, the associated wire wrap section between CA1 and CB1
on the UNIBUS backplane must be cut and jumper H2 set to cause U26OC to
operate as an inverter (enabled position). If the interface is the last

6-12 @
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device in the daisy—chain path, the associated wire wrap section (between
CA1 and CB1) does not have to be cut, but jumper H2 must be set to cause
U260C to operate as an inhibitor. 0n the schematic, jumper H2 is set to
inhibit the NPG OUT signal.

The machine is addressed for state 9 when NPG is received. State 9

contains another wait instruction. When state 9 is entered, pin 14 of
U220 is asserted, setting U020C and asserting SACK through U160A.

The output of U530A (pin 3 of U250) will be low only if both inputs
are low, it will be high if either input is high. Either, or both,
inputs(s) to U530A, when high, establish a wait condition.

When the arbitrator received the assertion of SACK it negated NPG
and set pin 2 of 0530A low. If the interface is operating in the non—hog
mode, BBSY may be asserted by another device at this time; if so, pin 1

of U530A will be high. Even though the negation of NPG was received, the
machine must wait until BBSY is negated to release the bus. As soon as
NPG and BBSY are both negated, pin 3 of U250 goes low, allowing the
machine to advance to state 10. Note that if the interface is operating
in the hog mode, it detected that BBSY was already asserted by this
interface in state 7. It then skipped states 8 and 9.

When the machine is addressed for state 10, pin 15 of U1M0 is
latched high to set the indicated logic levels on the ADDR lines (see Bus
Address and Control). If the machine is talking, the DMA IN line (pin 2

of U610A) will be high, causing the output of U640A to be set low for
data byte transfers to the IEEE 488 bus. When listening, U610A is enabled
to set unequal logic levels at the input to U6NOA, setting the output of
U6NOA high for data transfers to the controller's internal bus (memory).

State 10 is entered when the clock output goes low. U220 is enabled
(pin 13 is asserted), U020A is set to assert BBSY, the 20 microsecond
one-shot (U330B) is turned on (if it is off), and NPR is negated by
resetting U510B through U110B. Pin 7 of UOMOB is also set low to keep the
NPG flip-flop in a cleared state for NPR-NPG arbitration sequences
between other devices on the controller's internal bus. The machine has
no wait or branch condition for state 10. State 11 is addressed when the
clock output goes high.
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State 11 contains the last wait instruction during a machine cycle.
When state 11 is entered, pin 12 of U220, pin 13 of U53OD, pin 10 of
U32OC, and pin 6 of U020B are all asserted low true. SACK is negated by
resetting U020C through U320C and U23OA, MSYN is asserting by setting
U020B, and U53OD is enabled at pin 13.

The 20 microsecond one—shot, U33OB, was set in state 10. If the
interface is not programmed for hog mode (HOG MODE bit clear), U33OB is
deliberately cleared in state 12. At state 6, BBSY will be released
because U33OB was not on. If the interface is bus master with the HOG
MODE bit set, BBSY will not be released in state 6 unless the 20
microsecond one-shot times out. U33OB will time out if the interface does
not receive the assertion of SSYN in state 11 or if a device on the IEEE
488 bus does not respond within 20 microseconds. An error flag is not set
when a device on the IEEE 488 bus does not respond within 20
microseconds. If the GO bit gets cleared because the DMA DONE bit gets
set in state 12 or gets cleared due to an error flag being set, the 20
microsecond one-shot will time out at state 6 and release BBSY.

The output of UZMOC (pin 1 of U220) is high (a wait condition) only
when both inputs are low. The addressed slave on the controller's bus
must respond and set pin 8 of UZMOC high before U33OB times out and sets
pin 9 high. If U33OB times out with U53OD enabled at pin 13 and the slave
device has not yet asserted SSYN, the NO MEM line is asserted low to set
the DMA ERR bit in the Interface Status Register. The machine will then
complete its current cycle, and branch to state 6 with the GO bit
cleared. State 12 is addressed when the clock output goes high.

When U220 is enabled for state 12, the following inputs are asserted
low true: pin 12 of U200D, pin 1 of UZOOA, pin 9 of U31OC, pin M of
U31OB, and pin 4 of U3MOB (schematic diagram 5).

MSYN is cleared by resetting U020B through U200A, the RDY bit
(U101OB, schematic diagram 3) is cleared (if listening) by asserting the
INPUT line through U200D, the Talker Data Buffer is loaded (if talking),
U31OB is enabled, and U33OB is deliberately cleared if the interface is
operating in the non-hog mode (HOG MODE bit not set).

With U31OB enabled, the DMA DONE bit will be set if the NO EOI DMA

bit is not set and the END of message was received (END OCC bit set) or
the Byte Counter Register overflowed. These conditions are sensed through
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U200C and UZAOD. Pin 2 of U200C will be high if the NO EOI DMA bit is not
set. If both inputs to UZMOD are low, the machine does not set the DMA

DONE bit. The END interrupt may be ignored by the program.

If the machine was talking when state 12 was entered, the interface
performs the Source Handshake; if listening, the interface performs the
Acceptor Handshake. These functions are discussed under separate headings
in this section.

When the internal state clock goes high to latch the address for
state 13, pin 15 of U1A0 is latched at a low level. The ADDR lines then
switch logic levels, removing the contents of the BAR from the
controller's internal bus and setting the output of U6MOA to a low level
(also removing the data).

State 13 has only one operation with no branch or wait instruction.
Pin 12 of U6HOD goes low when state 13 is entered and the Bus Address
Register is clocked through UAAOC. The BAR is incremented (or
decremented) by one in state 13. The machine then advances to state 14.

State 14 contains a branch instruction. When state 1” is entered,
the Byte Counter Register is incremented by one through U230F (if it has
not overflowed). If the PACK MODE bit was set by the program, pin 13 of
U250 will be high; if so, the machine branches out of state 14 and enters
state 6. If operating in the unpacked mode (PACK MODE bit clear) it is
addressed for state 15.

In state 15 the Bus Address Register is incremented (or decremented)
a second time if the interface is operating in the unpacked mode. After
the BAR is clocked through U6AOD and UMMOC, the machine branches out of
state 15 and enters state 6, ready for another byte transfer or to make
an interrupt request.

Source Handshake

Refer to schematic diagrams 3 and 2 for this discussion. Unless
otherwise stated, all references to a bus in this section refer to the
IEEE A88 bus.
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The bus transceivers are arranged in three sections: U1510 for the
handshake bus (plus EOI), U1520 for the management bus, U153O and U141O

for the data bus. U153O and U1M1O are enabled when the DONE bit is not
asserted (cleared). U1510 and U1520 are always enabled so that the
individual handshake and management lines can be controlled internally.
Signal inversion occurs in either direction in the transceivers. Each
transceiver provides four open-collector drivers (with internal
termination resistors) and four receivers. Each line on the bus is low-
true when asserted.

The DONE bit is normally asserted. When the interface becomes a
talker it can send the first data byte immediately because the DONE bit
is set (pin 15 of U81OA is high). When the Talker Data Buffer is loaded,
the DONE bit is cleared and the data transceivers are enabled, causing
data to be asserted on the bus. A short time later (greater than 500
nanoseconds), the listeners assert NRFD and release NDAC when the data
byte is accepted. When NDAC is unasserted by all addressed listeners,
pins 1 and 1“ of U810A go low and pin 15 of U81OA goes high. This
operation causes the interface to release DAV and set the DONE bit to
indicate that another data byte can be sent. The DONE bit, when set,
causes an interrupt request if the DONE INTR ENBL bit (pin 6 of 01130)
has been set. This bit should not be set during a DMA transfer (see DMA

State Machine). When a data byte is to be transmitted, the low—order byte
or high-order byte latched in U1H20 and U15NO is designated by the output
level from U63OC. Pin 10 of U1M20 and U15u0 is high for the low-order
byte and low for the high-order byte.

If there is no listener on the bus or if an addressed listener is in
an invalid state, the NRFD and NDAC bus lines will be high (both low at
the input to U7OOA, schematic 2). If an attempt is then made to place
data on the bus (load the Talker Data Buffer), pin 11 of USOOD goes low
and sets the WRITE ERR flip—flop, U720A. This causes an interrupt request
if the DMA INTR ENBL bit (pin 15 of U1210) has been set. This interrupt
can occur for DMA or non-DMA transfers, depending on the program.

If the interface attempts to assert DAV while another controller on
the bus has the ATN line already asserted, or asserts ATN during DAV,

TIME ERR flip-flop U520B becomes set, causing an interrupt request (if
the DMA INTR ENBL bit has been set). This error is sensed through USOOB.
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CP1100/IEEE H88 INTERFACE

If the ERROR bit becomes set for any of the high level input
conditions for U73OB and the DMA State Machine has not completed its
total byte transfer, the DMA transfer will be interrupted (pin 3 of
U1120A goes high) and the GO bit flip-flop, U71OA, will be cleared
through U53OC, U730A, U6000 and U61OC.

Assuming that the Talker Data Buffer is being loaded and that no
error conditions have been (or will be) sensed, pin 9 of U41OA (schematic
3) goes low. U41OA, a one—shot, is triggered in either mode (DMA or non-
DMA) and delays its output by a time interval greater than 500
nanoseconds before clocking UTOOB, whose output goes low at pin 13 of
U61OD. If all of the assigned listeners are ready for data (RFD), the
NRFD bus line (high) has already set pin 12 of U61OD low; U510A then
becomes set and DAV is asserted through U1500A and U1410.

If another controller asserts ATN through U600B and U81OA (pin 2)
while this interface has DAV asserted, U51OA is reset to clear DAV. When
all assigned listeners have accepted the data byte, pin 1 of U81OA goes
low, setting the DONE bit and clearing DAV by resetting U510A. The DONE

bit is cleared through U1HOO and 0800 by a negative pulse after the TDB

is loaded.

The interface sends data (talks) with ATN asserted or unasserted and
can send EOI as a ninth data bit. EOI may also be transmitted with the
last data byte under DMA control; this feature can be disabled by setting
the NO EOI DMA bit (U820B). EOI can also be sent asynchronously by
setting the E01 OUT bit (U1310, pin 5) in the Bus Control Register. This
is normally done with the ATN OUT bit (U71OB) also set in order to
perform a parallel poll.

EOI appears high at pin M of U151O to be asserted on the bus.
U1SOOB, pin 5, receives asynchronous E01 and pin 4 of U1SOOB receives the
E01 signal that is gated by U7OOC so that it can be asserted when data is
asserted (DONE bit not set).

U1OOA is loaded whenever the Talker Data Buffer is loaded so that
EOI can be an extension of the transmitted byte. For the non—DMA mode,
U320B and U63OC are disabled at pin 3 and 10 (BBSY not asserted) and
UO1OB is enabled at pin 5. Pin 8 of UO1OC and pin 2 of U1OOA will not
follow whatever signal appears at pin N of UO1OB. This is data bit D15 of
the data/address bus. When the Talker Data Buffer is loaded, the value of
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D15 gets loaded into U100A.

During a DMA operation, U010B is disabled at pin 5, U320B and U6BOC

are enabled at pins 3 and 10 (BBSY asserted). When the DMA State Machine
loads the Talker Data Buffer in state 12, U1OOA is set when the CTR

overflows if ATN is not asserted on the bus and if the NO EOI DMA bit is
cleared at pin 1 of U31OA. If the NO EOI DMA bit has been set, EOI will
not be asserted on the bus.

Acceptor Handshake

If the interface is programmed to listen, the RDY bit flip-flop,
U101OB, becomes set when the interface senses that DAV has been asserted
(through U7OOD) by another device (a talker) on the bus. The RDY bit
remains asserted until it is cleared by reading the Listener Data Buffer.
After the Listener Data Buffer has been read, this interface releases
NDAC to notify the talker to remove the data byte from the bus. When the
talker releases DAV, NDAC is reset low true and NRFD is cleared (set
false) on the bus to signal ready for data. The RDY bit, when set, causes
an interrupt request if the RDY INTR ENBL bit (U1130, pin 5) has been
set. The RDY INTR ENBL bit should not be set during a DMA transfer (see
DMA State Machine).

The Acceptor Handshake function for the DMA mode is enabled when the
GO bit and the DMA IN/OUT bit are set high at pins 1 and 2 of UUBOA. For
the non-DMA mode, the Acceptor Handshake function is enabled by the low
output level at pin 8 of UNZOC. For either mode, the output of UO30A will
be high when the interface is accepting data from the bus (listening).

Before the talker asserts DAV, the output of U1500D is low and the
output of U1500C is high. The RDY bit has been cleared. The LST output
from U030A (high) has enabled UOOOA, UOOOD, and U700D. DAV has not yet
been received (asserted); therefore, the clock input to U1010B (RDY) is
at a low level and U820A has been preset (pin 5 high). Also, before DAV

is asserted, U020D has been set and pin 10 of U1500C is high (pin 9 is
low).

As soon as the talker asserts DAV, it is gated through U7OOD to set
the RDY bit (U101OB) and gated through UO10A (with inversion) to clear
the ready for data (RFD) message (NRFD is asserted low true on the bus).
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CP1100/IEEE N88 INTERFACE

When the Listener Data Buffer has been read, pin 3 of U820A goes high to
clock U820A. Pin 5 of U820A then goes low to clear the RDY bit. This also
clears U020D and the output of U1SOOC goes low to release (unassert) NDAC

on the bus. The data byte has now been read and accepted by the
interface.

When the talker releases DAV on the bus, NRFD OUT (pin 11 of U1500D)

is reset to a low level and U020D is set again (pin 13 goes high again),
ensuring that NDAC is asserted low true on the bus.

During a DMA listen operation, the same conditions are established
for NRFD and NDAC before the talker asserts DAV. Before the DMA State
Machine reaches state 12, the talker has already asserted data and DAV,

setting the RDY bit and clearing the RFD message (NRFD has been
asserted). All that remains is to read the data, clear the RDY bit and
assert NDAC when the talker releases DAV. The DMA State Machine reads the
Listener Data Buffer during states 10 and 11 before entering state 12.

When state 12 is entered, pin 1 of U820A goes low and clears the RDY

bit. This presets U820A and sets pin 14 of U020D high. When DAV is
released, pin 15 of U020D goes low to set pin 13 to a high level,
causing NDAC to be asserted low-true on the bus. The interface is ready
to accept another data byte.

The NRFD and NDAC bus lines may also be asserted or cleared
asynchronously by setting or clearing pins 15 and 12 of U131O at the
appropriate times during the handshake cycle. These lines correspond to
data/address bits D7 and D6, respectively, in the Bus Control Register.

Interface Registers

General. Refer to schematic diagrams 2 and 3 for this discussion.
The Talker Data Buffer and Listener Data Buffer have been discussed under
separate headings; Source Handshake and Acceptor Handshake. Also, some of
the bits in the Interface Status Register, Bus Control Register, and
Interrupt Control Register have been discussed for the DMA State Machine,
Source Handshake, and Acceptor Handshake. The interface register layouts
as portrayed on schematic diagrams 2 and 3 are identified at the top of
the associated schematic with the interconnect wiring fairly
straightforward. Each bit is easily identified with the proper signal
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name and the logic levels required to activate the desired functions are
as indicated. Addressing and loading each register has been previously
discussed under Address Decoding.

A complete understanding of each bit in each register can be
obtained by reading Section 3 of this manual and relating each bit to the
components associated with that bit on the block diagram. To understand
how the registers may be programmed, read Section 4 of this manual while
studying schematic diagrams 2 and 3. Keep in mind that the block diagram
does not exactly match the schematics; the schematic wiring has
precedence over the block diagram.

Attention Received. When ATN is asserted on the bus by another
controller (not this interface) pin 10 of U1520 goes high, while pin 11
of 01520 and pin 12 of U3OOB remain low. ATN going high at pin 11 of
U3OOB clocks a low level to pin 9 and a high level to pin 8. Pin 3 of
U8OOB is also set high. If the LIST W ATN bit (0830, pin 10) has been
set, the output of U430D goes low and presets the LIST W/O ATN flip-flop,
U620A. Since the ATN REC signal at pin 5 of U610 went high when ATN was
asserted, the output of U610 goes high and the Acceptor Handshake is
enabled by the LIST W ATN bit through UA3OD and UNZOC. The ATN REC
message also went low at the output of U1AOOE to disable U320B at pin A

(previously discussed). The ATN REC message also set pin 10 of U1120 high
and this causes an interrupt requst if the ATN INTR ENBL bit (U1130, pin
12) has been set.

When the controller—in-charge releases ATN for device—dependent
messages, pin N of U800B goes low and presets pin 9 of U3OOB high and pin
8 low. Pin 5 of U610 goes low and pin 13 of UA30D goes high. If the LIST
W ATN bit has been cleared (not set), UH3OD is disabled and the Acceptor
Handshake is enabled immediately by the LIST W/O ATN bit through U610 and
UAZOC.

Attention Sent. This interface, when so programmed, can take control
of the bus asynchronously or synchronously. When control is taken
asynchronously, the program sets the ATN OUT flip-flop, U71OB (in the Bus
Control Register), without setting the TCS bit. If control is taken
synchronously, the TCS flip-flop, U620B, is set by the program.

The TCS flip-flop, if set, places a high level on pin 2 of U300A.
When DAV is asserted for device-dependent data from the current talker
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(ATN unasserted), pin 10 of U500C is set low and pin 3 of U3OOA goes
high; clocking the high level on pin 2 through U1500D to assert the NRFD

message (Not Ready for Data). This inhibits the next source handshake
from the talker. When the talker releases DAV, pin 10 of USOOC goes low
and presets the ATN OUT flip-flop, U71OB. As soon as ATN OUT becomes set,
U300A and U620B are cleared through U600A. This operation asserts the ATN

bus line and resets the NRFD line to a high level (ready for data). The
next data byte (an address or command) can then be sent by this
interface.

Interface Clear. As system controller, the interface may assert the
IFC bus line through U1510 when the program loads data/address bit D0 in
the Bus Control Register. If D0 is a 1, UM1OB is triggered when the Bus
Control Reigster is loaded and its output goes high for about 150
microseconds, then automatically resets to a low level, A RESET

instruction on pin 4 clears this bit if it is locked high. Refer to Table
3-3, Section 3 for information concerning the bits in each register that
are cleared when IFC is asserted or a RESET instruction is executed.

9 6-21



Section 7—CP1100/IEEE488 Interface

REPLACEABLE
ELECTRICAL PARTS

PARTS ORDERING INFORMATION

Replacementparts are available from or throughyour local Tektronix, Inc. Field Office
or representative.

Changes to Tektronix instruments are sometimesmade to accommodate improved
components as they become available, and to give you the benefit of the latest circuit
improvements developed in our engineering department. It is therefore important, when
ordering parts, to include the following information in your order: Part number, instrument
type or number, serial number, and modification number if applicable.

If a part you have ordered has been replacedwith a new or improved part, your local
Tektronix, Inc. Field Office or representativewill contact you concerningany change in part
number.

Change information, if any, is located at the rear of this manual.

SPECIAL NOTES AND SYMBOLS
X000 Part first added at this serial number
00X Part removed after this serial number

ITEM NAME

In the Parts List, an Item Name is separated from the description by a colon (2).
Because of space limitations, an Item Name may sometimes appear as incomplete. For
further Item Name identification, the US. Federal Cataloging Handbook H6-1 can be
utilized where possible.

ABBREVIATIONS

ACTR ACTUATOR PLSTC PLASTIC
ASSY ASSEMBLY QTZ QUARTZ
CAP CAPACITOR RECP RECEPTACLE
CER CERAMIC RES RESISTOR
CKT CIRCUIT RF RADIO FREQUENCY
COMP COMPOSITION SEL SELECTED
CONN CONNECTOR SEMICOND SEMICONDUCTOR
ELCTLT ELECTROLYTIC SENS SENSITIVE
ELEC ELECTRICAL VAR VARIABLE
INCAND INCANDESCENT WW WIREWOUND
LED LIGHT EMITT-ING DIODE XFMR TRANSFORMER
NONWIR NON WIREWOUND XTAL CRYSTAL
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CROSS INDEX—MFR. CODE NUMBER T0 MANUFACTURER
L

Mfr. Code Manufacturer Address City, State, Zip 0/
01121 ALLEN-BRADLEY COMPANY 1201 2ND STREET SOUTH MILWAUKEE, WI 53204 t”
01295 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS, INC., SEMICONDUCTOR

GROUP P 0 BOX 5012, 13500 N CENTRAL
EXPRESSWAY DALLAS, TX 75222

04222 AVX CERAMICS, DIVISION OF AVX CORP. P 0 BOX 867, 19TH AVE. SOUTH MURTLE BEACH, SC 29577 I.04713 MOTOROLA, INC., SEMICONDUCTOR PROD. DIV. 5005 E MCDOWELL RD,PO BOX 20923 PHOENIX, AZ 85036
07263 FAIRCHILD SEMICONDUCTOR, A DIV. OF

FAIRCHILD CAMERA AND INSTRUMENT CORP. 464 ELLIS STREET MOUNTAIN VIEW, CA 94042
07910 TELEDYNE SEMICONDUCTOR 12515 CHADRON AVE. HAWTHORNE, CA 90250
27014 NATIONAL SEMICONDUCTOR CORP. 2900 SEMICONDUCTOR DR. SANTA CLARA, CA 95051
32997 BOURNS, INC., TRIMPOT PRODUCTS DIV. 1200 COLUMBIA AVE. RIVERSIDE, CA 92507
56289 SPRAGUE ELECTRIC CO. NORTH ADAMS, MA 01247
72982 ERIE TECHNOLOGICAL PRODUCTS, INC. 644 W. 12TH ST. ERIE, PA 16512
80009 TEKTRONIX, INC. P 0 BOX 500 BEAVERTON, OR 97077
91637 DALE ELECTRONICS, INC. P. 0. BOX 609 COLUMBUS, NE 68601
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Replaceable Electrical Parts—CP1100/IEEE 488 Interface

Tektronix Serial/Model No. Mfr
Part No. Eff Dscont Name & Description Code Mfr Part Number

Al 670-5387—00 CKT BOARD ASSY:11/IEEE 488 80009 670-5387-00
C012 283-0010-00 CAP.,FXD,CER DI:0.05UF,+100-20%,50V S6289 273C20
C022 283-0010-00 CAP.,FXD,CER DI:0.05UF,+100—20%,50V 56289 273C20
C062 281-0623—00 CAP. ,FXD,CER DI:650PF,5%,500V 04222 7001-1362
C064 283-0010—00 CAP.,FXD,CER DI:0.05UF,+100-20%,50V 56289 273C20
C102 283—0010-00 CAP.,FXD,CER DI:0.05UF,+100—20%,50V 56289 273C20

C122 283-0010-00 CAP.,FXD,CER DI:0.05UF,+100—20%,50V 56289 273C20
C152 281-0623-00 CAP.,FXD,CER DI:650PF,5%,500V 04222 7001-1362
C162 283-0010-00 CAP.,FXD,CER DI:0.05UF,+100-20%,50V 56289 273C20
C202 283-0010-00 CAP.,FXD,CER DI:0.05UF,+100-20%,50V 56289 273C20
C212 283-0175-00 CAP.,FXD,CER DI:10PF,5%,200V 72982 8101-200COG0100J

c232 283-0010-00 CAP. ,FXD,CER DI:0.0SUF,+100-20%,50V 56289 273C20
c302 283-0010-00 CAP. ,FXD,CER DI:0.0SUF,+100-20%,50V 56289 273C20
C330 283-0175-00 CAP.,FXD,CER DI:10PF,5%,200V 72982 8101-200COG0100J
C334 283-0028-00 CAP.,FXD,CER DI:0.0022UF,20%,50V 56289 19C606
C332 283—0010-00 CAP.,FXD,CER DI:0.05UF,+100-20%,50V 56289 273C20

C362 283-0010-00 CAP.,FXD,CER DI:0.05UF,+100—20%,50V 56289 273C20
C402 283-0177—00 CAP.,FXD,CER DI:1UF,+80-20%,25V 72982 8131N039 E 105Z
c412 283—0111-00 CAP. ,FXD,CER szo.1ur,2os,5ov 72982 8121-N088Z50104M
C414 283-0330-00 CAP.,FXD,CER DI:1OOPF,5%,50V 72982 8111N068COG0101J
C422 283-0010—00 CAP.,FXD,CER DI:0.05UF,+100-20%,50V 56289 273C20

C462 283-0010—00 CAP.,FXD,CER DI:0.0SUF,+100—20%,50V 56289 273C20
C502 283-0010-00 CAP.,FXD,CER DI:0.05UF.+100-20%,50V 56289 273C20

C522 283-0010-00 CAP.,FXD,CER DI:0.05UF,+100-20%,50V 56289 273C20
C562 283-0010-00 CAP.,FXD,CER DI:0.05UF,+100—20%,50V 56289 273C20

C602 283—0010-00 CAP. ,FXD,CER DI:0.05UF,+100-20%,50V 56289 273C20
C622 283-0010-00 CAP.,FXD,CER DI:0.05UF,+100-20%,50V 56289 273C20
C662 283—0010-00 CAP.,FXD,CER DI:0.05UF,+100-20%,50V 56289 273C20
C702 283-0010-00 CAP.,FXD,CER DI:0.05UF,+100-20%,50V 56289 273C20
C724 283-0330-00 CAP.,FXD,CER DI:100PF,5%,50V 72982 8111NO68COG0101J
C742 283—0010-00 CAP.,FXD,CER DI:0.05UF,+100-20%,50V 56289 273C20
C762 283-0010-00 CAP.,FXD,CER DI:0.05UF,+100-20%,50V 56289 273C20
C800 281-0523-00 CAP.,FXD,CER DI:100PF,+/-20PF,500V 72982 30l-000U2M0101MC802 283-0010-00 CAP.,FXD,CER DI:0.05UF,+100-20%,50V 56289 273C20
C812 283-0010-00 CAP.,FXD,CER DI:0.05UF,+100-20%,50V 56289 273C20
C862 283-0010-00 CAP.,FXD,CER DI:0.05UF,+100-20%,50V 56289 273C20

C902 283-0010-00 CAP.,FXD,CER DI:0.05UF,+100-20%,50V 56289 273C20
C922 283-0010-00 CAP.,FXD,CER DI:0.05UF,+100-20%,50V 56289 273C20
C962 283-0010-00 CAP.,FXD,CER DI:0.05UF,+100-20%,50V 56289 273C20
C1032 283-0010-00 CAP.,FXD,CER DI:0.05UF,+100-20%,50V 56289 273C20
C1062 283-0010-00 CAP.,FXD,CER DI:0.05UF,+100-20%,50V 56289 273C20

C1102 283-0010—00 CAP.,FXD,CER DI:0.05UF,+100—20%,50V 56289 273C20
C1122 283-0010-00 CAP.,FXD,CER DI:0.05UF,+100-20%,50V 56289 273C20
C1162 283—0010-00 CAP.,FXD,CER DI:0.05UF,+100-20%,50V 56289 273C20
C1202 283-0010-00 CAP.,FXD,CER DI:0.05UF,+100-20%,50V 56289 273C20
C1204 283-0010—00 CAP.,FXD,CER DI:0.05UF,+100-20%,50V 56289 273C20

C1242 283-0010-00 CAP.,FXD,CER DI:0.05UF,+100-20%,50V 56289 273C20
C1262 290—0106-00 CAP.,FXD,ELCTLT:10UF,+75-10%,15V 56289 30D106GOlSBA9
C1342 283-0010-00 CAP.,FXD,CER DI:0.05UF,+100-20%,50V S6289 273C20
C1362 283-0010-00 CAP.,FXD,CER DI:0.05UF,+100—20%,50V 56289 273C20

C1404 283-0010-00 CAP.,FXD,CER DI:0.05UF,+100—20%,50V 56289 273C20
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Tektronix Serial/Model No. Mfr .Vth No. Part No. Eff Dscont Name & Description Code Mfr Part Number

C1432 283-0010-00 CAP.,FXD,CER DI:0.05UF,+100-20%,50V 56289 273C20
C1462 283—0010-00 CAP.,FXD,CER DI:0.05UF,+100-20%,50V 56289 273020
01502 283-0010-00 CAP.,FXD,CER DI:0.05UF,+100-20%,50V 56289 273020
C1542 283-0010-00 CAP.,FXD,CER DI:0.05UF,+100-20%,50V 56289 273C20
C1562 283—0010-00 CAP.,FXD,CER DI:0.05UF,+100-20%,50V 56289 273020

08612 152—0141-02 SEMICOND DEVICE:SILICON,30V,150MA 07910 1N4152
08614 152-0141-02 SEMICOND DEVICE:SILICON,30V,150MA 07910 1N4152
CR712 152-0141-02 SEMICOND DEVICE:SILICON,30V,150MA 07910 1N4152
CR714 152-0141-02 SEMICOND DEVICE:SILICON,30V,150MA 07910 1N4152
CR822 152-0141—02 SEMICOND DEVICE:SILICON,30V,150MA 07910 1N4152

08824 152-0141-02 snmxcoun DEVICE:SILICON,30V,150MA 07910 1N4152
CR922 152-0141—02 SEMICOND DEVICE:SILICON,30V,150MA 07910 1N4152
08924 152-0141-02 SEMICOND DEVICE:SILICON,30V,150MA 07910 1N4152

052 151-0190-00 TRANSISTOR:SILICON,NPN 80009 151-0190-00
054 151-0190-00 TRANSISTOR:SILICON,NPN 80009 151-0190-00

8032 315-0102-00 RES.,FXD,CMPSN:1K 0HM,5%,0.25W 01121 081025
R034 315-0102-00 RES.,FXD,CMPSN:1K OHM,5%,0.25W 01121 CBlOZS
8042 315-0181-00 RES.,FXD,CMPSN:180 OHM,5%,O.25W 01121 081815
8044 315-0181—00 RES.,FXD,CMPSN:180 OHM/5%,O.25w 01121 081815
8062 315-0391-00 RES.,FXD,CMPSN:390 OHM,5%,0.25W 01121 083915

8064 315-0391-00 RES.,FXD,CMPSN:390 OHM,5%,0.25W 01121 083915
R102 315-0102-00 RES.,FXD,CMPSN:1K OHM,5%,0.25W 01121 CBlOZS
8152 315-0181-00 RES.,FXD,CMPSN:18O OHM,5%,0.25W 01121 081815
8162 315-0181-00 RES.,FXD,CMPSN:180 OHM,5%,0.25W 01121 081815
8164 315-0181-00 RES.,FXD,CMPSN:180 OHM,5%,0.25W 01121 CB1815

8202 315-0103-00 RES.,FXD,CMPSN:10K OHM,5%,0.25W 01121 081035 4
_

8212 315-0392-00 RES.,FXD,CMPSN:3.9K OHM,5%,0.25W 01121 083925
8262 315-0181-00 RES.,FXD,CMPSN:180 OHM,5%,0.25W 01121 081815
8264 315-0222-00 RES.,FXD,CMPSN:2.2K OHM,5%,0.25W 01121 082225
8322 315-0472-00 RES.,FXD,CMPSN:4.7K 0HM,5%,0.25W 01121 084725

8402 311-1283-00 RES.,VAR,NONWIR:10K OHM,10%,0.50W 32997 3329W—L58-103
8412 315-0622-00 RES.,FXD,CMPSN:6.2K OHM,5%,0.25W 01121 086225
R414 315—0183-00 RES.,FXD,CMPSN:18K OHM,5%,0.25W 01121 C81835
8432 315-0393-00 RES.,FXD,CMPSN:39K OHM,5%,0.25W 01121 083935
8552 315-0102—00 RES.,FXD,CMPSN:1K OHM,5%,0.25W 01121 081025

8612 321-0193-00 RES.,FXD,FILM:1K OHM,1%,0.125W 91637 MFF1816G10000F
R722 315-0102-00 RES.,FXD,CMPSN:1K OHM,5%,0.25W 01121 CBlOZS
8724 315-0222-00 RES.,FXD,CMPSN:2.2K OHM,5%,O.25W 01121 082225
8752 315-0102-00 RES.,FXD,CMPSN:1K OHM,5%,0.25W 01121 081025
R962 315-0222-00 RES.,FXD,CMPSN:2.2K OHM,5%,0.25W 01121 C82225

R1002 315-0102-00 RES.,FXD,CMPSN:1K OHM,5%,0.25W 01121 CBlOZS
81332 315-0102-00 RES.,FXD,CMPSN:1K 0HM,5%,0.25W 01121 081025

0000 156-0480-00 MICROCIRCUIT,DI:QUAD2-INPUT AND GATE 80009 156-0480-00
U010 156-0382-00 MICROCIRCUIT,DI:QUAD2-INPUT NAND GATE 01295 SN74LSOON
U020 156-0804-00 MICROCIRCUIT,DI:QUADRUPLE S-R LATCH 07263 74LSZ79PC
U030 156-0382-00 MICROCIRCUIT,DI:QUAD2-INPUT NAND GATE 01295 SN74LSOON
U040 156-0387-00 MICROCIRCUIT,DI:DUALJ-K NEG EDGE TRIG 01295 SN74LS73N

U050 156-0455-00 MICROCIRCUIT,DI:HEX.BUSVEC 27014 DM8837N
U060 156-0382-00 MICROCIRCUIT,DI:QUAD2-INPUT NAND GATE 01295 SN74LSOON
0100 156-0388-00 MICROCIRCUIT,DI:DUALD-TYPE FLIP-FLOP 01295 SN74LS74N
0110 156-0480-00 MICROCIRCUIT,DI:QUAD2-INPUT AND GATE 80009 156-0480-00
U120 156-0469-00 MICROCIRCUIT,DI:3-LINE TO 8-LINE DECODER 01295 SN74LSl38N
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M Tektronix Serial/Model No. Mfr
th No. Part No. Name & Description Code Mfr Part Number

I 0130 156-0785-16 MICROCIRCUIT,DI:256 BIT PROM,PROGRAMMED 80009 156-0785-16
' U140 156-0222-00 MICROCIRCUIT,DI:HEX.LATCH 01295 SN74174N

U150 156-0470-00 MICROCIRCUIT,DI:8—INPUTDATA SELECTOR 27014 DM74L5251N
U160 156-0145-00 MICROCIRCUIT,DI:QUAD2-INPUT POS NAND BFR 01295 SN7438N

I 0200 156-0480—00 MICROCIRCUIT,DI:QUAD 2-INPUT AND GATE 80009 156-0480-00
'

0210 156-0172-00 MICROCIRCUIT,DI:DUALRETRIG MONOSTABLE NV 80009 156-0172—00
0220 156-0469-00 MICROCIRCUIT,DI:3-LINE TO 8-LINE DECODER 01295 SN74LSl38N
U230 156-0385—00 MICROCIRCUIT,DI:HEX.INVERTER 01295 SN74LSO4N
U240 156-0383-00 MICROCIRCUIT,DI:QUAD 2-INPUT NOR GATE 01295 SN74L502N

- U250 156-0470-00 MICROCIRCUIT,DI:8-INPUT DATA SELECTOR 27014 DM74L8251N

0260 156-0145-00 MICROCIRCUIT,DI:QUAD2-INPUT pos NAND BFR 01295 SN7438N
U300 156—0388-00 MICROCIRCUIT,DI:DUALD-TYPE FLIP-FLOP 01295 SN74LS74N
U310 156-0171-00 MICROCIRCUIT,DI:QUAD 2-INPUT OR GATE 01295 SN7432N
U320 156-0386-00 MICROCIRCUIT,DI:TRIPLE 3-INPUT NAND GATE 01295 SN74LSlON
U330 156-0405-00 MICROCIRCUIT,DI:DUALRETRIG MONOSTABLE MV 07263 9602PC

I 0340 156—0480—00 MICROCIRCUIT,DI:QUAD 2-INPUT AND GATE 80009 156-0480-00
0350 156-0385-00 MICROCIRCUIT,DI:HEX.INVERTER 01295 SN74LSO4N
U360 156-0653-00 MICROCIRCUIT,DI:QUAD UNIFIED BUS XCVR 27014 D58838N
U400 156-0385-00 MICROCIRCUIT,DI:HEX.INVERTER 01295 SN74LSO4N

I
0410 156-0172—00 MICROCIRCUIT,DI:DUALRETRIG MONOSTABLE MV 80009 156-0172—00

U420 156-0480-00 MICROCIRCUIT,DI:QUAD 2-INPUT AND GATE 80009 156-0480-00
U430 156-0382-00 MICROCIRCUIT,DI:QUAD 2-INPUT NAND GATE 01295 SN74LSOON
U440 156-0382-00 MICROCIRCUIT,DI:QUAD 2-INPUT NAND GATE 01295 SN74LSOON
U450 156—0539-00 MICROCIRCUIT,DI:BUS COMPTR 27014 DM8136N
U460 156-0653-00 MICROCIRCUIT,DI:QUAD UNIFIED BUS XCVR 27014 D58838N

U500 156-0382-00 MICROCIRCUIT,DI:QUAD 2-INPUT NAND GATE 01295 SN74LSOON
/‘ U510 156-0804-00 MICROCIRCUIT,DI:QUADRUPLE S-R LATCH 07263 74L8279PCw U520 156-0731-00 MICROCIRCUIT,DI:DUALJ-K FF W/PRESET & CLR 80009 156-0731-00

A

U530 156-0171-00 MICROCIRCUIT,DI:QUAD 2-INPUT OR GATE 01295 SN7432N
U540 156-0383-00 MICROCIRCUIT,DI:QUAD 2-INPUT NOR GATE 01295 SN74LSOZN‘.j 0550 156-0539-00 MICROCIRCUIT,DI:BUS COMPTR 27014 DM8136N
0560 156—0653-00 MICROCIRCUIT,DI:QUAD UNIFIED BUS XCVR 27014 D58838N
0600 156-0480-00 MICROCIRCUIT,DI:QUAD 2-INPUT AND GATE 80009 156-0480-00

‘ 0610 156-0479—00 MICROCIRCUIT,DI:QUAD 2-INPUT OR GATE 27014 DM74Ls32N
_

U620 156-0388-00 MICROCIRCUIT,DI:DUALD-TYPE FLIP-FLOP 01295 SN74LS74N

J U630 156—0480-00 MICROCIRCUIT,DI:QUAD 2-INPUT AND GATE 80009 156-0480-00
U640 156-0381—00 MICROCIRCUIT,DI:QUAD 2-INPUT EXCL OR GATES 01295 SN74L586N4—. 0650 156-0653-00 MICROCIRCUIT,DI:QUAD UNIFIED BUS XCVR 27014 DS8838N

1 0660 156-0653-00 MICROCIRCUIT,DI:QUAD UNIFIED BUS XCVR 27014 DS8838N
J U700 156-0383-00 MICROCIRCUIT,DI:QUAD 2-INPUT NOR GATE 01295 SN74L502N

i 0710 156-0388—00 MICROCIRCUIT,DI:D0ALD-TYPE FLIP-FLOP 01295 SN74LS74N
U720 156—0804—00 MICROCIRCUIT,DI:QUADRUPLE S—R LATCH 07263 74LSZ79PC
0730 156—0165—00 MICROCIRCUIT,DI:DUAL4-INPUT POS NOR GATE 01295 SN7425N

,

‘ 0740 156-0464—00 MICROCIRCUIT,DI=DUAL 4-INPUT NAND GATE 01295 SN74L520N
‘ U750 156-0469—00 MICROCIRCUIT,DI:3-LINE TO 8-LINE DECODER 01295 SN74LSl38N

U760 156—0653-00 MICROCIRCUIT,DI:QUAD UNIFIED BUS XCVR 27014 058838N
7‘ 0800 156-0479-00 MICROCIRCUIT,DI:QUAD 2-INPUT OR GATE 27014 DM74LS32N

0810 156-0731-00 MICROCIRCUIT,DI:DUALJ-K FF W/PRESET & CLR 80009 156-0731-00
I 0820 156—0388-00 MICROCIRCUIT,DI:DUALD-TYPE FLIP-FLOP 01295 SN74LS74N

0830 156-0392—00 MICROCIRCUIT,DI:QUAD LATCH 01295 SN74LSl75N

4 0840 156—0422-00 MICROCIRCUIT,DI:UP/DOWN SYNC BINARY COUNTER 80009 156—0422-00
0850 156-0075-00 MICROCIRCUIT,DI:SGL 8-BIT DATA SEL MUX 80009 156-0075-001‘5... 0860 156-0422-00 MICROCIRCUIT,DI:UP/DOWN SYNC BINARY COUNTER 80009 156-0422—00
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Replaceable Electrical Parts—CP1100/IEEE 488 Interface

I.—Tektronix Serial/Model No. Mfr tth No. Part No. Eff Dscont Name 8. Description Code Mfr Part Number
U900 156-0382-00 MICRDCIRCUIT,DI:QUAD2-INPUT NAND GATE 01295 SN74LSOONU910 156-0388-00 MICROCIRCUIT,DI=DOAL D-TYPE FLIP-FLOP 01295 SN74LS74NU920 156-0388-00 MICROCIRCUIT,DI:DUALD-TYPE FLIP-FLOP 01295 SN74LS74NU930 156-0388-00 MICROCIRCUIT,DI:DUALD-TYPE FLIP—FLOP 01295 SN74LS74NU940 156-0422-00 MICROCIRCUIT,DI:UP/DOWNSYNC BINARY COUNTER 80009 156-0422-00
0950 156—0075-00 mxcaocxncummnscL B-BIT DATA SEL uox 80009 156-0075-00useo 156-0422-00 MICROCIRCUIT,DI:UP/DOWNSYNC BINARY COUNTER sooos 156-0422-0001000 156-0382-00 MICROCIRCUIT,DI:QUAD2-INPUT NAND GATE 01295 SN74LSOON01010 156-0388—00 MICROCIRCUIT,DI:DUALD-TYPE FLIP-FLOP 01295 SN74LS74N01020 156—0388-00 MICROCIRCUIT,DI:DUALD-TYPE FLIP-FLOP 01295 SN74LS74N
01030 156-0480—00 MICROCIRCUIT,DI:QUAD2-INPUT AND GATE aooog 156-0480-0001040 156-0422-00 MICROCIRCUIT,DI:UP/DOWNSYNC BINARY COUNTER 80009 156-0422-00U1050 156-0075-00 MICROCIRCUIT,DI:SGL B-BIT DATA sex. MUX aooos 156-0075-0001060 156-0422-00 MICROCIRCUIT,DI:UP/DOWNSYNC BINARY COUNTER sooo9 156-0422-0001060 156-0422-00 MICROCIRCUIT,DI:UP/DOWNSYNC BINARY COUNTER 80009 156-0422-00
01100 156-0865-00 MICROCIRCUIT,DI:OCTALD TYPE FF W/CLEAR 80009 156-0865-0001110 156-0035-00 MICROCIRCUIT,DI:SGL 8-INPUT POS NAND GATE 80009 156-0035-00unzo 156-0480-00 MICROCIRCUIT,DI:QUAD2-INPUT AND GATE 80009 156-0480-0001130 156-0865-00 MICROCIRCUIT,DI:OCTALD TYPE FF W/CLEAR 80009 156-0865-0001140 156-0422-00 MICROCIRCUIT,DI:UP/DOWNSYNC BINARY COUNTER 80009 156-0422-00
01150 156-0075-00 MICROCIRCUIT,DI:SGL 8-BIT DATA SEL MUX 80009 156-0075-0001160 156-0422-00 MICROCIRCUIT,DI:UP/DOWNSYNC BINARY COUNTER 80009 156-0422-0001200 156—0219-00 MICROCIRCUIT,DI:8-INPUT PRIORITY DCDR 07263 9318DC01210 156-0391-00 MICROCIRCUIT,DI:HEX LATCH WITH CLEAR 01295 SN74LSl74N01220 156-0470-00 MICROCIRCUIT,DI:8-INPUT DATA SELECTOR 27014 DM74L8251N

01230 156-0470-00 MICROCIRCUIT,DI:8-INPUT DATA SELECTOR 27014 DM74L5251N
{01240 156-0470-00 MICROCIRCUIT,DI:8-INPUT DATA SELECTOR 27014 DM74L8251N 101250 156-0470-00 MICROCIRCUIT,DI:8-INPUT DATA SELECTOR 27014 DM74L8251N01260 156-0653-00 MICROCIRCUIT,DI:QOADUNIFIED BUS XCVR 27014 D58838N01300 156-0469-00 MICROCIRCUIT,DI:3-LINE TO 8-LINE DECODER 01295 SN74LSl38N

01310 156-0391-00 MICROCIRCUIT,DI:HEX LATCH WITH CLEAR 01295 SN74LSl74N01320 156—0470-00 MICROCIRCUIT,DI:8-INPUT DATA SELECTOR 27014 DM74L8251N01330 156-0470-00 MICROCIRCUIT,DI:8-INPUT DATA SELECTOR 27014 DM74L8251N01340 156-0470-00 MICROCIRCUIT,DI:8-INPUT DATA SELECTOR 27014 DM74L8251N01350 156-0470-00 MICROCIRCUIT,DI:8-INPUT DATA SELECTOR 27014 DM74L5251N

01360 156-0653-00 MICROCIRCUIT,DI:QUADUNIFIED BUS XCVR 27014 D58838N01400 156-0058-00 MICROCIRCUIT,DI:HEX.INVERTER 01295 SN7404N01410 156-0600-00 MICROCIRCUIT,DI:QUADBUS XCVR 04713 MC3441P01420 156—0373-00 MICROCIRCUIT,DI:QUAD2-INPUT,MUXW/STORE 80009 156-0373-0001430 156-0470-00 MICROCIRCUIT,DI:8-INPUT DATA SELECTOR 27014 DM74L8251N

01440 156-0530-00 MICROCIRCUIT,DI:SEL/MULTIPLEXE,16 PIN DIP 80009 156-0530-0001450 156-0530-00 MICROCIRCUIT,DI:SEL/MULTIPLEXE,16 PIN DIP 80009 156-0530-0001460 156-0653-00 MICROCIRCUIT,DI:QUADUNIFIED BUS XCVR 27014 D58838N01500 156-0479-00 MICROCIRCUIT,DI:QUAD2-INPUT OR GATE 27014 DM74LS32N01510 156-0600-00 MICROCIRCUIT,DI:QUADBUS XCVR 04713 MC3441P

01520 156-0600-00 MICROCIRCUIT,DI:QUADBUS XCVR 04713 MC3441P01530 156-0600-00 MICROCIRCUIT,DI:QUADBUS XCVR 04713 MC3441P01540 156-0373-00 MICROCIRCUIT,DI:QOAD2-INPOT,MUXW/STORE 80009 156-0373-0001550 156-0530-00 MICROCIRCUIT,DI:SEL/MULTIPLEXE,16 PIN DIP 80009 156-0530-0001560 156-0653-00 MICROCIRCUIT,DI:QUADUNIFIED BUS XCVR 27014 D58838N
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CP1100/IEEE 488 Interface

REPLACEABLE
MECHANICAL PARTS

PARTS ORDERING INFORMATION

Replacementparts are available from orthrough your local
Tektronix, Inc. Field Office or representative.

Changes to Tektronix instruments are sometimesmade to
accommodate improved components as they become available,
and to give you the benefit of the latest circuit improvements
developed in our engineering department. It is therefore
important, when ordering parts, to include the following
information in your order: Part number, instrument type or
number, serial number, and modification number if applicable.

If a part you have ordered has been replacedwith a new or
improved part, your local Tektronix, Inc. Field Office or
representative will contact you concerning any change in part
number.

Change information, if any, is located at the rear of this
manual.

SPECIAL NOTES AND SYMBOLS
X000 Part first added at this serial number
00X Part removed after this serial number

FIGURE AND INDEX NUMBERS
Items in this section are referenced by figure and index

numbers to the illustrations.

INDENTATION SYSTEM
This mechanical parts list is indented to indicate item

relationships.Following is an exampleof the indentationsystem
used in the description column.

1 2 3 4 5 Name 8. Description

Assembly and/or Component
Attaching parts for Assembly and/or Component

Detail Part of Assembly and/or Component
Attaching parts for Detail Part

Parts of Detail Part
Attaching parts for Parts of Detail Part

Attaching Parts always appear in the same indentation as
the item it mounts, while the detail parts are indented to the right.
Indented items are part of, and included with, the next higher
indentation. The separation symbol - - - ' - - - indicatesthe end of
attaching parts.

Attachlng parts must be purchased separately, unless otherwise
specified.

ITEM NAME
In the Parts List, an Item Name is separated from the

description by a colon (2). Because of space limitations, an Item
Name may sometimes appear as incomplete. For further Item
Name identification, the US. Federal Cataloging HandbookH6-1
can be utilized where possible.

ABBREVIATIONS
INCH ELCTRN ELECTRON

It NUMBER SIZE ELEC ELECTRICAL
ACTR ACTUATOR ELCTLT ELECTROLYTIC
ADPTR ADAPTER ELEM ELEMENT
ALIGN ALIGNMENT EPL ELECTRICAL PARTS LIST
AL ALUMINUM EQPT EQUIPMENT
ASSEM ASSEMBLED EXT EXTERNAL
ASSY ASSEMBLY FIL FILLISTER HEAD
ATTEN ATTENUATOR FLEX FLEXIBLE
AWG AMERICAN WIRE GAGE FLH FLAT HEAD
BD BOARD FLTR FILTER
BRKT BRACKET FR FRAME or FRONT
BRS BRASS FSTNR FASTENER
BRZ BRONZE FT FOOT
BSHG BUSHING FXD FIXED
CAB CABINET GSKT GASKET
CAP CAPACITOR HDL HANDLE
CER CERAMIC HEX HEXAGON
CHAS CHASSIS HEX HD HEXAGONAL HEAD
CKT CIRCUIT HEX SOC HEXAGONAL SOCKET
COMP COMPOSITION HLCPS HELICAL COMPRESSION
CONN CONNECTOR HLEXT HELICAL EXTENSION
COV COVER HV HIGH VOLTAGE
CPLG COUPLING IC INTEGRATED CIRCUIT
CRT CATHODE RAY TUBE ID INSIDE DIAMETER
DEG DEGREE IDENT IDENTIFICATION
DWR DRAWER IMPLR IMPELLER

IN INCH SE SINGLE END
INCAND INCANDESCENT SECT SECTION
INSUL INSULATOR SEMICOND SEMICONDUCTOR
INTL INTERNAL SHLD SHIELD
LPHLDR LAMPHOLDER SHLDR SHOULDERED
MACH MACHINE SKT SOCKET
MECH MECHANICAL SL SLIDE
MTG MOUNTING SLFLKG SELF-LOCKING
NIP NIPPLE SLVG SLEEVING
NON WIRE NOT WIRE WOUND SPR SPRING
OBD ORDER BY DESCRIPTION SO SQUARE
OD OUTSIDE DIAMETER SST ' STAINLESS STEEL
OVH OVAL HEAD STL STEEL
PH BRZ PHOSPHOR BRONZE SW SWITCH
PL PLAIN or PLATE T TUBE
PLSTC PLASTIC TERM TERMINAL
PN PART NUMBER THD THREAD
PNH PAN HEAD THK THICK
PWR POWER TNSN TENSION
RCPT RECEPTACLE TPG TAPPING
RES RESISTOR

. TRH TRUSS HEAD
RGD RIGID V VOLTAGE
RLF RELIEF VAR VARIABLE
RTNR RETAINER W/ WITH
SCH SOCKET HEAD WSHR WASHER
SCOPE OSCILLOSCOPE XFMR TRANSFORMER
SCR SCREW XSTR TRANSISTOR
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Replaceable Mechanical Parts—CPHOO/IEEE488 Interface

CROSS INDEX—MFR. CODE NUMBER T0 MANUFACTURER

Mfr. Code Manufacturer Address City, State, Zip

00779 AMP, INC. P 0 BOX 3608 HARRISBURG, PA 17105
01295 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS, INC., SEMICONDUCTOR

GROUP P 0 BOX 5012, 13500 N CENTRAL
EXPRESSWAY DALLAS, TX 75222

15476 DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORP. 146 MAIN ST. MAYNARD, MA 01754
22526 BERG ELECTRONICS, INC. YOUK EXPRESSWAY NEW CUMBERLAND, PA 17070
73803 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS, INC., METALLURGICAL

MATERIALS DIV. 34 FOREST STREET ATTLEBORO, MA 02703
75037 MINNESOTA MINING AND MFG. CO., ELECTRO

PRODUCTS DIVISION 3M CENTER ST. PAUL, MN 55101
80009 TEKTRONIX, INC. P 0 BOX 500 BEAVEREON, OR 97077
82647 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS, INC.,

7-8

CONTROL PRODUCTS DIV. 34 FOREST ST. ATTLEBORO, MA 02703
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Replaceable Mechanical Parts—CP1100/IEEE 488 Interface

Fig. &

Index Tektronix Serial/Model N0. Mfr
No. Part No. Eff Dscont Qty 1 2 3 4 5 Name 8. Description Code Mfr Part Number

-1 ---------- 1 CKT BOARD ASSY:PDP ll/IEEE 488 (SEE A1 EPL)
-2 367-0183—00 2 . PULL,CKT CARD: 15476 23930-00
-3 131-1648-00 1 . CONN,RCPT,ELEC:CKT BOARD,40 CONTACT 75037 3432-3005
-4 131-0608-00 42 . CONTACT,ELEC:O.365 L x 0.25 PH BRz com PL 22526 47357
-5 131-0993-00 14 . mummamcommzWIRE BLACK 00779 530153-2
-6 136-0252-04 6 . soc1<ET,PIN mm:o.1es men LONG 22526 75060
-7 136-0634-00 2 . SOCKET,PLUG-IN:20 LEAD DIP,CKT BD MTG 73803 C952002
-8 136-0269-02 47 . SOCKET,PLUG-IN:14 CONTACT,LW CLEARANCE 01295 C951401
-9 136-0260—02 63 . SOCKET,PLUG-IN:16 CONTACT,LOW CLEARANCE 82647 C951601

STANDARD ACCESSORIES

070-2151-00 l MANUAL,TECH:INSTRUCTION 80009 070-2151-00
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CP1100/IEEE 488 Interface 0
P/O 670-5387-00

SCHEMATIC BOARD
COMPONENT LOCATION ' LOCATION

NUMBER
COL I ROW COL I ROW

1 'I

U430C E
I

4 4
I

3
U850 H | 5 8 l 5
U950 F 5 9 5
u1oso E

l
5 10 l

5
u1150 D 5 11 5
u1220 H 1 12 2
u123o F l 1 12 1 3
u124o E 1 12 4
u1250 D 1 12 5
U1260 B I 1 12 l 6
u1320 H 2 13 2
u1330 F 2 13 3
u134o E l 2 13 l 4
u1350 D 3 13 5
U1360 B l 2 13 l 5
u1430 F 3 14 3
u144o D 4 14 4
u1450 C | 4 14 l 5
u1450 B 4 14 5
u1550 C 5 15 5
U1560 B I 5 15 I 6

COMPONENT CROSS REFERENCE TABLE

SCHEMATIC
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CP1100/IEEE 488 Interface ®
P/O 670-5387-00

SCHEMATIC BOARD SCHEMATIC BOARD
COMPONENT LOCATION LOCATION COMPONENT LOCATION LOCATION

NUMBER
COL ROW COL ROW

NUMBER
COL I ROW COL l ROW

I I I J
C402 c I

1 4
I

o usooc D
I

5 5
I

0
C412 D I 2 4 l 1 U51OA F I 6 5 | 1
C414 F 5 4 1 U600A D 5 6 0
C800 F 5 8 o UGOOB c 6 6 o

I l U61OB D l 3 6 l 1

CR612 F 5 6 1 U61OD F 6 6 1

CR614 F
l 5 6 l

1 U620A D
l 3 6.

I
2

CR712 F 5 7 1 U62OB D 6 6 2
CR714 G 5 7 1 U630C c 7 6 3

I I U7OOB B I 2 7 I O
P1510 K 3 15 2 U7OOC I 5 7 o

U7OOD D 8 7 - 0
R264 B I 1 2 I 6 U71OB D | 5 7 I 1
R402 F 5 4 o U7zoD F 4 7 2
R412 D 1 4 '

1 UBOOB K 5 8 0
R414 F I 6 4 I 1 usooo G l 7 8 I 0
R612 F 5 7 1 U81OA F 5 8 1

l l U81OB F
l 3 8 I

1
UOOOA F 7 o o U820A G 7 8 2
uoooo E 7 o o U8208 B 3 8 2
U01OA F I 7 o I 1 U830 D I 2 8 | 3
uo1oa c 6 o 1 u1o1oa G 7 1o 1
uo1oc D 7 o 1 U1020A F 3 1o 2
U020D E | 7 o I 2 U1030A H l 3 10 l 3
U030A E 7 o 3 u1o3oa H 4 1o 3
U100A D 6 1 o u1osoc H 2 1o 3
u1ooa F l 6 1 I o u1o3oo H I 7 10 I 3
U260A B 1 2 6 U11208 H 3 11 2
U260D B

I
1 2 l 6 u1120c H I2 11 I 2

U300A D 5 3 o u11zoD H 4 11 2uaooa K 5 3 o u1130 F 2 11 3
U31OA c I 7 3 I 1 u131o D I 4 13 I 1
U320A F 4 3 2 u14ooa F 5 14 oU3208 c 7 3 2 u14ooe J 5 14 o
U400A D | 8 4 | o U1400F J I 7 14 I o
U4OOB B 2 4 o u141o K 2 14 1
U400E c 1 4 o u1420 I 2 14 2
U41OA F I 5 4 I 1 U1500A G I 7 15 I o
U41OB c 2 4 1 u15008 I 5 15 o
U42OA B l 2 4 I 2 u1sooc F I 7 15 I oU4208 B . 2 4 2 U1SOOD G 7 15 o
U420C D 3 4 2 u151o K 6 15 1
U420D B I 2 4 I 2 u1520 K I 4 15 I 2
U430A D 7 4 3 u153o K 3 15 3
U43oc B 2 4 3 u154o I 3 15 4
U430D D I 3 4 I 3 l l

_ U440A B 2 4 4
U44OD B 2 4 4

COMPONENT CROSS REFERENCE TABLE

SCHEMATIC
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CP1100/IEEE 488 Interface ®
P/O 670-5387-00

SCHEMATIC BOARD SCHEMATIC BOARD
COMPONENT LOCATION LOCATION COMPONENT LOCATION LOCATION

NUMBER COL Row COL I now NUMBER COL Row COL Row
[ l I l
l | | I

C062 F
l

6 0
l

6 U110C B 5 1 1
C152 G 2 1 5 U11OD B l 5 1 I 1
0212 C 3 2 1 U120 D 1 1 2
C334 E I 4 3 I 3 U130 D I 5 1 I 3

U140 E 5 1 4
P260 H 5 2 6 U150 C 1 1 5

| | U160A H | 2 1 | 6
F e o 3:23: :1 1 1 2

0054 G I 2 0 5l U1600 H I 5 1 I 6
U200A E 3 2 0

R032 E I 5 O I 3 UZOOB E
I

2 2
I

0
R034 G 1 0 3 U2OOC D 4 2 0
R042 F 6 0 4 U2000 F 3 2 0
R044 G | 2 0 I 5 U210A C I 3 2 l 1

R062 A 6 1 6 U21OB B 3 2 1

R064 B 1 0 6 U220 D 3 2 2
R152 G I 2 1 I 5 U230A E I 3 2 I 3
R162 F 6 1 6 U23OB C 3 2 3
R164 H 1 1 6 U23OC F 5 2 3
R202 C I 3 2 I o U230F H l 3 2 l 3
R212 B 3 2 1 U240A B 5 2 4
R262 H I 5 2 I 6 U24OB C l 5 2 I 4
R432 E 3 4 2 U24oc B 3 2 4

U24OD D 4 2 4Fla olo 33:33 3': 2|:U01OD B 2 O 1 uzaoc H 5 2 6UOZOA G I 3 0 I 2 U31OB F I 4 3 I 1
UOZOB E 4 O 2 U310C E 4 3 1U020C F 2 0 2 ”3100 F 3 3 1
UO3OB F | 6 0 | 3 “32°C D | 3 3 | 2U030C G 1 O 3 U340A G 1 3 4U03OD D 1 0 3 U350C H 2 3 5U040A G I 1 0 l 4 ”4066 C

I
5 4 | 0U04OB F 5 0 4 U44OB 6 5 4 4U050A A

I 6 0 I 5 u44oc H I 3 4 I 4U05OB B 2 0 5 U51OB D 4 5 1U050C F 6 0 5 ”51°C F 2 5 1
”0509 H I 1 0 I 5 U530A B I 3 5 | 3U050E B 1 0 5 U5300 F 4 5 3U060A B 2 0 6 U61“ H 4 6 1U0603 H l 3 0 I 6 ”6464 H | 4 6 | 4U060C G 5 0 6 ”6460 D 3 6 4U0600 H 1 0 6 U800C 6 2 3 0U110A B I 2 1 I 1 I I

U11OB D 5 1 1

COMPONENT CROSS REFERENCE TABLE

SCHEMATIC
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CP11—00/IEEE 488 Interface ®
P/O 670-5387-00

SCHEMATIC BOARD
COMPONENT LOCATION LOCATION

NUMBER
COL ROW COL ROW

1

I I
C330 F

I
3 3

I
3

P450 0 2 4 5
P452 c | 2 4 I 5
P454 c 2 4 5
P456 c 2 4 5
P458 c I 3 4 I 5
P459 c 3 4 5
P520 D

I 2 5 I 5
P552 D 2 5 5
P554 D 3 5 5

I I

R322 F 2
R752 D

I
2 7

I
5

uoooc G 4 0 0
U330 F I 3 3 l 3
U34OB G 3 3 4
U340c F

I
5 3

I
4

U34OD F 5 3 4
U350A H 5 3 5
U3508 F I 3 3 I 5
U350E H 3 3 5
U350F H 3 3 5
U360 B I 5 3 I 6
U4OOD I 2 4 0
U450 c 2 4 5
U460 B I 2 4 I 6
U51OD F 3 5 1

U53OB E I
1 5 I

3
U540A H 2 5 4
U54OB F 4 5 4
U54OC F I 2 5 I 4
U54OD G 4 5 4
U550 D 2 5 5
U560 B I 3 5 l 6
U630A H 2 6 3
U63OB E 1 6 3
U63OD E I 1 6 I 3
U6408 F 4 6 4
U650 B I 3 6 I 5
U660 B-

_

1 6 6
U740A G 4 7. 4
U74OB E | 3 7 | 4
U750 G 2 7 5
U760 B

I
4 7

I
6

I I

l I

l I

I I

I I

COMPONENT CROSS REFERENCE TABLE

SCHEMATIC
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CP1100/IEEE 488 Interface ®
P/O 670-5387-00

SCHEMATIC BOARD SCHEMATIC BOARD
COMPONENT LOCATION LOCATION COMPONENT LOCATION LOCATION

NUMBER COL ROW COL I now "UMBER COL I now COL HOW

I I I I

C012 H
I

2 o
I

0 P1320 G
I

5 13
I

2
C022 H l 2 0 | 2 P1330 G I 5 13 l 3
0064 H 2 0 6 P1340 G 5 13 4
C102 H 2 1 0
C122 H I 2 1 I 2 R102 H l 3 1 I 0
C162 H 2 1 6 9552 H 3 5 4
C202 H

I
2 2

I
0 R722 H

I
3 7

I
2

C232 H 2 2 3 R1002 H 3 10 0
C302 H 2 3 0 R1332 H 3 13 3
C332 H I 2 3 I 3 I I

$232 3 g 2 g U900A C 5 9 0
U900I3 C 2 9 0C462 H I 2 4 I 6 U900C C I 4 9 I 0

$333 a g g g U9000 C 2 9 0
C562 H I 2 5 I 6 ”91"" B I 1 9 I 1

C602 H 2 6 0 U91OB B 3 9 1

C622 H 2 6 2 U920A B 2 9 2
C662 H

I 2 6 | 6 U92OB B I 4 9 I 2
C702 H 2 7 0 U930A B 5 9 3
C742 H 2 7 4 U93OB B 2 9 3
C762 H

I

2 7
I

6 U1000A C I 6 10 I 0
C802 H 2 3 0 U1000B C 3 10 0
C612 H I 2 6 I 1 u1000C C

I 4 10
I

0
C662 H 2 6 6 u10000 C 1 11 0
C902 H 2 9 0 U1010A B 5 10 1

6922 H I 2 9 I 2 U10208 B I 4 10 I 2
6962 H 2 9 6 u1100 F 1 11 0
C1032 H 2 10 3 u1110 F 6 11 1

I I U1200 G l 1 12 | 091062 H 2 1° 5 u1300 G 3 13 0C1102 H 2 11 0 . .

C1122 H I 2 11 I 2 I I

C1162 H 2 11 6
C1202 H 2 12 0
C1204 H l 2 13 I 0 I I

C1242 H 2 12 4
C1262 H

I
1 12

,
6

C1342 H 2 13 I 4 I I

C1362 H 2 13 6
C1404 H I 2 14 I 0 I IC1432 H 2 14 3
C1462 H 2 14 6
C1502 H I 2 15 I 0 I I

C1542 H '2 15 4
C1562 H 2 15 6

COMPONENT CROSS REFERENCE TABLE

SCHEMATIC
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YOUR COMMENTS COUNT
The Manual Writers at Tektronix, Inc. are interested in what you think about this manual, how you use it, and

changes you might like to see in future manuals. Any queries regarding this manual will be answered personally.
What did you find that was:

interesting?

frustrating?

helpful?

confusing?

Is there anything you would like to see added to or deleted from this manual?

What is your major application area for this product?

Have you found any interesting applications, operating hints, or software routines which you would like to sharewith
us?

* * -)(- * *

Name: Position:

Company: Department:
Street:

City: State: Zip:

Fold on dotted lines and tape.
Postage will be paid by Tektronix, Inc. if mailed in USA.
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FIRST CLASS

PERMIT NO. 61

BEAVERTON, OREGON
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BUSINESS REPLY MAIL

I

Postage will be paid by

TEKTRONIX, INC.

PO. Box 500

Beaverton, Oregon 97005 IIItATTN: SPS Manuals 94-384
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MANUAL CHANGE INFORMATION

At Tektronix, we continually strive to keep up with latest electronic developments
by adding circuit and component improvements to our instruments as soon as they
are developed and tested.

Sometimes, due to printing and shipping requirements, we can’t get these
changes immediately into printed manuals. Hence, your manual may contain new
change information on following pages.

A single change may affect several sections. Since the change information sheets
are carried in the manual until all changes are permanently entered, some
duplication may occur. if no such change pages appear following this page, your
manual is correct as printed.

SERVICE NOTE

Because of the universal parts procurement problem, some electrical parts in your
instrument may be different from those described in the Replaceable Electrical Parts
List. The parts used will in no way alter or compromise the performance or reliability
of this instrument. They are installed when necessary to ensure prompt delivery to
the customer. Order replacement parts from the Replaceable Electrical Parts List.
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CALIBRATION TEST EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT
Calibration Test Equipment Chart

This chart compares TM 500 product performance to that of older Tektronix equipment. Only those
characteristicswhere significant specification differences occur, are listed. In some cases the new instrument
may not be a total functional replacement. Additional support instrumentation may be needed or a change in
calibration procedure may be necessary.

Comparison of Main Characteristics
DM 501 replaces 7D13
PG 501 replaces 107

108
111

114
115

PG 501 - Risetime less than 3.5 ns into
50 0.

PG 501 - 5 V output pulse; 3.5 ns Flisetime.
PG 501 — Risetime less than 3.5 ns; 8 ns

Pretrigger pulse delay.
PG 501 - i5 V output.
PG 501 - Does not have Paired, Burst, Gated,

or Delayed pulse mode; i5 V dc
Offset. Has i5 V output.

107 - Risetime less than 3.0 ns into
50 Q.

108 - 10 V output pulse; 1 ns Risetime.
111 - Risetime 0.5 ns; 30 to 250 ns

Pretrigger Pulse delay.
114 — $10 V output. Short proof output.
115 - Paired, Burst, Gated, and Delayed

pulse mode; i10 V output.
Short—proof output.

PG 502 replaces 107
108
111

114
115

2101

PG 502 - 5 V output
PG 502 - Risetime less than 1 ns; 10 ns

Pretrigger pulse delay.
PG 502 - i5 V output
PG 502 — Does not have Paired, Burst, Gated,

Delayed & Undelayed pulse mode;
Has i5 V output.

PG 502 — Does not have Paired or Delayed
pulse. Has is V output.

108 - 10 V output.
111 — Risetime 0.5 ns; 30 to 250 ns

Pretrigger pulse delay.
114 - i10 V output. Short proof output.
115 - Paired, Burst, Gated, Delayed & Un-

delayed pulse mode; :10 V output.
Short-proof output.

2101 - Paired and Delayed pulse; 10 V

output.
PG 506 replaces 106

067-0502-01

PG 506 — Positive-going trigger output signal
at least 1 V; High Amplitude out-
put, 60 V.

PG 506 - Does not have chopped feature.

106 - Positive and Negative—going trigger
output signal, 50 ns and 1 V; High
Amplitude output, 100 V.

0502-01 — Comparator output can be alter—

nately chopped to a reference
voltage.

SG 503 replaces 190,
190A, 1908

191
067—0532-01

SG 503 - Amplitude range 5 mV to 5.5 V p-p.
SG 503 - Frequency range 250 kHz to 250 MHz.
SG 503 - Frequency range 250 kHz to 250 MHz.

1908 — Amplitude range 40 mV to 10 V p-p.
191 - Frequency range 350 kHz to 100 MHz.

0532-01 - Frequency range 65 MHz to 500 MHz.

TG 501 replaces 180,
180A

181

184

2901

TG 501 - Marker outputs, 5 sec to 1 ns.
Sinewave available at 5, 2, and 1 ns.
Trigger output - slaved to marker
output from 5 sec through 100 ns.
One time-mark can be generated at a
time.

TG 501 - Marker outputs, 5 sec to 1 ns. Sine-
wave available at 5, 2, and 1 ns.

TG 501 - Marker outputs, 5 sec to 1 ns. Sine-
wave available at 5, 2, and 1 ns.
Trigger output - slaved to marker
output from 5 sec through 100 ns.
One time-mark can be generated at
a time.

TG 501 - Marker outputs, 5 sec to 1 ns. Sine-
wave available at 5, 2, and 1 ns.
Trigger output - slaved to marker
output from 5 sec through 100 ns.
One time-mark can be generated at
a time.

180A - Marker outputs, 5 sec to 1 us.
Sinewave available at 20, 10,
and 2 ns. Trigger pulses 1, 10,
100 Hz; 1, 10, and 100 kHz.
Multiple time—marks can be
generated simultaneously.

181 — Marker outputs, 1, 10, 100, 1000,
and 10,000 ,us, plus 10 ns sinewave.

184 - Marker outputs, 5 sec to 2 ns. Sine-
wave available at 50, 20, 10, 5,
and 2 ns. Separate trigger pulses
of 1 and .1 sec; 10, 1, and .1 ms;
10 and 1 us. Marker amplifier pro-
vides positive or negative time
marks of 25 V min. Marker
intervals of 1 and .1 sec; 10, 1,
and .1 ms; 10 and 1 ,us.

2901 - Marker outputs, 5 sec to 0.1 us.
Sinewave available to 50, 10,
and 5 ns. Separate trigger pulses,
from 5 sec to 0.1 ,us.
Multiple time-marks can be gene-
rated simultaneously.

NOTE: All TM 500 generatoroutputs are short-proof. All TM 500 plug-in instruments require TM SOD-Series Power Module.

REV. A, OCT 1975
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K9-/, TEKTRDNIX®
committed to

technical excellence

MANUAL CHANGE INFORMATION
021-0230—00

070—2151-00
CHANGEREFERENCE

10-9-78
PRODUCT

DATE

Cl/1078

CHANGE DESCRIPTION

CHANGE TO:

C412

R412

R402

285-1050—00

321—0269—00

311-1285-00

PCde—REK; Z
AV—RECI

~R

CPllOO/IEEE 488 INTERFACE

EFF SN 3010100 (Pilot Changes #1, #5 & #7)

ELECTRICAL PARTS LIST AND SCHEMATIC CHANGES

CAP.,FXD,PLASTIC:O.1UF,1%,200V

RES.,FXD,FILM:6.19K OHM,1%,0.125w

RES.,VAR3NONWIR:25K OHM,10%,O.50W

The above parts are shown on diagram 3 BSR/BCR/ICR/DATA BUS.

DIAGRAM <:> BSR/BCR/ICR/DATA BUS - Partial
Add C724, R724, CR822, CR824, CR922 and CR924 as shown below.

-F5\/

7C724 '25.?
IOC)

L Av -

_
QRBZZ

CR824
own;
CR924

U320

___Efl U7ZOD END OCC.
'A>

PAGE 1 OF 1
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W MANUAL CHANGE INFORMATION
TEKTFIONIX® pnooucr 021-0230-00 CHANGE REFERENCE _..____M34569_ commmigcl'rzical excellence 070—2151—00 DATE 8-15-78

CHANGE: DESCRIPTION

EFF 901-03-A

CHANGE TO :

R412 311-1268—00

ELECTRICAL PARTS LIST AND SCHEMATIC CHANGE

RES . ,VAR,NONWIR:10K OHM,lO%,0. 50W

PAGE 1

The above component is shown on diagram 3 BSR/BCR/ICR/DATA BUS.

OF 1



|1Ektronix® MANUAL CHANGE INFORMATION
WWEXDELLENG Change Reference: M34959 REV-

V

Date: 2—15-49

.pmduct: CPllOO/IEEE 488 INTERFACE 021-0230-00 070—2151—00

CHANGE DESCRHWION

EFF:ID# 903-05-B
SERVICING CHANGES

Page 5—5

CHANGE the title of the DMA transmission rate calibration to:
Calibration for DMA Transmission Rate (R402, ID# 903-04-A and Below)

J"J

"J
"J:

ADD the following procedure and waveform between the Calibration and Cabling
information:

Calibration for DMA Transmission Rate (R202—R402, ID# 903—05-B and Up)

The adjustment of R202 and R402 requires that the interface be operated
in the DMA hog mode talking to a maximum data rate listener on the bus (data
transfer rate of approximately 400 kHz).

With the interface operating under the above stated conditions, set up an

oscilloscope (2 MHz minimum bandwidth) for a sweep rate of 0.5 microsecond/
division and apply the DAV bus signal to the vertical input. Adjust R202 forI.
just less than 2.5 us between points A and B (see waveform). Adjust R402 for
>2 us between A and C. Check the time between A and B for <2.5 us. If necessary,
re-adjust R202 for <2.5 us between A and B.

uuuuuunnnnun"

Page 1 of 2



P11 I BE 48 ER M 4959 REV 2-15-79
Product:

C 00/ E 8 INT FACE
Change Reference: __3_____ Date: ______.

CHANGE DESCRIPTION

ELECTRICAL PARTS LIST AND SCHEMATIC CHANGES

CHANGE TO:

A1 670—5387—01 CKT BOARD ASSY:11/IEEE 488

R202 311-0644-01 RES.,VAR,NONWIR:20KOHM,0.50w

U300 156—0331401 MICROCIRCUIT,DI:DUAL D-TYPE FLIP—FLOP,74$74

Diagram 2 BAR/CTR/ISR CLK-ADDR input line notation from U440-8 to U440-9,10

0300 is shown on diagram 3 BSR/BCR/ICR/DATA BUS

DIAGRAM (C)
INTERRUPT & DMA STATE MACHINE - Partial

R202
CZIZ -ZOK +5Vflyl4 l5 ‘

CR/C U44OC
9[: 8 CLK-ADDER

____B
‘ UZIOA '0

—A ?
'

u:u:uuuu&&&i

Page 2 of 2 .j'
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W MANUAL CHANGE INFORMATION
TEKTRON IX® PRODUCT

committed to
Iechnical excellence INTERFACE

CPllOO/IEEE 488 CHANGE REFERENCE—Mm
021—0230-00 DATE 12—6-28

CHANGE: DESCRIPTION

070—2151-00 EFF ID# 907-Ol—C

ELECTRICAL PARTS LIST AND SCHEMATIC CHANGES

CHANGE TO:

Al 670—5387-02 CKT BOARD ASSYzll/IEEE 488

U240 156—0043—01 MICROCIRCUIT,DI:QUAD 2—INPUT NOR GATE,7402

ADD:

0140 283—0197—00 CAP.,FXD,CER DI:470PF,5%,50V

c240 283—0197-00 CAP.,FXD,CER DI:470PF,5%,50V

R140 317-0680-00 RES. ,FXD,CMPSN:68 OHM,5%,O.125W

R240 317—0680-00 RES.,FXD,CMPSN:68 OHM,5%,0.125W

LJEZICDIXUZIOB DIAGRAM®
DMA STATE MACHINE - Partial

ll 3

a
LJ‘I‘ICDEB

4
ssLfifiEE> 5' b

2!?(3
7

U 8 R240 Ru4oSACKOUT 3
I :_EE$ET a-——————————o

U24OA

LJIBO LJI4-O
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